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Summary
Ensemble methods are widely preferred over single classifiers due to the advantages they offer 
in terms of accuracy, complexity and flexibility. In this doctoral study, the aim is to understand 
and analyze ensembles while offering new design and pruning techniques. Bias-variance frame­
works have been used as the main means of analysis, and Error Correcting Output Coding 
(ECOC) as an ensemble technique has been studied as a case study within each chapter.
ECOC is a powerful multiclass ensemble classification technique, in which multiple two class 
base classifiers are trained using relabeled sets of the multiclass training data. The relabeling 
information is obtained from a preset code matrix. The main idea behind this procedure is to 
solve the original multiclass problem by combining the decision boundaries obtained from sim­
pler two class decompositions. While ECOC is one of the best solutions to multiclass problems, it 
is still suboptimal. In this thesis, we have initially presented two algorithms that iteratively update 
the ECOC framework to improve the performance without a need of re-training.
As a second step, in order to explain the underlying reasons behind the improved performance 
of ensembles and give hints on their designs, we have used bias and variance analysis. The 
ECOC framework has been theoretically analyzed using Tumer and Ghosh (T&G) bias-variance 
model, and its performance has been linked to that of its base classifiers. Accordingly, design 
hints on ECOC have been proposed. Moreover, the definition of James has been used for 
experimentation in order to explain the reasoning behind the success of ECOC compared to 
single multiclass classifiers and bagging ensembles. Furthermore for bias-variance analysis, we 
have established the missing links between some of the popular theories (theories of Geman, 
T&G and James) existing in the literature by providing closed form solutions.
The final contribution of this thesis is on ensemble pruning. In order to increase efficiency and 
decrease computational and storage costs without sacrificing and preferably enhancing the gen­
eralization performance, two novel pruning algorithms to be used for bagging and ECOC ensem­
bles have been proposed. The proposed methods, which are shown to achieve results better 
than the state of the art, are theoretically and experimentally analysed. The analysis also em­
bodies the bias and variance theory.
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
Within machine learning research, an ensemble is defined as a group of learning models which 
are combined in order to reveal an aggregate output prediction. Ensemble methods can operate 
as simply as taking a vote between individual models which are trained independently on the 
given problem, or in a more complicated way such as combining models to be trained consec­
utively to compensate for the weaknesses of each other. They can be used in solving different 
tasks such as classification, regression and clustering. In this thesis, we aim to understand 
and analyze ensemble classification while offering new design and pruning techniques, via utiliz­
ing bias-variance theoretical analysis. Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC) as an ensemble 
technique has been studied in detail as a case study within each chapter.
A great amount of research has been conducted on ensembles over the last decade, resulting 
in different methods for combining classifiers and proposing theoretical explanations for the ad­
vantages brought about by them. Some of these advantages of ensemble methods that make 
them preferable over single learning models (classifiers) in terms of accuracy, complexity and 
flexibility are as follows:
• Ensembles aim to correct individual classifier errors using composite systems and make 
use of potentially valuable information from less successful classifiers instead of com­
pletely discarding them [59]. The reasons behind improved performance have also been 
theoretically explained via bias-variance decomposition [36, 15, 61, 80, 58, 59] and gen­
eralization error bound analysis using the margin concept [52].
• Complexity issues arising from problems like parameter tuning in large training sets can be 
overcome using ensembles. Instead of a finely tuned strong single classifier, an ensemble 
composed of suboptimal and therefore less complex classifiers may still provide improved 
accuracy despite the reduced complexity.
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• Ensembles may help tackling difficult learning tasks by dividing the main problem into 
simpler tasks. This division might be accomplished in several ways such as combining 
classifiers trained on different data obtained from different sources, or combining classifiers 
trained on completely different features, or feature or data subspaces.
Ensembles can be formed of homogenous or heterogeneous models [57]. Homogenous models 
are composed of the different executions of the same learning algorithm. For example, bagging 
[5] and boosting [26], in which the same type of classifiers are trained on different subsets of the 
training data, constitute homogenous ensembles. Heterogeneous models on the other hand are 
defined as the combinations of different learning algorithms on the training data. Stacking [71] 
has been shown to be an example of a powerful heterogeneous ensemble. In stacking, different 
algorithms are trained using the training data, and a combiner algorithm is used as a second step 
to be trained on the decisions of these algorithms to give the final prediction. Finally, it should be 
mentioned that it is also possible to create a combination of the models in several ways. Note 
that while creating different models, an important issue is the accuracy/diversity dilemma. On 
one hand, one would like to have classifiers with high accuracy; on the other hand, it is desired 
that they are uncorrelated so as to benefit from their differences. However, increased accuracy 
usually brings about similar classifiers, which lack diversity.
Ensembles can be generated using offline and online learning techniques. The most commonly 
used ensemble methods are based on offline learning in which the entire set of training samples 
is processed all at once. On the other hand, the aim in online learning is to handle training 
patterns one at a time in a sequential way, due to storage and time restrictions or the changing 
nature of the training patterns over time. Given a new training sample, the hypothesis obtained 
from the previous samples (note that in general, the training samples themselves are not stored) 
is updated using a feedback mechanism. The online ensemble is defined as “single-update” if it 
only updates one ensemble member (base classifier) for each training instance, or as “multiple- 
update” otherwise [25].
Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC) is a strong ensemble classification method which aims 
to solve a multiclass problem by decomposing it into multiple simpler two class problems. The 
classifiers are created and trained according to the information obtained from a pre-set binary
code matrix. During the testing stage, a pattern is assigned the label of a class, to which it has 
the closest distance according to a distance measure applied on the given code matrix. ECOC 
is actually a very commonly used method in the literature: Many binary classification methods 
such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are generally extended to multiclass classification via 
employing methods such as one-versus-one and one-versus-all; both of which are examples of 
simple ECOC approaches. Note that ECOC can be composed of homogenous or heterogeneous 
models, and can be generated using online and offline techniques, although the most common 
approaches contain homogenous models, which are learnt offline.
Although there has been a lot of research conducted on the encoding and decoding (testing) 
strategies of ECOC ensembles, they are still open problems. In this thesis we firstly investigate 
two new methods, FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+, to update already encoded matrices as a pre­
liminary study. The methods have been applied on some commonly used ECOC strategies such 
as one-versus-all and randomly generated codes (randECOCs). It should be mentioned that the 
latter is an important ECOC design, as it has been proven in [35] that its performance is close to 
that of the Bayes classifier when the matrix is sufficiently long and the base classifiers are strong 
enough. Therefore, any improvement on long randECOCs through updates is an important con­
tribution to the performance of ECOC. The results show that the update algorithms bring about 
successful outcomes on long randECOCs especially when used with datasets possessing big 
training sets, or having separate validation data. Furthermore, for short randECOCs, it is pos­
sible to reduce the size of the original matrix to less than half and still have better performance 
as a result of using the update algorithms. Improvements on one-versus-all matrices have also 
been presented. Having performed comparisons with the state of the art encoding and update 
algorithms used with strong base classifiers, it has been found that the best overall performances 
are obtained with FLIP-ECOC applied on long randECOCs.
As a second step, to be able to understand and analyze the success and characteristics of en­
sembles, we have utilized bias and variance analysis, with a case study on ECOC. Just like 
margin analysis, bias-variance decomposition is used in the literature as a means to investigate 
the behaviours of classifiers and their generalization performances. The fact that the bounds 
obtained in margin theory are not tight enough for practical design makes bias-variance analysis 
a commonly used approach for classifier evaluation. This analysis not only aims to inspect the
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individual performances of classifiers, but also helps make comparisons between them. Hence, 
using the bias-variance framework, we both evaluate the reasoning behind the success of ECOC 
and also compare its performance relative to bagging ensembles and single multiclass classi­
fiers.
While carrying out bias-variance analysis, it has to be borne in mind that there are several 
frameworks proposed in the literature that extend the initial decomposition of Geman, which was 
formulated on the regression setting, to be used for classification. These frameworks try to de­
fine bias and variance on the hard outputs of classifiers using 0/1 loss; however most of them 
bring about unwanted properties such as a nonzero bias assigned to the Bayes classifier. Over­
coming the drawbacks of many of these frameworks, James in [36] defines a decomposition that 
is applicable to general loss functions. In this decomposition, two additional terms, namely sys­
tematic effect and variance effect, which reveal the effects of bias and variance on the prediction 
error, are proposed.
On the other hand and from a different perspective, Tumer and Ghosh propose a model [58, 59], 
which measures the bias and variance on the estimation errors of the underlying a posteri­
ori probability distributions. Thus, the measurements are performed on the soft outputs of the 
classifiers using squared loss, without a need of any manipulation to Geman’s original decom­
position. The effects of bias and variance on the classification performance are also shown in 
closed form in this model.
As another contribution, we establish the missing link between the Tumer Ghosh model (T&G 
model) and the framework of James for the classification scenario. That is, we formulate the 
bias-variance terms defined in James derivations in terms of those from T&G model. T&G 
model’s connection to Geman’s original decomposition is also provided. This study provides fur­
ther insights to the bias-variance theory applied on soft and hard classifier outputs by different 
definitions, and at the same time brings about closed form explanations for when and how the 
systematic effect and variance effect defined by James provide improvements or deterioration in 
the classifier performance. These findings are later on used in interpreting the experimental re­
sults obtained from comparing ECOC ensembles with bagging and single multiclass classifiers.
1.1. Objectives
The final contribution of this thesis is on the pruning of ensembles. Decreasing the size of an 
existing ensemble system without sacrificing performance is of importance due to the advan­
tages it brings about such as reduced time and storage requirements. Using the idea of binary 
mappings, we propose two novel pruning strategies to be used for the pruning of bagging en­
sembles for two class problems and ECOC ensembles for multiclass. Note that binary mappings 
are convenient to be used within the ECOC framework due to the fact that it is composed of two 
class base classifiers.
The pruning methodology applied on the bagging ensembles inherits the idea of Walsh coeffi­
cients [33] derived from logic design. We show that these coefficients can be used to stand for 
accuracy and diversity, which are crucial in the design of bagging ensembles. The novel pruning 
algorithm, W2P, utilizes this information and outperforms the state of the art pruning strategies 
in most cases.
It should be noted that the applications of most state of the art ensemble pruning methods on 
ECOC are not very successful. This is due to the fact that these methodologies are primar­
ily designed for voting ensembles and they do not take the specific requirements of the ECOC 
framework into account: The connection between the accuracies of the base classifiers solving 
different two class problems and the ensemble accuracy of the main multiclass problem has 
not previously been established. By referencing to the idea of binary mappings used in W2P 
to establish this connection, we propose a novel accuracy measure for ECOC, namely AcEc, to 
be used in the pruning algorithm: AcEc  -  P. This method not only outperforms state of the art 
pruning methods in the majority of the cases, but also shows that under certain circumstances it 
is possible to use only 30% of the initial ECOC size to improve its performance. Theoretical anal­
yses on AcEc  and AcEc  -  P to point out their relation between accuracy, diversity and Hamming 
distance -which are all crucial in the designs of ECOC matrices- have been presented followed 
by a bias-variance analysis using the methodologies defined previously.
1.1 Objectives
The overall aim of this thesis is to understand and analyze ensembles while offering new design 
and pruning techniques. As the main means of the analysis, bias-variance frameworks have
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been utilized. Furthermore, ECOC ensembles have been studied as a case study within each 
chapter. A list of our objectives can be given as;
• Understanding the structure of ensembles, specializing on ECOC. Proposing update meth­
ods to be used on the encoded ECOC matrices.
• Comparing and utilizing different bias-variance analysis existing in the literature for under­
standing ensembles. Setting up the missing link between the frameworks of T&G model 
and James.
• Using bias-variance analysis to theoretically and experimentally evaluate ECOC ensem­
bles.
• Proposing novel ensemble pruning algorithms, with a special application on ECOC.
• Carrying out theoretical evaluation, including bias-variance analysis, on the pruning algo­
rithms proposed.
1.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• Two novel ECOC update algorithms, FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+ are presented (in 
Chapter 2).
• The links between the two popular but diverse bias-variance decompositions, the T&G 
model and the framework of James, have been established. Closed form solutions are 
obtained (in Chapter 3).
• ECOC framework has been theoretically analyzed via T&G bias-variance model. Perfor­
mance of ECOC ensembles has been linked to that of the constituent base classifiers. 
Design hints have been proposed (in Chapter 3).
• ECOC, bagging and single classifiers are experimentally evaluated and compared using 
bias-variance decomposition of James (in Chapter 3).
1.3. Organization
• Two novel pruning algorithms, W2P and AcEc -  P, to be used in pruning bagging en­
sembles for two class problems and ECOC ensembles for multiclass problems have been 
proposed. The methods are theoretically and experimentally analyzed (Bias-variance the­
ory is also utilized within the analysis) (in Chapter 4).
1.3 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 gives an insight about the Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC) ensemble clas­
sification framework by going into details of encoding, decoding and update strategies existing 
in the literature, and presents two new update strategies to be used for binary ECOC matrices: 
FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+. Experimental results are given for different scenarios, such as 
for datasets with and without separate validation sets, and comparisons are carried out with state 
of the art methodologies to point out the success of the proposed methodologies.
Chapter 3 discusses the margin and bias-variance theories, which are used in the literature to 
analyze the performances of classifiers. Different bias-variance frameworks that are defined for 
the classification setting are compared and the frameworks of James, Domingos and T&G model 
are explained in detail. ECOC ensembles are analyzed using T&G model, and the missing links 
between the decompositions of James and T&G model are established. Experimental evidence 
is used to support the success of ECOC ensembles over bagging and single classifiers.
In Chapter 4, after describing the commonly used state of the art pruning methodologies, two 
new pruning algorithms, W2P and AcEc-P, to be used in pruning bagging ensembles for 2 class 
problems and ECOC ensembles for multiclass problems are presented respectively. Theoretical 
and experimental analyses have been performed to demonstrate the improved performances 
of the methods compared to the state of the art. Bias and variance analysis as described in 
Chapter 2 is utilized here as another means of analyzing the results.
Finally in Chapter 5, conclusions of this study are given together with possible future work direc­
tions.
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Chapter 2 
UPDATING ERROR CORRECTING OUTPUT CODING (ECOC) 
MATRICES
Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC), initially proposed by [14] using communication theory, 
is a powerful multiclass ensemble classification technique in which multiple two class classifiers 
are trained using relabeled sets of the multiclass training data. The relabeling information is 
obtained from a preset matrix. The main idea behind this procedure is to solve the original mul­
ticlass problem by combining the decision boundaries obtained from simpler two class decom­
positions. While doing so, the errors that individual two class base classifiers make are aimed 
to be corrected up to a certain degree. (Note that the classifiers that construct an ensemble are 
called base classifiers.)
Multiclass extensions of many of the existing binary classification techniques in the literature 
like Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [12] make use of methods such as one-versus-one or 
one-versus-all approaches. These methods are actually basic ECOC approaches, where the 
decisions of multiple simpler binary classifiers are combined to end up with a complex multiclass 
boundary and decision. It should be noted that higher performance and / or more efficient 
algorithms (summarized in Sec. 2.1) than one-versus-one and one-versus-all approaches can 
be used within the ECOC framework, making them preferable over these standard approaches 
used commonly in the literature.
There are various ways to construct/design (encode) and test (decode) ECOC matrices. There 
has however been relatively less interest on the implementations of efficient update methodolo­
gies of the already encoded matrices. In this chapter, as a preliminary study, we aim to provide 
insights on the ECOC ensemble classification framework by investigating different encoding and
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decoding strategies followed by the proposal of two novel update methodologies: FLIP-ECOC 
[82] and FLIP-ECOC+ [81]. The update strategies are of importance as they are problem inde­
pendent and applicable to all binary ECOC designs, aiming to boost their performances during 
decoding. Experimental evidence not only supports that these methods improve classification 
accuracy but also that they help speed up training complexity/time, as it is possible to use much 
simpler base classifiers and still end up with a better performance than the original, as a result 
of the update process.
In Sec. 2.1, ECOC framework has been introduced and background information about existing 
encoding, decoding and updating methodologies in the literature are provided. Later on in Sec. 
2.2, the two novel update algorithms, FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+, are presented. Finally, 
experimental results are demonstrated in three different subsections within Sec. 2.3, followed by 
a discussion and future work planning in Sec. 2.4.
2.1 ECOC Background
In an ECOC matrix r, a particular element indicates the new label for the patterns
belonging to class o)j€[\, to be used in training the base classifier i for a k class problem. 
The row of r  is denoted as r j  and named as the “codeword” for class cjj. An example ECOC 
matrix is provided in Figure 2.1 for a 4 class problem to be solved using 5 base classifiers. 
In this example, the base classifier 1 is trained using the instances from classes {1,2} after 
relabeling them as positive (+1) and the instances from classes {3,4} as negative (-1). These 
new classes formed up as the combinations of the existing ones are now called “superclasses”. 
At this point the existence of the “ternary ECOC” which has initially been proposed by Allwein et 
al. in [1] should be noted. In this strategy a particular ECOC matrix element rp  can take values 
{-1,0,4-1} where the zero element is used to indicate the classes that are to be taken out of the 
consideration of a base classifier and not used in its training.
During decision making (testing), decisions of all base classifiers for a given test instance X  are 
located in a vector B = [Bi, ...,Bn], where B{ is the hard or soft output of the classifier i for the 
input instance X. Then, the distance between B (the “test codeword”) and each row of the matrix
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Base Cl. 1 Base Cl. 2 Base Cl. 3 Base Cl. 4 Base Cl. 5
Class 1 1 -1 1 -1 1
Class 2 1 1 1 -1 -1
Class 3 -1 -1 1 -1
Class 4 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
Figure 2.1 : An example ECOC matrix for a 4 class problem with 5 base classifiers
T, which represents a codeword for the class of interest, are computed using a distance metric 
such as the standard Hamming or Euclidean distance, or L I norm. The class F, for which this 
distance is minimum is chosen as the estimated class label, as shown in Eq. 2.1.
F = arg min dist(B, t j )
j= l...k
(2.1)
As the name implies, ECOC can handle incorrect base classification results up to a certain 
degree during decoding. Specifically, when Hamming Distance (HD) is used as the distance 
metric, up to l(h -  1)/2J single bit errors can be corrected if the minimum HD between any pair 
of codewords is h.
In the literature, there are several data dependent and independent approaches suggested for 
designing (encoding) and testing (decoding) ECOC matrices as given in Sec. 2.1.1 and Sec. 
2.1.2; however they still remain as open problems. There are also a few suboptimal methodolo­
gies proposed for the refinement/update of the existing ECOC matrices, which are summarized 
in Sec. 2.1.3.
2.1.1 Encoding of the ECOC Matrix
In order to encode a standard (binary) ECOC matrix for a k class problem, the most straightfor­
ward approach would be to create a so called exhaustive code, which has length -  1, by 
using all possible class combinations to form up the superclasses. More specifically, this length is 
calculated by counting the number of all possible column permutations followed by removing the
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complementary, all-zero or all-one columns, which include redundant information. While being 
computationally expensive for large k, this method does not guarantee the best performance.
Other than exhaustive codes, there are various data independent and dependent methods pro­
posed for the encoding of the ECOC matrix. As for data independent approaches, the code 
matrix is advised to be designed to have large HD between the codewords of different classes 
in order to help with the error correction in the testing stage. Moreover, when deterministic clas­
sifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are used as base classifiers, the HD between 
a pair of columns should also be large enough so that the outputs of the base classifiers are 
uncorrelated and their individual errors can be corrected by the ensemble [14]. After the intro­
duction of the “zero” (“don’t care”) element in [1], several data independent approaches have 
been proposed in the literature.
Some commonly used data independent techniques can be listed as one-versus-all, one-versus- 
one, dense random and sparse random codes. In one-versus-all encoding, the number of base 
classifiers are equal to the number of classes, and each base classifier is obtained by training 
a particular class against the rest. One-versus-one encoding on the other hand embodies base 
classifiers, for which two classes of interest are trained against each other whereas the rest 
corresponds to zero elements in the ECOC matrix. These classes with zero elements are not 
taken into consideration during training. Thus, a total of comb(k,2) many classifiers, where 
comb stands for the combination rule, are required for one-versus-one encoding. Although they 
are not supposed to reveal optimal performances, one-versus-all and one-vs-one methods are 
commonly used in the literature to create multiclass classifiers by combining binary ones, such 
as the case for multiclass SVMs.
Dense and sparse random codes have been introduced by Allwein et al. in [1] after the presen­
tation of the zero element. In dense random coding, a binary matrix consisting of fl0log2(i^)l 
columns is created for a k  class problem, and each bit in the matrix is chosen randomly between 
{-1,1). After the generation of as many as 10000 dense random codes, the one that has the 
largest distance between each pair of codewords and that does not have any identical columns 
is selected. Sparse random coding, on the other hand, consists of ternary ECOC matrices which 
have bits equal to -1 or 1 with probability of occurrence equal to 1/4 each, and the bit 0 with
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probability 1/2. The number of columns to be used in sparse coding is fl5log2(A:)l, and the 
selection process used after the construction step is similar to that of the dense random codes.
The idea in data dependent ECOC designs is to encode matrices by making use of the input 
data in order to have base classifiers which are meaningful within a given domain. Pujol et 
al. in [51] have proposed Discriminant ECOC (DECOC), which aims to create superclasses that 
maximize the discriminability within the given problem. Starting from the set of all classes and by 
trying to split the classes at hand into the most separable subsets in each iteration, the method 
ends up with a tree structure. This structure is expected to reveal sets of superclasses that are 
highly discriminative, and these superclasses are later on inserted inside the ECOC matrix. The 
criterion used during splitting is based on mutual information and the search procedure used is 
a floating search method [50], named Sequential Forward Floating Search. Thus, the target is 
to create high-performance column classifiers which can better fit the decision boundaries of the 
problem training set, while keeping the number of classifiers to a minimum. Later on in Subclass 
Problem-Dependent Design [23], DECOC has been modified in order to split the original set of 
classes into more distinguishable subclasses, by using mutual information between the features 
and the class labels. On top of the procedure explained above for DECOC, an additional step 
of creating many other simple subproblems is carried out when a base classifier is not capable 
of distinguishing between classes well enough. Another extension of DECOC, namely Forest- 
ECOC, has been introduced in [19]. In Forest-ECOC, the aim is to embed multiple trees that 
best split the original set of classes into distinguishable ones inside an ECOC, rather than one 
tree. It has been experimentally worked out that using 2 or 3 trees is generally enough to reveal 
accurate results. Furthermore for Forest-ECOC, as opposed to DECOC and Subclass Problem- 
Dependent Design approaches, classification scores instead of mutual information are used for 
creating each node of the tree. Finally, Bautista et al. propose minimal length ECOC designs, 
and via applying genetically inspired methods such as mutation and cross-over they try to encode 
these matrices and tune classifier parameters in a way to end up with improved generalization 
performance [4].
Data dependent approaches intend to improve accuracy over data independent approaches and 
increase efficiency by generating not more than “sufficient” number of columns to represent the 
given problem. As another advantage of data-dependent ECOC encodings, it can be mentioned
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that expensive parameter optimizations, which might be needed as a result of possible difficult 
base problems in data independent approaches, might be avoided by the creation of data depen­
dent, simpler base problems. However, overall improvement in speed is not always guaranteed.
Finally and most importantly for the encoding of ECOC matrices, it should be mentioned that 
although problem dependent coding approaches provide successful outcomes, it has been the­
oretically and experimentally proven that ECOC matrices, which are created by randomly as­
signing the values {-1,4-1} to each matrix element (randECOCs), give close to optimum (Bayes) 
performance when they consist of several columns trained with strong base classifiers [35, 37]. 
These kind of matrices would therefore guarantee the best performance unless the relatively 
long training time is perceived as a limitation. The suggested length of the randECOC depends 
on its theoretical rates of convergence to Bayes error as explained in [35]; however a common 
convention of using between 100 to 150 columns for multiclass problems of not more than 10 
classes would generally provide satisfactory results. Note that for problems with small number 
of classes, repeated columns can be trained with different perturbations of data such as boot­
strapping [17].
2.1.2 Decoding of the ECOC Matrix
There are many strategies used in the decoding of the ECOC matrix apart from standard de­
coding technique based on the Hamming or Euclidean distance, or L I norm. A general loss- 
weighted decoding consists of the assignment of a weight matrix to each position of the ECOC 
matrix to be used during distance calculation. Commonly, weights are driven using the prior 
information about the class frequencies or information about classifier decisions on the training 
data. It has been shown in [6] that in order to overcome weight estimation using all training 
data, out-of-bootstrap error estimate can be adopted as a good estimator: While carrying out 
training on bootstrapped samples per base classifier, the patterns left out of bootstrapping for 
each classifier can be used for the estimation of weights. Other than the general weighted de­
coding approaches, methods such as “Centroid of Classes” [35], “Dempster-Shafer decoding” 
[53], “Loss-based decoding” [1], and “Probabilistic-based decoding” [49] can be listed among 
commonly used methodologies in the literature.
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Standard decoding can be perceived as the minimization of the distance between a multidimen­
sional codeword vector and target vertices of the multidimensional ECOC hypercube. However, 
if patterns belonging to a class tend to form up a cluster, then the centroid of this cluster might be 
a more suitable target vector for the class of interest than the already existing preset codeword. 
In this way, each class ends up defining its own representative. This method is called “Centroid 
of Classes” [35], and for an ECOC matrix consisting of k classes and N columns, the element 
of the N  dimensional centroid for each class is computed by taking the average over the outputs 
of the base classifier for all patterns. A pattern is then classified according to the closest cen­
troid in the sense of Euclidean distance. In Dempster-Shafer decoding [53], it is assumed that 
each of the k class labels, which a pattern can be assigned to, has one corresponding proposi­
tion. The decoding is based on the concept of probability mass functions which assign values to 
these propositions. Each column j  of the ECOC matrix can be regarded as providing evidence 
for class memberships, which can be defined by a mass function that uses the outputs of this 
classifier for the superclasses at hand. The evidence of a column for a class can be combined 
with evidence from previous columns, and the mass function of the combination of classifiers are 
found using Dempster’s rule of combination recursively. The class corresponding to the maxi­
mum probability mass function is then assigned as the decision class. Loss-based decoding [1] 
on the other hand, aims to find the class label among the set of possible labels that minimizes 
the total loss computed using all base classifier decisions for a given test instance, where the 
loss function is dependent on the “margin” of this instance. Linear and exponential loss-based 
functions can be used within this framework. Finally in Probabilistic-based decoding, Passerini 
et al. suggest making use of class conditional probabilities derived from base classifiers for de­
coding [49]. Detailed descriptions of the existing decoding methodologies have been presented 
in [66] and [22].
It has been shown in [22] that if the above mentioned strategies are used for the decoding of 
ternary ECOC matrices, problems of the “decoding bias” and different “dynamic range biases” 
occur due to the use of the zero element. During the distance measuring between the test 
codeword and a class codeword in decoding, the distance between a { - 1,-11} bit and a 0 bit 
should be set to zero, whereas this is not the case in most of the decoding strategies. The idea 
here is that the distance value should not increase with the number of 0 positions, which do not 
give any information about the test patterns. If it does, that this is named as a “decoding bias”.
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On the other hand, a “dynamic range bias” corresponds to the difference amongst the ranges of 
values that can be obtained for each class codeword during decoding. In most of the existing 
algorithms, when the ternary encoding is used, dynamic range changes inversely proportional 
to the number of zeros, whereas it is expected to stay constant. In order to overcome these 
problems of decoding bias and dynamic range bias, two algorithms, namely Pessimistic Beta 
Density Distribution decoding and Loss-weighted decoding, have been presented in [22]; and 
results have been shown to provide improved performance for ternary matrices.
2.1.3 Update of the ECOC Matrix
In addition to the general work in the area of improving the ECOC approach through better 
encoding or decoding strategies, there has been little work done on the update of the ECOC 
matrix as a post-processing step to further improve the accuracy.
In an early work aiming at the joint optimization of the base classifier trainings and the ECOC 
matrix encoding [60], Alpaydin and Mayoraz train a multilayer perceptron to learn the new ECOC 
code matrix, allowing small modifications from the original. Initially, a single layer perceptron is 
formed by treating the training samples as inputs and the corresponding labels as outputs. Later 
on, another single layer network is created by having the outputs of the dichotomizers generated 
by ECOC as inputs and the desired ECOC labels as the targets. The weights to be estimated 
within this second perceptron are the final ECOC matrix entries. These two single layer networks 
are finally combined to give a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to be trained.
In a more recent work, Zhong et al. address the idea of code optimization by formulating a 
framework that takes into account the misclassification errors of test instances using SVMs as 
base classifiers, along with the Hamming distance between different columns [75]. In this method 
called JointECOC, it has been reported that the problem is NP-complete whose exact solution 
is computationally intractable and an approximate solution can be obtained after relaxing some 
constraints.
In ECOC-Optimizing Node Embedding (ECOC-One) proposed in [18], the purpose is to extend 
any ECOC matrix by adding a few dichotomizers based on a discriminability criterion defined on
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the data domain. Iteratively, new base classifiers are added to the coding design, by minimizing 
the confusion matrix of classes using a validation set. As a result, the HD between the classes 
that most overlap is aimed to be increased, and the generalization performance to be improved. 
A further contribution of ECOC-One is the use of a weighting strategy to define the relevance of 
the base classifiers.
As for the update of the ECOC matrix, the closest work to our methodologies presented in Sec.
2.2 has been concurrently proposed by Essaiera et al. where a one-versus-one coding matrix is 
updated in a problem-dependent way [20]. In this approach called Recoding ECOC, the 0 entries 
of the original code matrix are proposed to be changed into +1 or -1, if the corresponding 
class happens to be correctly classified by this dichotomizes Our method can be seen as a 
complement of this work where the updates are intended for non-zero entries, regardless of the 
encoding, training and decoding methods used.
2.2 FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+
Since the tasks of the dichotomizers are often non-trivial, the training often does not result in 
achieving the classification indicated by the ECOC matrix, even when it is designed in an intel­
ligent way. While the errors made by individual dichotomizers may be corrected by ECOC, the 
original ECOC matrix can as well be optimized so as to better match the trained dichotomiz­
ers. This can be done by considering the performances of base classifiers over the individual 
classes, and changing the ECOC matrix whenever it is deemed beneficial. For this purpose, in 
this section, we propose two update algorithms, FLIP-ECOC [82] and FLIP-ECOC+ [81]. These 
algorithms aim to flip the bits of the given binary matrix from 1 to -1 or vice versa; or convert 
them into the “don’t care” bit 0, when the corresponding base classifier and class specific ac­
curacies suggest doing so. The flips and the zero conversions are done in a controlled way by 
consulting the validation accuracy.
Consider an ECOC matrix t  and a set of base classifiers that are trained according to this code 
matrix. The accuracy matrix H, which is of the same size as r, is obtained by measuring the 
accuracies of the trained classifiers separately for each class, on a validation set. To be precise.
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Hji is measured as the proportion of the samples in class coj that are correctly classified by the 
base classifier i according to the target value specified by ry/. Note that r  is a binary matrix and 
it might have been encoded or decoded using any methodology for binary matrices.
Within the FLIP-ECOC algorithm, the update of the ECOC matrix r  is aimed at taking the H  
matrix into consideration and analyzing whether its elements have “low” values, which would 
relate to poor base classifier performances on individual classes. The Hji entries that have 
corresponding tji values lower than a threshold value are potentially flipped so as to better match 
what is learned by the base classifiers. In other words, if the decision of the base classifier 
does not match the target label, the labels are considered for change in the updated matrix 
U. Therefore, by making use of the updated matrix without a need of re-training, higher class 
accuracies for base classifiers are expected during decoding.
The approach can be explained using a simple example. Assume that a classifier i is fully wrong 
in classifying a particular class a>j on the validation set when the target for this class has been 
preset to -1. In other words, ry, = -1 and Hji = 0% . In this situation, changing the tji value from 
-1 to +1 corresponds to matching the code matrix to the trained classifier /; whereas this was 
not the case during training. This modification results in a change in Hji to 100%, while leaving 
other entries in r  and H  unchanged. The rationale is that if the validation set is expressive of the 
test set, a similar effect is expected during the test set decoding.
Flipping the entries of the original ECOC matrix may bring about its own drawbacks: After a 
flip is applied, unwanted deterioration in the characteristics of the matrix such as the decrease 
in row-wise or column-wise HDs or increase in the confusion regions may be expected. For 
example, although a particular accuracy value for the given class and classifier of interest {Hjt) 
would increase, the deterioration of row-wise HDs may cause severe reduction in the overall 
accuracy. That is to say, the loss of an overall high HD between classes can adversely affect the 
relatively small accuracy increase obtained on a single class as a result of flipping a bit. In order 
to overcome this, FLIP-ECOC embodies an iterative step that modifies only one element of the 
code matrix r  in each iteration and tests the effects of this change on the overali validation set 
accuracy. If the change is deemed beneficial, it is accepted.
Within the flip process, the ry, entries are firstly listed in ascending order according to their 
corresponding Hji values until reaching a threshold value, Hji = q. Afterwards, using a greedy
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approach, namely hill-climbing, the listed r j i entries are sequentially proposed for flipping. Note 
that in order to account for classifiers that have performance worse than 50%, q is advised to 
be 0.5. However, it can be argued that this threshold should be kept lower in order to avoid 
ambiguity regions in the decision domain. In each iteration, a flip and therefore an ECOC update 
is accepted if the validation set accuracy does not decrease when the updated ECOC matrix is 
used in the decoding process instead of the current one. By considering the validation accuracy 
at this stage, the method is expected to take care of the above mentioned ECOC characteristics 
and thus the error correction capacity, and carry out updates without causing any degradation. 
In Algorithm 1 , pseudocode for the method is provided.
Algorithm 1: FLIP-ECOC
Data: ECOC matrix r  
Accuracy matrix H  
Threshold q
Result: Updated ECOC matrix U 
List Tij s.t Hij < ^ in an ascending order ; 
noElements<-number of elements in the list; 
currentState<-original ECOC matrix, r; 
for r <- 1 to noElements do
nextState<-flip element of currentState;
Again <-valAccu racy[n extState]-valAccu racy[cu rre ntState] ; 
If Again > 0 then
currentStatef-nextState;
U ^ currentState;
An extended version of the method, namely FLIP-ECOC+, has been proposed in [81]. In FLIP- 
ECOC+, the modifications within the binary ECOC matrix t  are carried out in terms of a conver­
sion into zero bits as well as flipping, depending on an additional threshold. The use of the third 
label, zero, is expected to handle the cases where the classifier decisions are not strong enough 
to justify a labeling to either class. Thus, the thresholding for conversion into zero takes place 
on the regions of ambiguity; i.e. where the corresponding accuracy matrix entries are close to 
0.5. Furthermore in FLIP-ECOC+, another optional threshold, a, is proposed in order to carry
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out flips without a requirement of validation. While aiming to speed up the method, a should 
be kept low in order not to sacrifice performance. Preliminary experimental evidence suggests 
that a can be as high as 0.3, and that conversion into zero elements gives satisfactory results 
when applied to the ECOC bits whose corresponding accuracy elements are between 0.3 and 
0.6. Pseudocode for FLIP-ECOC+ is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: FLIP-ECOC+_____________________________________________________
Data: ECOC matrix r
Accuracy matrix H
Thresholds or, 7,^
Result: Updated ECOC matrix U
forall the Nij < a d o  
L FlipT,,
currentState<-T ;
List Tij s.t Hij < g in an ascending order ; 
noElements<-number of elements in the list; 
for r 4- 1 to noEiements do 
if a <= Hij < y  then
nextStateWlip element of currentState;
else if y < -  Hij < q then
nextState<-zero element of currentState;
Again <-valAccuracy[nextState]-valAccuracy[currentState]; 
if Again > 0 then
cu rrentState <- n extState ;
U<-currentState______________________________________________________________
FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+ in their current forms aim to update only binary coding matrices 
due to the fact that flips of the non-zero bits in ternary codes may cause redundancy in columns, 
which have to be specially taken care of. For example, any bit flip in a one-vs-one coding would 
cause the column corresponding to this bit to be completely redundant, and removing it may not 
be a desirable move. Likewise, any zeroing in an already sparse matrix such as a sparse random 
code would also encounter the same problem. However, modifications on the methods, together 
with applications of smart ternary decoding methodologies as proposed in [22] are expected to 
make the methods applicable on ternary coding as well.
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2.3 Experiments
In order to show how the proposed update algorithms improve performances of the already 
encoded binary ECOC matrices and to make comparisons with state of the art, three sets of 
experiments have been performed in this section.
The aim in the first set of experiments given in 2.3.1 is to observe the applicability of FLIP- 
ECOC on problems/applications which already provide/need validation sets. Here, comparisons 
are made between the results obtained with and without the application of FLIP-ECOC on ran­
dECOCs, by adhering to the same training sets. That is to say, after setting aside a separate 
training and a validation set, a given ECOC matrix is trained on the training set and an updated 
matrix is obtained after flips are performed using the validation. Later on, the results obtained 
from the already trained original ECOC matrix are compared with those of the updated matrix.
In the second set of experiments given in Sec. 2.3.2, problems which include datasets without 
predefined validation sets, are analyzed. That is, comparisons are made between the results 
obtained from the original ECOC trained on the originai training set, versus, the results obtained 
after employing FLIP-ECOC by setting aside a validation set out of training. This is in order to 
see if utilizing FLIP-ECOC by sacrificing the training set size brings about any improvements in 
performance. This section also includes results for the performance of FLIP-ECOC+.
Finally, in the last set of experiments given in Sec. 2.3.3, results obtained using FLIP-ECOC on 
randECOCs as well as on one-versus-all matrices are compared with those acquired from some 
state of the art ternary encoding techniques. Performance of ECOC-One, as state of the art 
update methodology, has also been evaluated within the comparison.
All experiments have been carried out on 5 UCI Machine Learning Repository (UCI MLR) [2] 
datasets, summary of which can be found in Table 2.1. Neural Networks (NNs) used with 
Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation have been selected as the base classifiers. The use 
of NNs is due to the fact that they are easy to manipulate to account for weak and strong clas­
sification by changing the level of training and number of nodes, without a separate need of 
parameter optimization. Standard HD is the distance metric used in the decoding stage.
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2.3.1 FLIP-ECOC using a Predefined Validation Set
The initial set of experiments on FLIP-ECOC aims to show the performance of the method on 
problems having separate validation sets using randECOCs, which are binary matrices easy to 
manipulate to account for both strong and weak ensembles. For this, randECOCs having number 
of columns (number of base classifiers) equal to 10, 25, 75 and 150 are used. Furthermore, the 
number of nodes for NNs used are varied between 2 and 16, and the level of training between 2 
and 15 epochs.
For the datasets having separate test sets, the input training sets have been split into two so as to 
form up a training and a validation set; and the results have been averaged after 10 independent 
runs. For the rest, 10 independent runs have been performed by randomly splitting the datasets 
into three as training, validation and test. The size of the validation set has been selected to 
be equal to that of the training, as it plays an important role both as a flipping and a stopping 
criterion in the FLIP-ECOC algorithm. Note that the parameter q, as introduced in Algorithm 
1, has been set to 0.5 in all the FLIP-ECOC experiments. Results obtained from the original 
ECOC matrices are compared with those obtained from the updated ones, after the application 
of FLIP-ECOC using the validation set.
In Fig. 2.2-2.3, the relative gains in the accuracy (%) when FLIP-ECOC is used instead of the 
standard approach are presented using NNs with 2 and 16 nodes as base classifiers, and 75 
and 150 column matrices. The graphs obtained are depicted for the given number of nodes and 
base classifiers versus a selected number of epochs (namely 3, 5, 7, 10 and 15 - illustrated in 
logarithmic scale). Fig. 2.4 shows the relative accuracy gain for a very weak ensemble that 
has been trained with 2 nodes and 10 columns. In Fig. 2.S-2.6, the original and the updated 
accuracies are presented for 2 representative datasets; and in Fig. 2.7-2.8, the number of flips 
the Flip-ECOC method ends up with is given for all datasets.
The proposed method, FLIP-ECOC is shown to improve the randECOC accuracy in almost all 
problems and settings. However, improvements are observed to be more significant when the 
base classifiers and their corresponding decision boundaries are simpler (either using fewer 
number of nodes resulting in less complex classifiers, or when having the NNs trained with fewer
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Type # Training 
Samples
# Test 
Samples
# Attributes # Classes
Glass Identif. (glass) UCI MLR 214 - 9 6
Dermatology (derma) UCI MLR 358 - 34 6
Segmentation (segment) UCI MLR 210 2100 19 7
Yeast (yeast) UCI MLR 1484 - 8 10
Satellite Image (sat) UCI MLR 4435 2000 36 6
Table 2.1 : Summary of the datasets used for FLIP-ECOC experiments. Sizes of the datasets not 
having separate test sets are given under #Training Samples.
epochs resulting in badly tuned decision boundaries) or when the number of the ECOC columns 
used are smaller. Under these circumstances, the extent of the improvement is shown to vary 
up to 16% (See Fig. 2.4). Thus, the clear trend in the graphs shows that the performance of the 
method increases when simpler ensembles with fewer number of nodes and / or epochs and / 
or columns are used.
Looking at Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.6, FLIP-ECOC can also be observed to almost always improve 
performance when stronger ensembles composed of long ECOC matrices and / or strong base 
classifiers are used. Only in 5% of the scenarios there is no improvement observed, and in 
another 5% there is degradation. However, the finding that FLIP-ECOC shows improvement in 
90% of the cases comes out to be very important due to the fact that long randECOCs trained 
with strong base classifiers are already known to give close to optimum performance as indicated 
previously.
Finally, Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 show that the number of resulting flips of FLIP-ECOC is correlated 
with the accuracy of the original ECOC decoding, and also thus the strength of the initial matrix. 
The stronger the given ECOC is, the less flips occur after FLIP-ECOC is applied. Even when the 
relative difference between the accuracies belonging to the standard approach and FLIP-ECOC 
is zero, the number of flips is still found to be positive. This is as a result of the fact that the 
algorithm accepts a suggested flip even when the validation accuracy gain obtained between 
two states is equal to zero, in order to help the algorithm not get stuck in local minima. An 
interesting consequence here is that it is possible to have a new ECOC matrix by flipping 25% 
of its original elements, and still obtain the same accuracy.
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Figure 2.2: Relative accuracy difference between the Flip-ECOC and standard ECOC ap­
proaches vs. number of epochs; for 2 nodes and 75 (ieft), 150 (right) columns
Relative Acc. Difference vs. No. Epochs for 16 Nodes and 75 Columns
Number of epochs
Relative Acc. Difference vs. No. Epochs for 16 Nodes and 150 Columns
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Figure 2.3: Relative accuracy difference between the Flip-ECOC and standard ECOC ap­
proaches vs. number of epochs; for 16 nodes and 75 (left), 150 (right) coiumns
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Figure 2.4: Reiative accuracy difference between the Flip-ECOC and standard ECOC ap­
proaches vs. number of epochs; for 2 nodes and 10 columns
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Figure 2.5: Accuracies of the Flip-ECOC and standard ECOC approaches vs. number of epochs; 
for 2 nodes and 75 (left), 150 (right) columns
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Figure 2.6: Accuracies of the Flip-ECOC and standard ECOC approaches vs. number of epochs; 
for 16 nodes and 75 (left), 150 (right) columns
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Figure 2.7: Number of flips after Flip-ECOC is applied vs. number of epochs; for 2 nodes and 
75 (left), 150 (right) columns
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Figure 2.8: Number of flips after Flip-ECOC is applied vs. number of epochs; for 16 nodes and 
75 (left), 150 (right) columns
2.3.2 FLIP-ECOC and FL1P-EC0C+ without a Predefined Validation Set
In the experiments carried out in this section, the original matrix is trained firstly on the training 
set only (as in Sec. 2.3.1) and then on the combination set consisting of the training and the 
validation sets used in the flipping process. The aim in doing so is to see if it is worth sparing 
a validation dataset out of the data at hand to be used in the flipping process, by sacrificing 
performance due to ending up with a smaller training set.
Furthermore in this section, experiments have been repeated using the method FLIP-ECOC-f 
and the corresponding findings are presented. It should be noted here that the decoding process 
utilized on the ternary matrices obtained from within FLIP-ECOC-f is the standard HD decoding 
applied on and averaged over the non-zero bits of the codewords. The length of the randECOC 
matrices used and the parameters of the NNs as base classifiers are as provided in Sec. 2.3.1. 
Due to preliminary experimental evidence, the parameters a, y  and g, introduced in Algorithm 2 
are set to 0.3, 0.3 and 0.6 respectively.
In order to make comparisons with the findings of Sec. 2.3.1, the training / validation split for the 
experiments in this section is also changed from 1/1 to 2/1. Detailed results here are given for 
two representative datasets: Segmentation and Satellite Image; former representing datasets 
with small number of training patterns, latter representing ones with larger number of training 
samples.
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jseamentl 1 Sat 1
epochs 2 3 5 7 10 15 1 epochs 2 3 5 7 10 15 1
2N lOCoI 1 2N lOCol 1
Acc/Big Tr. 52.35 65.18 80.61 80.99 85.12 86.57 Acc/Big Tr. 64.54 71.04 77.26 79.78 79.57 80.14
Acc/Small Tr. 64.09 70.40 79.37 83.04 84.54 83.84 Acc/Small Tr. 65.77 74.57 78.89 79.03 80.27 80.63
FLIP Acc. 70.78 78.02 m s SLSS 85.58 86.58 FLIP Acc. 12M SOM 82J4 82.84 82.59 82.56
FLIP+Acc. 69.28 im 82.00 85J7 85.45 m i FLIP+Acc. m i 78.63 83.17 83.01 82.75 82.56
2N 25COI J |2N 25Col 1
Acc/BIg Tr. 68.93 69.48 81.66 85.71 66.00 85.96 Acc/BIg Tr. 75.25 79.01 80.94 81.08 81.60 81.53
Acc/Small Tr. 60.26 66.89 79.24 82.92 84.32 85.10 Acc/Small Tr. 75.94 79.11 80.83 81.27 81.66 81.70
FLIP Acc. 76.68 81.60 84J8 £L26 m i 85.98 FLIP Acc. 80.83 82.29 S1SS 82.79 83.35 82.87
FLIP+Acc. ZMÊ ZM i SMI s m  m i  ssm FLIP+Acc. SIZS 82.93 ss^ IMS 83.86 IM S
4N 25COI 1 |4N 25Col 1
Acc/Big Tr. 64.93 75.68 83.03 87.23 88.27 88.95 Acc/Big Tr. 77.26 79.95 81.54 82.79 84.06 84.74
Acc/Small Tr. 69.15 74.49 83.86 86.10 87.20 87.11 Acc/Smail Tr. 78.58 80.45 82.07 82.87 84.09 84.75
FLIP Acc. Tim SMi 85.11 8M 9 87.97 ÊL22 FLIP Acc. 81.98 sm 83.66 IM S IM S 85.25
FLIP+Acc. 75.98 81.92 84.94 86.98 87.95 87.36 FLIP+ Acc. SIZS SMi sisz IM S IM S 85.55
16N 150COI 1 ll6N 150COI 1
Acc/BIg Tr. 87.54 89.34 91.01 91.75 92.03 92.24 Acc/Big Tr. 83.41 85.60 87.80 88.73 89.57 89.73
Acc/Small Tr. 86.71 88.97 90.27 90.84 90.87 90.88 Acc/Small Tr. 83.64 86.02 87.75 88.75 89.10 89.34
FLIP Acc. 88.98 sm 91.43 SMS m à s m FLIP Acc. m i 86.31 SLSS sm 89.70 89.70
FLIP+Acc. ÊMâ SM I SM5 S0J2 S2J0 FLIP+Acc. SMS 86.83 87.95 89.76 89.66 89.70
Table 2.2: FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+ results for Segmentation and Satellite Image datasets 
for randECOC
In Table 2.2, accuracies belonging to the original ECOC matrix trained with the training+validation 
set (“Acc/Big Tr.”) and only with the training set (“Acc/Small Tr.”), accuracies belonging to the 
FLIP-ECOC (“FLIP Acc.”) and FLIP-ECOC+ (“FLIP+ Acc.”) are given for different number of 
nodes, epochs and columns. Each subtable shows the above mentioned accuracy values ob­
tained for a range of epochs, when the number of nodes and columns used is fixed as shown. 
The FLIP Acc. and FLIP+ Acc. which are found to be better than those of the Acc/Big Tr. are 
indicated with bold, whereas ones which are better than those of Acc/Small Tr. are underlined.
When compared to the results of the experiments from Sec. 2.3.1, an initial observation is that 
the increase in the number of training samples brings about a higher Acc/Small Tr., however 
the contribution to the performance from the updated matrix used (relative accuracy difference 
between FLIP Acc. and Acc/Small Tr.) decreases due to the smaller validation set. In total, 
the FLIP-ECOC results are still slightly better when 2/1 split is used instead of 1/1. It should 
accordingly be noted here that in additional experiments, the whole training set has also been 
used for both training and validation, however the results have come out to be poor, due to 
extensive overfitting.
Although it can be observed in Table 2.2 that all FLIP and FLIP+ Acc. are greater than their 
corresponding Acc/Small Tr., these accuracies start failing to be bigger than Acc/Big Tr. as the
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ensemble gets stronger (when higher number of nodes and / or epochs and / or columns are 
used), especially when a relatively smaller sized training set is used. In these kinds of scenarios, 
the effect of flipping also starts to degrade on Acc/Small Tr.. Two explanations can be given 
here to justify this situation. Firstly, as long randECOCs trained with strong classifiers already 
bring about close to optimum performance, it is not expected that FLIP Acc. and FLIP+ Acc. will 
be able to provide much improvement over Acc/Big Tr. for these particular cases. Secondly as 
for Acc/Small Tr., the overfitting that happens as a result of using strong ensembles with small 
validation sets (obtained from already small training sets) should be listed as the primary cause 
of the degradation in the generalization performance of the flipping algorithms. Providing further 
evidence for this, flipping performances can be seen to be much improved when bigger training 
sets are utilized; FLIP Acc. and FLIP+ Acc. belonging to the Satellite Image dataset fail to be 
better than Acc/Big Tr. only in 1 case out of 24 depicted in Table 2.2. These findings about 
the training size are actually in agreement with the outcomes of the experiments given in 2.3.1 : 
When the training set size is not a restriction, such as in problems with separate validation sets or 
with big enough training sets, flipping algorithms do provide benefit even when used with strong 
ensembles.
Another observation on the effect of the training size concerns the relative performance of FLIP- 
ECOC+ compared to FLIP-ECOC. In general, FLIP-ECOC+ is found to perform better than FLIP- 
ECOC when the training set size is big enough. It should be noted here that the distance metric 
used for ternary decoding in FLIP-ECOC+ is standard HD, whose performance had been shown 
to be problematic for ternary codes in [22]. By making use of ternary decodings such as Pes­
simistic Beta Density Distribution Decoding and Loss-Weighted Decoding as suggested in [22], 
additional increase in the performance of FLIP-ECOC+ is expected. However, although FLIP- 
ECOC+ presents promising results for future work, it has not been found to be performing signif­
icantly different than FLIP-ECOC (using the procedure suggested by Demsar [13] by embodying 
the Friedman significance test with the Nemenyi post-hoc procedure, with p < 0.05).
Further benefits in using FLIP-ECOC emerge while using suboptimal ensembles. From Table 
2.2, the Acc/Big Tr. performance of a 2 node and 25 column randECOC used with as many 
epochs as 15 is seen to be achieved by updated randECOCs consisting of 2 nodes and only 
10 columns only, while using epochs as few as 7 and 5 for Segmentation and Satellite Image
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datasets respectively. Moreover, by using only 2 nodes and 10 columns, it is possible to achieve 
better FLIP Acc. than Acc/Big Tr. which is obtained by using 4 nodes and 25 columns (see Table 
2.2 - This observation is valid up to and including 7 epochs, with just one exception for Satellite 
Image dataset for 2 epochs). Nevertheless, as base classifiers get stronger, e.g. for classifiers 
with higher number of nodes, it becomes more difficult for an updated matrix with smaller number 
of columns to achieve the same performance with the original matrix. However, even then, it is 
usually possible to reduce the number of nodes used. For example, FLIP Acc. for 2 nodes 25 
columns is better than or equal to Acc/Big Tr. for 4 nodes and 25 columns up to and including 5 
epochs for Segmentation, and 7 epochs for Satellite Image datasets.
2.3.3 Comparison with the State of the Art
In this section, we present the FLIP-ECOC results obtained on another binary encoding ap­
proach than randECOC, namely one-versus-all; and carry out comparisons with some state of 
the art ternary encoding strategies such as one-versus-one, DECOC, Forest-ECOC and sparse 
random matrices (As the update algorithms are defined for binary matrices, it is not possible to 
update these ternary encodings for comparison.). Furthermore, results belonging to ECOC-One, 
representing a state of the art ECOC update strategy, have also been given accordingly. For the 
implementation of the methods, ECOC library as given in [21] has been used. Note that due to 
the fact FLIP-ECOC+ has not been found to reveal significantly better results than FLIP-ECOC 
in Sec. 2.3.2, it has not been utilized in this set of experiments.
As randECOC results are at their best when they are used with high number of columns and 
strong base classifiers, the comparisons with the above mentioned state of the art strategies 
have been carried out for 16 nodes and a range of epoch values, and randECOCs composed 
of 150 columns as given in Table 2.3. As in Sec. 2.3.2, results are presented for the two rep­
resentative datasets: Segmentation and Satellite Image. The best performance for each case 
is indicated with bold, and the second best is underlined. Note that in order to have a fair com­
parison, Loss-Weighted decoding (using linear loss function) has been exploited instead of HD 
decoding for ternary codes.
In Table 2.3, performances of the one-versus-all matrices are shown to improve using FLIP- 
ECOC, for 83.5% (10 out of 12) of the cases. The scenarios when improvements fail are acquired
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Segment
epochs 2 3 5 7 10 15 1
16N 1
OneVsAII 66.98 75.16 83.18 83.78 86.21 86.16
OneVsAII FLIP 68.87 80.21 84.24 83.80 84.82 84.74
OneVsOne 85.06 88.12 88.60 89.54 90.33 87.71
ECOCONE 72.40 80.19 86.25 88.83 88.10 88.83
DECOC 67.79 75.47 82.07 85.25 86.22 86.70
FOREST 81.41 86.37 88.66 88.67 89.20 89.62
Sparse Random 74.37 83.04 87.30 88.05 89.10 89.60
randECOC-Acc/Big Tr. 87.54 89J4 9101 91.76 92.03 92.24
randECOC-FLIP Acc. 88.98 89.74 91.43 90.89 m m 9102
1 Sat 1
epochs 2 3 5 7 10 15 1
16N
OneVsAII 65.42 76.12 83.69 85.07 86.21 86.45
OneVsAII FLIP 77.97 82.31 84.77 86.04 86.97 86.92
OneVsOne 83.24 86.26 88.91 89.32 89.32 88.80
ECOCONE 77.56 81.94 85.14 87.22 87.67 87.73
DECOC 66.71 79.03 76.43 78.46 81.27 82.51
FOREST 81.33 82.91 85.93 87.62 89.07 88.88
Sparse Random 79.89 83.49 86.05 87.14 88.34 88.57
randECOC-Acc/BIg Tr. 83.41 85.60 87.80 88.73 89.57 89.73
randECOC-FLIPAcc. 84.71 86.31 87.83 89.76 89.70 89.70
Table 2.3: Comparison of FLIP-ECOC for randECOC and one-versus-all matrices with state of 
the art techniques
from the Segmentation dataset when the strongest base classifiers have 10 and 15 epochs. The 
reasoning behind this is the same as randECOC, as explained in Sec. 2.3.2. Furthermore, when 
compared to intelligently designed DECOC codes, flipped one-versus-one ECOC matrices can 
be seen to achieve better performance 75% (9 out of 12) of the time whereas this ratio has been 
42% (5 out of 12) for the original matrix. It should be mentioned here that one-versus-one and 
DECOC matrices have similar number of columns, with former embodying 1 extra column.
It can once more be noted as an immediate observation that the best results for all cases other 
than one (the case of 5 epochs for Satellite Image where one-versus-one performs the best) 
are obtained using original and / or updated randECOCs. Although the findings are given for 
relatively strong ensembles, in 8 out of a total of 12 cases FLIP Acc. of randECOCs are still better 
than those of the original matrices (randECOC-Acc/Big Tr.). This fact once more suggests the 
use of FLIP-ECOC with long randECOCs in problems where accuracy is of primary importance, 
especially when the training set at hand is big, or there already is a validation set supplied by the 
problem.
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2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, two novel ECOC update methodologies, FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+, have 
been presented and their applications on some commonly used binary ECOC matrices such 
as randomly generated codes and one-versus-all have been given. Experimental evidence has 
shown that the updated matrices obtained after applying the flipping algorithms almost always 
improve performance when compared to the original (non-flipped) matrices trained on the same 
training set; that is when there exists a separate validation set dedicated for flipping. At times 
when there is no separate validation set provided by the problem and it is only possible to pro­
duce one by setting aside a portion of the initial training set, flip algorithms may fail to provide 
improved performance over the original matrices trained on the initial training set. Although up 
to 18% improvement can be obtained on weaker ensembles, the failures are likely to happen if 
strong ensembles such as long random matrices trained with strong base classifiers are used. 
This is due to the facts that these ensembles already known to produce results close to Bayes 
classification, and that the flipping algorithms may overfit to the validation set at hand. However, 
when the training set size is large, the times of failure are quite rare, making the algorithms 
favorable for use.
Comparing FLIP-ECOC+ with FLIP-ECOC, former appears to be giving superior performance 
when used on datasets with large “enough” number of samples. Due to the fact that the imple­
mentation of FLIP-ECOC+ embodies standard HD decoding during the validation of the “zero” 
element in its current form, the method is expected to advance if the decoding methodology is 
interchanged with one of the methods that has been shown to overcome the shortcomings of 
the standard HD decoding on ternary matrices. We are referring to this as future work, and 
suggesting the use of FLIP-ECOC to account for datasets of all sizes at the present time.
Further benefits of using FLIP-ECOC appear when suboptimal classifiers such as data indepen­
dent one-versus-all matrices consisting of only as many columns as the number of classifiers, or 
shorter randECOCs are to be used for applications where training speed is of importance; such 
as when datasets with large number of training samples or features are utilized. Experiments 
have shown that it is possible to achieve a better performance than that of the original randECOC 
using down to less than half of its original size, and / or half of the number of nodes thanks to
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flipping; and that it is possible to use smaller number of epochs or nodes than the original to get 
better performances for one-versus-all codes.
Finally, after carrying out comparisons with the state of the art encoding and update algorithms 
for strong classifiers (in order to account for applications requiring improved accuracy rather than 
speed) it has been shown that the best overall results are obtained by flipped long randECOCs, 
especially when applied on larger datasets or datasets with separate validation sets.
For future work, an extension of FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+ algorithms, which uses beam 
search to iteratively modify the original code matrix as opposed to the currently used hill-climbing 
methodology, is being proposed to improve accuracy even further. Moreover, as a further study, 
the use of other popular base classifier types than NNs such as SVMs and Adaboost; and better 
optimization of threshold parameters a, y  and q is suggested to be investigated so as to see 
their effects on the update process. Finally, possible modifications on the methods are expected 
to make them applicable to be used on the updates of ternary ECOC matrices as well.
Chapter 3
BlAS-VARIANCE ANALYSIS FOR CLASSIFICATION
After the initial study given in Chapter 2 on the update of Error Correcting Output Codes as 
an ensemble method, we concentrate on the bias-variance analysis of ensembles with a case 
study on ECOC, in order to further understand and analyze their characteristics and the key 
points behind their improved performances both theoretically and experimentally.
Within the literature, many techniques have been proposed for analyzing the success of clas­
sifiers, and understanding the reasons behind preferring ensemble methods over single classi­
fiers. One of the main approaches considers tightening the generalization error bounds using the 
margin concept [52]. Though theoretically interesting, bounds are not usually tight enough to be 
used in practical design. An alternative popular method avoiding the shortcomings of the mar­
gin theory is bias-variance analysis, which is borrowed from the regression setting and provides 
interesting and useful insights for understanding the underlying theories behind the success of 
classifiers. By decomposing the prediction error into terms of bias-variance, their effects on the 
classification performance can be evaluated. Therefore, bias-variance analysis can be used to 
compare single and ensemble classifier performances: It can help answer questions such as 
“What is it that makes an ensemble to perform better than a single classifier, or makes a strong 
single classifier to perform well?”, “Is it the reduction in the bias they bring about, or variance, 
or both?”. Other than being theoretically / analytically interesting, the answers to these ques­
tions are also meant to highlight new classifier design strategies bringing about high prediction 
performance.
After Geman’s initial decomposition of the prediction error into bias and variance in the regres­
sion setting [28], different frameworks have been proposed in the literature to extend this analysis
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for classification by analyzing the bias and variance on the hard outputs obtained from the clas­
sifiers. However, these frameworks are observed to bring about multiple drawbacks such as the 
limitations on their extensions to general loss functions (from the ones they had been defined for) 
and the existence of impractical / nonstandard characteristics such as nonzero bias assigned to 
the Bayes classifier and negative variance. In order to overcome these drawbacks, James and 
Domingos have formulated two frameworks [36, 16], in which coherent definitions for general 
loss functions are provided by adhering to the standard characteristics of bias and variance de­
fined for the regression setting. In the framework given in [36], James has also proposed the use 
of two new terms, namely systematic effect and variance effect: Prediction error is shown to be 
decomposed into systematic effect and variance effect (together with an additional noise term) 
which basically reflect the positive or negative effects of bias and variance on the generalization 
error in a methodical way.
From a different point of view, Tumer and Ghosh (T&G) formulate a bias and variance model 
as defined in [58] and [59], which depends on the knowledge of the underlying a posteriori 
probability distributions of the data and the estimate probability distributions produced by the 
classifiers. That is, the classification error is computed based on the bias and variance of the 
estimation errors made on the a posteriori probability distributions (soft outputs). Therefore, 
the bias and variance terms defined within this model can be observed to be similar to those 
of the regression setting under squared error loss; and the classification error is shown to be 
decomposed into these terms without a need for re-defining them for hard outputs, as in the 
cases of frameworks mentioned above.
The fact that the T&G model can provide closed form solutions to analyze the improved classifi­
cation performances of ensembles compared to single classifiers, and that it uses squared error 
loss to calculate the bias and variance related to the classification setting, makes it attractive for 
pursuing its relationships with the other models of bias-variance. In this chapter, we initially an­
alyze the ECOC ensemble using T&G framework, and see connections with the base classifiers 
of which it is composed. Later on, the missing link between the T&G model and the rest of the 
frameworks has been established by reformulating James' definition in terms of T&G parameters. 
Note that due to the ease of its interpretation, and its systematic presentation for general loss 
functions, James' framework has been chosen as a representative model from within the various
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extensions of Geman’s original definitions to be used with hard outputs. During the derivations, 
T&G model’s connection to Geman’s original decomposition is also provided. The links estab­
lished in this chapter not only provide insights to the improved classification performances of 
ensembles, but also lead to closed form explanations for when and how the systematic effect 
and variance effect defined by James provide improvements or deterioration in the classifier 
performance.
After the theoretical findings, the experimental justification for the success of ECOC and boot­
strap aggregating (bagging) ensemble classification techniques compared to the single multi­
class classifier has been given within the bias-variance framework of James (as published in [79] 
and [80]). As the characteristics of the ensemble depend on the specifications of the base clas­
sifiers, having a detailed look at the parameters of the base classifiers within the bias-variance 
analysis is of importance. Comparisons of bagging and ECOC ensembles with single classifiers 
has been made through various experiments by changing these parameters, namely nodes and 
epochs of NNs as base classifiers. Note that similar experimental analysis for bagged Support 
Vector Machines (SVMs) within Domingos’ bias-variance framework can be found in [61].
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Sec. 3.1, background on the existing bias- 
variance decompositions including the frameworks of Geman [28], James [36], Domingos [16] 
and T&G [58,59] have been provided. Sec. 3.2 provides derivations for the expected added error 
for ECOC using T&G model. Later on in Sec. 3.3, the bias-variance analysis of James has been 
reformulated in terms of the T&G model parameters, and in Sec. 3.4, experimental evidence on 
the comparisons of ECOC and bagging ensembles with the single multiclass classifier have been 
provided. Finally in Sec. 3.5 conclusions and possible future work directions are presented.
3.1 Bias-Variance Background
The bias and variance decomposition of the prediction error was initially performed by Geman 
[28] on the regression setting using squared-error loss. Below is a brief summary of this decom­
position.
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The function d  based on a training set D, which aims to estimate the response Y for each input 
pattern (feature vector) X, can be indicated by d(X\D). Then, given D  and a particular X, the 
effectiveness of J as a predictor can be measured using the mean-squared error as
E [ (Y -d (X - ,D )Ÿ \X ,D ] .  (3.1)
Eq. 3.1 can be rewritten as
E [(r-r f(X ;D ))2 |X ,D ] = E [d Y - E [Y \X \ )  +  i^E [Y \X ]-d (X -,D )) f\X ,D \
= e [ ( Y -  E [Y \X ]f \X ,  d] + (£[y|X] -  d(X; D ) f  
+2E  [(y -  E[Y\X\)\X, D ]  (£[y|X] -  d(X; D))
= e [ ( Y -  E [Y \X \ f  IX,D] + (d(X;D) -  E [Y \X \ f  
+2(E[Y\X] -  £[y|X]) (£[y|X] -  rf(X; D ) f  
= £[(y-£[y|X])^|X,D] + (d(X;£>)-£[y|X])^ (3.2)
where E[Y\X] is the regression. For any X, after taking the expectation with respect to the 
training set D, Eq. 3.2 becomes
E D [(Y -d (X - ,D )Ÿ ]  = E D [( .d {X - ,D )-E [Y \X ] f ]  + E D [ (Y -E [Y \X \Ÿ ] .  (3.3)
It is shown in [28] that the first term at the r.h.s. of Eq. 3.3 can be expanded using the same 
methodology as in Eq. 3.2, resulting in
Ed [(4X; D ) - E  {Y\X\f] = (Ed [d(X-, £))] -E {Y \X \ f  + Ed [(rf(X; D) -  Ed [<i(X; 0)])^](3.4)
Substituting Eq. 3.4 into Eq. 3.3, we see that the effectiveness of the predictor d can be decom­
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posed as
Ed [ (Y -  d(X; D)) 2] = (Ed [d(X; D)] -  E [r|X])^ + Ed [(d(X; D) -  Ed [d(X; D ) ] f ]
+Ed [(1’ -E [Y |X ])^]. (3.5)
In Eq. 3.5, the first term at the r.h.s., indicating the squared difference between the regression 
and the expected estimator, is named as bias of the predictor; whereas the second term, indi­
cating the expected difference between the estimator and its expectation as its variance. The 
third term is the variance of the response, which can be referred to as “irreducible noise”.
After the introduction of Geman’s bias-variance decomposition, others like Breiman [7], Kohavi 
and Wolpert [39], Dietterich and Kong [15], Friedman [27], Wolpert [70], Heskes [32], Tibshirani 
[56], Domingos [16] and James [36] have tried to extend the analysis for the classification setting 
using 0/1 loss; however, there is still not a universally accepted framework.
The disadvantages of some of the above mentioned frameworks can be noted as follows: 1) 
Dietterich et al. in their definition allow a negative variance, and moreover, it is possible for the 
Bayes classifier to have positive bias. These properties lack practicality and are generally not 
desired. 2) For each input test pattern, Breiman separates classifiers into two sets as biased 
and unbiased; and accordingly, each test pattern ends up having solely bias or variance. This 
characteristic is also not desirable as it prevents setting up a relative relationship between the 
bias-variance terms. 3) Kohavi and Wolpert assign a nonzero bias to the Bayes classifier but 
the Bayes error is absorbed within the bias term. Although this helps avoiding the need to cal­
culate the Bayes error in real datasets via making unwarranted assumptions, it is not preferable 
since the value of the bias term becomes too high. 4) The definitions of Tibshirani, Heskes and 
Breiman are difficult to generalize and extend for the loss functions other than the ones for which 
they were defined.
Due to the advantages that the frameworks of James and Domingos offer in sense of charac­
terizing consistent bias-variance definitions for arbitrary loss functions, which have direct rela­
tionships with the original framework; and some critical disadvantages of the others as listed
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below, the definitions of James and Domingos have been investigated in detail within the follow­
ing sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Note that in [27, 36], the links between the majority of the existing 
definitions have been made by collecting them under unified frameworks.
Finally, different from the above mentioned generic definitions of bias-variance, Tumer and 
Ghosh provide an analytic framework by using the bias and variance of the distribution errors 
obtained from the classifiers while estimating the underlying a posteriori probabilities. The main 
difference of this model from the generic ones mentioned above is the usage of the soft outputs 
acquired from the classifiers to indicate the a posteriori probability distributions. In other words, 
while the frameworks of James, Domingos etc. are analyzing the bias and variance on the hard 
outputs obtained from classifiers to measure the classification performance, T&G model com­
putes this performance using the bias and variance of the a posteriori probability estimates made 
by the classifiers for each class. Thus, in this framework, the need for deriving new definitions 
for bias-variance to be used with hard outputs for the classification setting is avoided in contrast 
to the rest of the frameworks.
It should therefore be mentioned that the terms in the T&G model are in accordance with 
those originally defined for the regression setting. Bias and variance terms are calculated using 
squared loss on the probability estimates in a similar approach to Geman’s, and then are used 
for decomposing the classification error, which is obtained using 0/1 loss. This resulting decom­
position is also shown to be additive. Finally note that T&G model also provides closed form 
solutions to analyze the improved classification performances of ensembles such as the mean 
combination rule compared to single classifiers, in terms of bias and variance. The details of the 
T&G model is given in Sec. 3.1.3.
3.1.1 Bias-Variance Analysis of James
James [36] extends the prediction error decomposition originally proposed for squared error 
under regression setting by Geman et al. [28], for all symmetric loss functions. Therefore, this 
extension also covers 0/1 loss, which is the loss function generally used for the classification 
setting.
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In this decomposition, by adhering to the original meanings, the bias term is formulated so as 
to show the average distance between the systematic parts of the response and the predictor; 
and the variance term the variability of the predictor. In addition to the bias and variance terms, 
James proposes the notions of systematic effect (SE) and variance effect (VE) to satisfy the 
additive prediction error decomposition for all symmetric loss functions, and for both real valued 
and categorical predictors. These terms at the same time indicate the effect of bias-variance 
on the prediction error. For example, a negative VE means that a positive variance actually 
helps reduce the prediction error. Using SE and VE together with bias and variance, the aim 
is to preserve both the meanings and the additive characteristics of the original bias-variance 
concepts from the regression setting. Following is a summary of this framework;
Using the standard regression setting, the bias and the variance of a predictor Ÿ can be denoted 
as
Bias(Y) = L(SY,SŸ)
Var(Y) = Eÿ{L{Ÿ,SŸ)-\ (3.6)
where L(a,b) is the loss when b is used in predicting a, SY = argmin„£:y[L(F,m)], Y is the 
response (real label), and SŸ = a igm m m Ef[L (f,m )]. SŸ \s called the systematic part of Ÿ
without loss of generality (w.I.o.g.), and under squared error loss (L^) it is equal to the mean of
Ÿ, i.e. SŸ = E f[Y ].  Note that L is equal to under the regression setting.
Therefore, for L ,^ it can be shown that the prediction error for a given pattern can be decomposed 
into variance of the response (irreducible error) and the bias and variance of the predictor :
EyjlLsiY, Ÿ)] = E y[Ls(Y, S 7)] + L,(5 Y,SŸ) + Eÿ[Ls(Ÿ, S Ÿ)] (3.7)
This decomposition would not hold for any loss function other than the squared loss. However, 
James shows that it is possible to modify Eq. 3.7 in order to end up with a new decomposition 
that would be applicable to any symmetric loss function L, where L(a,b) = L(b,a), such that:
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E y j lU Z Y ) ]  = Ey [L(Y,SY)] + E y [L (Y ,SŸ)-L(Y ,SY)]
+EY,ÿ[L(Y,Ÿ)-L{Y,Sf)\. (3.8)
Note that if Eq. 3.8 is used with squared loss, it can be simplified into 3.7, satisfying the original 
bias-variance decomposition.
When Eq. 3.8 is analyzed carefully, it is observed that the second and the third terms of the 
r.h.s. actually represent the expected contribution of the bias and variance terms given in Eq. 
3.6 to the prediction of the response. Therefore, this can be interpreted as the decomposition 
of the prediction error into the following three terms: the variance of the response (irreducible 
error or the Bayes classification error), systematic (bias) effect (SE) and variance effect (VE) 
respectively.
E y j[L (F ,f)] = Var{Y) + SE(Y,Y) + VE{Y,Y) (3.9)
where SE{Y, F) = Ey[L(F, S Y ) -  L(F, S F)], VE(Y, Y) = Eyÿ[L(F, F) -  L(F, S F)].
3.1.1.1 Classification Setting with 0/1 Loss
For the specific case of classification problems with 0/1 loss function, we know that L(a,b) = 
I(a  ^  b), where F e {1,2,3...,^} for a k class problem and I(q) is the indicator function which is 
equal to i if q is true and 0 otherwise. If we define
Pi = P(F = 0
Pi = P(F = 0 (3.10)
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where P is the probability distribution function for the response Y, and P for the prediction Ÿ, then
SY = argminEy[/(F /)] = argmaxP/ 
i i
SŸ  = arg max P/. (3.11)
Therefore,
Var(Y) = P(Y SY) = I -  max P/
Var(Ÿ) = P ( Ÿ t S Ÿ ) = l - m a K  A  
BiasiŸ) = 7(5? ^ 5 7 )
VE(Ÿ,Y) = P , P ( Y * Ÿ ) - P ( Y * S Ÿ )  = P s f - Y j P i P i
i
SE(Ÿ,Y) = P(Y:?^SŸ)-P(Y:^SY) = P sr-P sŸ . (3.12)
Let us give an example of bias-variance analysis of James for a 3 class problem. Assume that 
an input pattern has the given distribution:
t 1 2 3
p (y  = f) 0.3 0.6 0.1
Suppose the classifier Ÿ trained on multiple different realizations of a given dataset produces the 
labels 1,2 and 3 in the ratios as shown below:
c 1 2 3
P i f  = c) 0.5 0.3 0.2
Using Eq. 3.12,
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Var(Y) = 1 -0 .6  = 0.4
Var{Y) = 1 -0 .5  = 0.5
Bias(Ÿ) = 1
VE(Ÿ,Y) = 0 .3 -(0 .3 -0 .5 +  0.6-0.3+ 0.1-0.2) = -0.05
SE(Ÿ,Y) = 0.6 -  0.3 = 0.3. (3.13)
It should be observed here that although variance is positive, its effect on the prediction has 
come out as negative. This means that having a variance in this particular example has helped 
reduce the prediction error, as it helps assign patterns to the Bayes class. Without the existence 
of variance, patterns would be expected to receive the label of the aggregate decision: 1.
3.1.2 Bias-Variance Analysis of Domingos
The characteristics of bias-variance of Domingos’ definition given in [16] are actually close to 
those of James’, although the decomposition can be considered as being multiplicative [36].
Domingos tries to extend the definitions of bias-variance given in the original framework of Ge­
man for all loss functions, without proposing any extra terms such as SE and VE. However, there 
is no guarantee of an additive decomposition for every loss function. Therefore within this frame­
work, it is investigated how the prediction error is decomposed as a function of bias-variance for 
each loss function, individually. In other words, although the decompositions are not necessarily 
additive, the effects of bias-variance on the prediction error can still be analyzed using the de­
composition for a given loss function. While summarizing the framework of Domingos, we keep 
the terminology that has been inherited from that of James provided in Sec. 3.1.1.
Domingos defines Bias(Ÿ) and Var(Ÿ) in the same way as James. One difference is that 
Var{Y) = Ey[L(S'~F, F)] instead of VariY) = E f [L ( f ,S f ) ] ,  which does not actually make a dif­
ference for the majority of loss functions. Additionally, rather than naming the variance of the
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response (irreducible noise) as Var(Y), Domingos uses Noise(Y)\ and shows that for certain 
loss functions L, the following prediction error decomposition holds:
EyjlUY, F)] = m/iEy[L(F, 5 F)] + L(S F, 5 F) + mf2Eÿ[L{Ÿ, S F)]
= mfiNoise(Y) + Bias(Ÿ) + m fzVari?) (3.14)
where m fi and mfz are multiplicative factors which take different values according to the loss 
function of interest (e.g. they are both equal to 1 for squared error loss, fulfilling the original 
decomposition’s requirements).
For 0/1 loss, it has been shown that the decomposition is valid for two class problems with 
= 2P(F = 5F) -  1; and with mfz = 1 if 5F = 5F, mfz = -1 otherwise. A consequence here 
is that variance comes out to be additive in unbiased examples but subtractive in biased ones. 
This can be used to explain the success of unstable classifiers given limited data; as they have 
a “tolerance” for variance: While creating an increase in error on unbiased samples, variance 
decreases the error on biased ones; and therefore usually ends up creating a final positive effect 
on the performance of two class classifications. As a result, when all patterns are taken into 
consideration for the calculation of the expectation, the decomposition can be considered as the 
summation of the noise, bias and “net variance” terms.
If the analysis of 0/1 loss is extended to the multiclass case, the decomposition becomes more 
complex. It is proven in this scenario that not all the variance on biased examples help reduc­
ing the loss. As Domingos puts it, the tolerance for the variance decreases as the number of 
classes increases. As a final remark it should be noted as a weakness of the framework that the 
decomposition given in 3.14 is infeasible for some loss functions such as the absolute loss.
3.1.3 Tumer and Ghosh Model (T&G Model)
Using the classical definitions of bias-variance in accordance with the regression setting, Tumer 
and Ghosh propose a framework [58, 59] for estimating added classification error (on top of
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Figure 3.1 : Plot of the real and estimate a posteriori probability distributions with corresponding 
boundaries
Bayes error) when a nonoptlmal learning algorithm Is used for classification. Assuming that the 
underlying a posteriori probability distributions and their estimates can be obtained for each clas­
sifier, the bias and variance terms are measured on the estimation errors of these distributions 
using squared loss. The model shows that It Is possible to decompose the classification error 
Into these terms.
Below, we will combine analyses Introduced by T&G In [58] and [59], each of which had been 
presented under different assumptions. In a single framework and at the same time adhere to 
Kuncheva’s Interpretation [41] of the model, as It has been shown to relax some of the assump­
tions made In the original model such as the Gaussian restriction In the error distributions. The 
analysis Is confined \o x e R Instead of x e /?", but the conclusions derived are expected to be 
valid for the case where xeR ".
The T&G theory assumes that In a localized decision region, only two classes possess signif­
icant a posteriori probabilities, which will leave the contributions of other classes as negligible. 
Consider a multiclass problem and the a posteriori probability functions belonging to classes w, 
and coj for a 1D data point x given as P M x )  and P((oj\x) as Illustrated In Fig. 3.1. The summa­
tion of the a posteriori probabilities for the rest of the classes Is shown as P(o)rest\x). The optimal
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decision boundary given by the Bayes classifier can then be depicted by the Intersection line 
crossing through x*. An Imperfect classifier would approximate each a posteriori probability with 
an error (depicted by dashed lines In Fig. 3.1), and w.I.o.g.
P(coi\x) = P(coi\x) + ei(x) (3.15)
where e stands for the approximation (prediction) error. If the amount by which the boundary 
of the Imperfect classifier differs from the Ideal boundary, x*. Is denoted by b, then the new 
boundary x& can be written In terms x* as x^ = x* + b. Therefore,
P(0Ji\x*+b) = P(coj\x* + b)
P(o)i\x* + b) + 6i(xb) = P(coj\x* + b)-h €j(xb). (3.16)
By making the assumption that the a posteriori probabilities are locally monotonie functions 
around the decision boundaries In the transition regions, a linear approximation can be made:
P(0Ji\x*) + bP'(0Ji\x*) + €i(Xb) = P(ùJj\x*) + bP'(Cüj\x*) + 6j(Xb) (3.17)
Using P(o>/|x*) = P(o)j\x*) to rewrite Eq. 3.17, It can be derived that
fe =  (3 .18 )
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where 5 = P'(ojj\x*) -  P'(coi\x*). Note that for a given %, 6/j(x) and b are random variables 
dependent on the a posteriori probability estimations obtained from the given learning algorithm. 
For example, the estimation values and therefore e,j(x) and b would change when different 
training sets are used to train the classifier of interest. e/(x) can therefore be broken into a bias 
ip) and a zero-mean and cr; variance noise term («) that is assumed in this study to have the 
same distribution characteristics across all x: 6/(x) = Pi + Thus,
6 = (3.19)
Going back to Fig. 3.1, the Bayes error rate is shown by the areas shaded by light gray (note 
the double addition of the areas under P(o)rest\x)). The added error region (on top of the Bayes 
error) associated with the given realization of the nonoptlmal classifier can be observed to be the 
dark shaded area, which can be approximated by a triangle whose height Is b, and base length 
Is given by
P(ù)j\x* + b)~ P(ù)i\x* + b) = P(ojj\x*) + bP(a)j\x*) -  f(w,|x*) -  bP(oJi\x*)
= b[P(,cüj\x'')-PMx''))
= bs. (3.20)
Thus, the area of this triangle comes out to be b^sll. The aim now Is to gauge the expected value 
of this triangular expected added region. In order to be able to talk about a classifier’s expected 
classification performance. The change In the area when the learner Is a single classifier or an 
ensemble Is therefore supposed to be Indicative of their relative performances. It will be shown 
In the rest of this section that the added area can actually be written In terms of the bias and 
variance associated with the classifier estimation error. Thus, the change In the performance 
when an ensemble Is used Instead of a single classifier Is related to the relative change In the 
bias and variance.
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Let us first define the variance for the random variable b, followed by establishing its links to the 
expected added error:
a l = f(,b -E [b ]fp (b )db
beA
= f  b^pib)db-2E[b] [  bpib)db + {E {b]f
beA beA
= f  b^p ib)db-2(E [b]f + (E [b ]f
beA
= f  b^p(.b)db-(E[b]f (3.21)
beA
where p(b) is the probability distribution function of b and A Is the decision region (error region). 
Due to the fact that the size of the triangular error added area Is dependent on the random 
variable b, p{b) Is also used while calculating the expected value of this area, Radd, such that:
Radd ~ ^ J  b^p(b)db. (3.22)
beA
It Is now possible to substitute Eq. 3.22 within Eq. 3.21 such that
- O ' , f  b‘ p(b)db-(E [b]y
H}eA
-  Radd -  (3.23)
So,
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Radd = :^{crl + (E [b ]f) . (3.24)
It should be noted that using Eq. 3.18 we have E[b] = which can also be assigned to 
E[b] = p.
In Eq. 3.24, the expected value of the added area is shown to be a function of the bias and 
the variance of b, which is itself a function of the classifier approximation error as given In Eq. 
3.18-3.19. The change In the blas-varlance of the classifier approximation error when an ensem­
ble Is used Instead of a single classifier will therefore reveal the corresponding change In their 
performances. In the following sections, expected added error analysis for the single classifier 
and the mean combination rule are derived. Refer to [41 ] for the shortcomings of the T&G model 
assumptions.
3.1.3.1 Expected Added Error for the Single Classifier
In order to derive the expected added error for the single classifier case, the bias and the variance 
of the variable b relating to a single classifier, m, have to be acquired to be substituted Into Eq. 
3.24. Note that findings of this section are later used during the calculation of the added expected 
error for ensembles of mean combination In Sec. 3.1.3.2.
For a single classifier m, the random variable bm has the mean
P f-P Jr^ m  _  „m  pm  pm-^
E[bm\ = E (3.25)
With an assignment of p^ = '  ^ \  we have
E[bm-\=p^. (3.26)
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The relation between b and the error terms for individual classes has previously been given in 
Eq. 3.19. Thus, other than using the general derivation in Eq. 3.21, it is also possible to gauge 
the variance of b using its links to the error terms, and then adopt this information to further 
expand Eq. 3.24. Note that <Tb^  will be referred to as cP", as the variance characteristics are the 
same across the data domain. Therefore,
((/") = va r\   (3.27)
-E [(n ’^ - n '" - E ( n f - n 'J ) f ]
-  0)^ -  E(nJ -  o f  -  2£(«f n j)  
+ (o ^ 'f  -  2cov(n1',nj)
(3.28)
where (cr’p f  Is the variance of n’P. And substituting Eq. 3.26 and 3.28 In Eq. 3.24 for the single 
classifier m leaves us with
_ i ^ )  + ( < )  -2C0V («“ ,«” )
K add -----------------------^  + 2
{ ( f f f  +  [ o f f  -  2cOV (« ”  n™) J ( p n f
2s + (3.29)
3.1.3.2 Expected Added Error for Mean Combination Ruie
In this section, the expected added error of the mean combination rule (averager) as an ensem­
ble Is derived by expanding the general formula for the expected error given In Eq. 3.24.
The b variable for the averager, namely bave, can be given using Eq. 3.19 such that
,3 .3 0 )
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where m n’P and Pi = E with N  being the total number of base classifiers.
Here, », and /?,• are given as noise terms belonging to the single base classifiers that constitute 
the averager ensemble, for the class oji w.I.o.g. If Is assigned to then bave has the 
mean
(3.31)
and the variance
(^ave)2 _ Hi -  m
(3.32)
The derivations of Kuncheva In [41] can be followed for the analysis of the three terms within the 
expectation brackets given In Eq. 3.32. For reference, we will provide the expansion of the first 
term, followed by the final result obtained for (cr^^)^ .
E m f ] = E
1
N2
1
N2
m=l
m=l m =l «=m+l
2 ( 0 ^ + 2  T j
N - l  N
,m=l m =l n=l,ni:m
(3.33)
And,
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U t< -< ^ f^ ( c P " f -2 c o v (n T ,n J
' m=l
l "
s'^ N^
N  N
+ 2  ^  cov(n’p, «") +  c o v in j, n") -  2cov(nf, r fj)
m =l n=l,n^m
(3.34)
Substituting Eq. 3.31 and 3.34 in Eq. 3.24 this time for bave results in
nave
^add + {E[bar,e\f)
1
w
N ( o f f  +  ( o f f  -  2cov(«f, «J)
z
V/n=l 2s
2N^s
N  N
^  ^  covfn’p, «") + cov(nJ, n") -  2cov(nJ”, » ])
\m = l n=\,ni^tn
(3.35)
Eq. 3.35 is the general formula for calculating the expected added error region for the mean 
combination rule. Important observations about the relation between this error region of the en­
semble and that of the single classifier are given below. To make the analysis simpler, two cases 
which include the absence and the presence of error bias, together with their corresponding 
assumptions have been presented.
1. When there Is no bias In the base classifier errors
In this particular case, and become free of the bias terms, which allows us to write 
the latter In terms of the former. For that, let us first define the average Individual added 
error, Radd, which Is the mean of the added errors of N  given single (base) classifiers. 
Using Eq. 3.29 we have
e _  1 V  (n f , «?)
AT Z j 2s
m =\
(3.36)
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Therefore, Eq. 3.35 can be written as
nave _ Radd 1
(  N  N
%  y ]  cov(n^, n”) + covinj, rfj) -  2cov(«^, (3.37)
An important consequence of Eq. 3.37 is that for independent base classifier outputs, the 
second term of the r.h.s. vanishes leaving us with
Radd
~ l f ' (3.38)
This means that the mean combination rule can reduce the average added error of the 
base classifiers by a factor of the total number classifiers, N, when there is no bias. It 
should be noted within this scenario that, using Eq. 3.28 and Eq. 3.34,
(3.39)
where
1
N
N
.m=l
N
- fN
m—\
(3.40)
This shows that the average variance of b over the base classifiers is also reduced by a 
factor of the total number of classifiers when the mean combination rule is used as an 
ensemble, for Independent classifier outputs without bias.
In order to analyze Eq. 3.37 for more general cases than Independent base classifier 
outputs, T&G apply the following assumptions;
(a) The noise between classes are I.I.d. and have the same variance for all m; I.e. 
cov(nf, n j)  = 0 and cr^ = a j  = cr. This assumption leads to Radd = = Radd, for
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all m.
(b) For different classes, noise between two classifiers are I.I.d; I.e. cov{n f,rfp  = 0. 
Under these additional assumptions, Eq. 3.37 can be simplified Into
1 + C(W -  1) 
N (3.41)
where C = AQ . Pi Is the prior probability of the class w, and Q Is the average cor­
relation coefficient among classifiers for this class. It can be observed here that Eq. 3.41 
reduces to Eq. 3.38 when C = 0. Furthermore for Identical classifiers, that Is when C = 1, 
Eq. 3.41 becomes = Radd, thus It Is shown that there Is no difference between the av­
erage added errors of the ensemble and the single classifiers, and the mean combination 
rule does not reveal any benefit.
2. When there Is bias In the base classifier errors
In order to deduce a simpler closed form solution of Eq. 3.35 In the presence of bias, the 
assumption of Independent base classifier outputs Is made. Let us first define the average 
added error of the single classifier for this case. That Is,
Radd  -
S 1 
2N
N
Z
m =l
= f  +
-  2cov (n'p,
+
(3.42)
where p  Is the average bias term over all classifiers m. That Is,
~P = i Z m
m=l
1 A r / T - P I
J v Z j I  ,
m=l '
(3.43)
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Following the derivations of Tumer and Ghosh In [58], we can define the ensemble bias 
factor, V, such that = { p f  /V'^, and proceed with the derivation of 7?^ ss follows;
%
cr^
Iv +
cr^
,7V ,V m=l
2\
/ y
(3.44)
Variable V Is expected to be small generally, leading to
K7d ^  ?
0-^  + i p f ] Radd
~V^'
(3.45)
Eq. 3.45 Illustrates that the Improvements over the average base classifier added error 
region are more modest when averager ensembles are used with base classifiers with a 
bias. The actual reduction can be given by min(V^, N).
3.1.4 On the Link Between Margins and the Generic Bias-Variance Analysis
Before going Into deeper analysis for formulating ECOG within the T&G model and establishing 
the links between the frameworks of Geman, T&G and James, we will convey some background 
Information on the connections between the margin theory, which Is also utilized as a means of 
analyzing classification, and some of the blas-varlance frameworks that have been formulated 
on hard classifier outputs.
A margin can be considered as the confidence level In classification. It Is defined as the differ­
ence between the number of correct votes and the maximum number of votes received by any 
Incorrect label for an Input pattern [52]. An Improvement In margin on the training set Is therefore 
expected to guarantee an Improvement In the upper bound of the generalization error. After the
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initial studies of Breiman [8] and Grove & Schuurmans [30] on margins, it has been proven in 
[52] that, with high enough probability, the generalization error of any majority vote classifier can 
be bounded In terms of the number of training examples with margin below a threshold, plus the 
threshold Itself, the number of training examples and the complexity of base classifiers. However, 
It should be borne In mind that the proven theoretical bounds are loose, and therefore the actual 
performances of the classifiers might be better than the predictions. The predictions become 
more meaningful when the training set size Is very large.
Apart from Schapire et al., John Shawe-Taylor et al. In [54] have analyzed the generalization 
error bounds of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) In terms of margins and tried to set up the 
connection between Vapnik’s [62] maximal margin classifiers and boosting, using training Instead 
of test samples as opposed to Vapnik. Bartlett [3] has also done a similar study of large neural 
networks with small weights and established the links between the generalization error and the 
size of the weights. Note that both of the analyses used In the studies mentioned above are 
similar to that of Schapire.
Currently for analyzing classification performance, the theory of blas-varlance Is more commonly 
used than that of margins due to the fact that the bounds offered In margin analysis are usually 
not tight enough to be employed In practice. However, It should be noted that Schapire et al. pub­
lished their work on margins [52] prior to the definitions of James and Domingos. That Is why. 
In [52], Schapire et al. Initially criticize the blas-varlance definitions of Breiman and DIetterlch 
In the sense that they cannot characterize the generalization error under some circumstances 
such as boosting. Accordingly, they give examples of cases where boosting Is working well on 
high bias and low variance examples, although according to the definitions of Interest It was sug­
gested to be working well by reducing variance. Moreover, the theoretical explanations behind 
the margin concept are claimed to better explain why sometimes majority vote ensembles give 
worse results than average base classifiers (e.g. due to the complexity component), compared 
to blas-varlance analysis.
Nonetheless, when the frameworks of James and Domingos are taken Into consideration. It 
becomes possible to overcome the weaknesses of the previous approaches and analyze the 
generalization performances of classifiers for general loss functions. Moreover, Domingos In 
[16] sets up an Initial link between his definition and the margin concept of Schapire. It Is shown
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Base CI.1 Base 01.2 Base CI.3
Class 1 1 0 0
Class 2 1 1 0
Class 3 0 1 1
Class 4 0 1 0
Figure 3.2: Example ECOC matrix for a 4 class problem with 3 columns
that for the two class case, the margin of a classifier can be expressed in terms of its bias- 
variance on the training samples for 0/1 loss by M(x) = ± [2Bias(x) -  1] [2Var(x) -  1]; positive 
if 57  = Y, negative otherwise. Maximizing margins is therefore shown to be a result of the 
combined effect of reducing the number of examples with bias (biased examples), decreasing 
the variance on unbiased examples and Increasing It on biased ones. This link can easily be 
extended for the blas-varlance framework of James, thanks to the crucial similarity between the 
two methodologies.
3.2 Calculating the Expected Added Error for ECOC
In this section, we will attempt to expand the T&G framework that has previously been studied for 
the single classifier and the mean combination rule (as given In Sec. 3.1.3), for ECOG ensem­
bles. This analysis alms to help better understand the characteristics of the ECOC framework 
while leading to new design methodologies.
When used with soft base classifier outputs, the ECOC framework can actually be observed 
to resemble the mean combination rule, which will be explained below with a simple example. 
Although we will analyze the framework for soft outputs. It should be noted that the added error 
analysis Is expected to reveal similar results when hard outputs are used.
Let us consider the ECOC matrix r  given In Fig. 3.2 for a 4 class problem with 3 columns. Note 
that In T, bits having value of -1  are converted Into O’s for the sake of convenience. Assume 
for an example test Instance x, the a posteriori probability outputs of the base classifiers for the 
superclasses 0 and 1 are as follows:
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A posteriori prob. outputs Base CI.1 Base Cl. 2 Base CI.3
Superclass 0 0.3 0.8 0.4
Superclass 1 0.7 0.2 0.6
Following Dietterich’s approach [14] for L I norm decoding, this test instance is assigned the 
label of the class whose codeword is closest to its codeword. This can be calculated as
N
Ÿ = arg imn y  |S -ry ,/| (3.46)
where decisions of all base classifiers for x corresponding to the superclass 1 are located in 
the vector B = [0.7,0.2,0.6]. Here, taking an alternative approach of finding the class with the 
maximum distance to the codeword of x, when B consists of base classifier decisions relating 
to superclass 0 Instead of 1, would leave us with same decision label as before. Doing so, the 
distance between the codeword of each class ojj and that of x (that we will refer to as ECOCdlst;) 
can be calculated as follows:
Class 1: 1/3(11- 0.3| + |0 -  0.8| + |0 -  0.4|) = 1/3 (0.7 + 0.8 + 0.4) = 0.633
Class 2 : 1/3(11- 0.3| + |1 -  0.8| + |0 -  0.4|) = 1/3 (0.7 + 0.2 + 0.4) = 0.433
Class 3 : 1/3 (|0 — 0.3| + jl — 0.8| + jl — 0.4|) = 1/3 (0.3 + 0.2 + 0.6) = 0.366
Class 4 : 1/3 (|0 -  0.3| + |1 -  0.8| + |0 -  0.41) = 1/3 (0.3 + 0.2 + 0.4) = 0.3.
It can be seen here that the above calculated distances for each class are actually the averages 
of the a posteriori probability distributions assigned by the base classifiers to the superclasses 
of Interest.
At this point, the difference between the mean combination rule and the ECOC framework should 
be made clearer. The a posteriori probabilities produced for each class ojj by ECOC would not 
directly be equal to ECOCdlsty, unlike the case for a mean classifier: To be able to estimate
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meaningful a posteriori probabilities belonging to ECOC, ECOCdisty values should be normal­
ized so as to sum up to 1. Thus, we will make the assumption that for each pattern x, there exists 
a normalization coefficient 6(x), so that the a posteriori probability output of ECOC for cjj can be 
formulated as
m =\
G(x) = Pj(x)e(x) (3.47)
where N  Is the number of classifiers, Pj^ m Is the a posteriori probability distribution by base 
classifier m for class coj, and Pj(x) = Z Pj,m(x). Making use of the estimate a posteriori 
probabilities. It Is now possible to carry out an approximation for the expected added error of 
ECOC, This analysis Is again based on the fact that within a localized decision region,
the contributions of the probability distributions of classes other than two dominant ones are 
negligible. Let us start by defining the general framework for R^df^- Using Eq. 3.24,
= |((o-=™'^)" + (£[fe£coc])")
^ ( f ^ E C 0 C \2  , roECOC= + (3.48)
In order to expand Eq. 3.48, we need the expected value (bias) and variance of the variable b 
for ECOC {bEcoc), and therefore the error terms corresponding to the classes a>i and wj. If the 
error term corresponding to P^m Is defined as OJ, then the error In the a posteriori probability 
output of the ECOC matrix for the class o)j Is equal to ej = Oj(x)6(x) for a given pattern x, where 
Oj(x) = ^  ^^=1 OJ(x). Note that as a result of having base classifier errors composed of bias 
and zero-mean noise terms that have the same distribution characteristics across all x, we end 
up with OJ(x) = a j  = n j + p j ,  and £ [0 j] = 1  = f t .
Due to the fact that the base classifiers are actually two class dichotomlzers, the errors made 
on the classes belonging to complementary superclasses are complements of each other, for a
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given base classifier m. That is, = -O J  if ^  for an ECOC matrix r. Accordingly, the 
errors on the classes belonging to the same superclass are identical. Using this information.
0 2 - 0 ;  = ^ Z o r - 0 7  = ^ Z 2 0 r / (T .> ^ r , „ ) .
m = \ m = l
(3.49)
If the set of base classifiers, m, for which 96 T^ m is called H ij, then Eq. 3.49 can be rewritten 
as
0 2 - O j = ^ T 2 0 T .
^  meH
(3.50)
In Eq. 3.50, the indices i j  have been dropped from H ij for ease of computation. Making an 
assumption of 9(xb) having the same characteristics for all x, that is 6(xb) = 6, it is now possible 
to calculate bEcoc using Eq. 3.18, such that
bECOC (3.51)
It should be noted that although the assumption of a single coefficient, 6, to be used with all 
data points Is a strong assumption. It Is required to be able to analyze and understand ECOC 
ensembles In this study.
The expected value of bEcoc can now be computed as follows:
E[bEcoc] = E
W_
sN
-
26 ' 
sN
meH
Z^r
meH
z ^
\m e H  /
(3.52)
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And the corresponding expected value for b belonging to base classifiers is
m = l 
1
N
sN
meH
(3.53)
Hence,
pEcoc = Qp (3.54)
which means that the expected value of bEcoc is actually equal to the average expected value 
of b belonging to the base classifiers, multiplied with 6.
As for the variance of bEcoc we have
sijsfi
A9^
Z<
meH
+Z Z o
\m e H m eH neH ,ntm
(3.55)
It should be mentioned here that the average variance of b over all base classifiers can be 
calculated as
1 ^ 
m = \
m eH
(3.56)
meH
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When the independent base classifier outputs assumption is made, we can insert Eq. 3.56 inside 
Eq. 3.55 such that
= (3.57)
Eq. 3.57 shows that the variance of bEcoc is equal to the average variance of b belonging to the 
base classifiers divided by the total number of classifiers, and scaled by 6^ .
Substituting the derivations for/3^^^^ and (o-^cocp f^om Eq. 3.52 and Eq. 3.55 Into Eq. 3.48 to 
calculate
pECOC _
+ Z  Z  co v (n T ,n 1 )+ Y ,{l^ f
\m eH  meH neH,n^m meH
(3.58)
Before deriving the expected added error for a base classifier, m, to relate It to the expected 
added error for ECOC, an Important fact should be emphasized. In the expected error calcu­
lation, the base classifiers which are assigned the same bit for the classes of Interest In the 
decision region are considered to not possess any associated error. This Is because they are 
not trained In the way to separate between these classes. Therefore,
= f  ((2«r) *  r j „ ) )  + i  ( f ip f  I(t, „  7: t;,„)j
= 7 ( ( « f  + K f )  (3.59)
So, the average expected added error over all base classifiers Is
+ (3.60)
meH
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Using Eq. 3.60 to rearrange 3.58,
nECOC _ Rgdd 6^  26^ Z Z
\nteH neH,n^m
(3.61)
It should be re-emphasized here that the expected added error region given in Eq. 3.61 concerns 
only two classes, i and j  as given within the calculations, at the localized decision region between 
them. The overall expected error calculation would Involve the summation of the added errors 
calculated over all decision regions.
3.2.1 Discussion
The resemblance of ECOC with the mean combination rule shows Its effect on the expected 
added error region analysis given In Eq. 3.61. In this equation, similar to Eq. 3.37, ECOC 
Is demonstrated to reduce the average base classification error by a factor of the total number 
of base classifiers multiplied with a normalization coefficient, added up with a covariance term 
that vanishes when the base classifier outputs are Independent. It has been shown that only 
the covariance terms belonging to the base classifiers represented by different bits contribute to 
the ECOC added error calculation; and that It Is only these classifiers whose bias and variance 
contribute to the average expected added error of the base classifiers, and of ECOC (See Eq. 
3.60 and Eq. 3.61).
Therefore, the trivial solution to the minimization of added error might be considered as an ECOC 
design composed of a single bit. However, this would leave us with nonseperable classes, and 
the following main assumptions of the T&G model would be violated: a) In a localized decision 
region, only two classes are expected to possess significant a posteriori probabilities, and the 
contributions of other classes are assumed to be negligible, b) The a posteriori probabilities 
are supposed to be locally monotonie functions around the decision boundaries In the transition 
regions.
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Hence, in order to minimize Eq. 3.58 (or Eq. 3.61) while keeping the solution within the feasibie 
domain, the distribution of bits in an ECOC design should be in a way to produce strong enough 
base classifiers having meaningful probability distributions, which avoid high T&G bias and vari­
ance. In other words, average number of bit similarities between any two rows should be high 
enough to reduce the effects of base classifier bias and variance on ECOC, and low enough to 
be able to produce locally monotonie a posteriori probability estimation functions possessing low 
bias and variance, without creating confusion regions related to non-dominant classes. Having 
high minimum HD, which brings about decreased average bit similarity is also needed to keep 
the contributions of the non-dominant classes as negligible (and the confusion level low). Note 
that these findings are to be valid for all decision regions, that is to say, for all dominant class 
pairs. As an initial interpretation, the use of codes possessing balanced number of bits might 
be suggested. Moreover, having increased number of columns for such codes would increase 
HD and separability. This observation is in line with and supported by the theoreticai findings 
of James in [35, 37]; however, deriving closed form solutions for ECOC encoding using these 
results still stay as an open problem for future work.
In agreement with the results presented above, another finding is that the expected value of 
bEcoc is actually equal to the average expected value of b belonging to the base ciassifiers, 
scaled by 0 (See Eq. 3.53). An observation related to this result is that strong base classifiers 
with zero bias, which satisfy the above mentioned T&G assumptions, constitute an ECOC en­
semble with an expected value of bEcoc equal to zero. In other words, the expected value of 
the decision boundary belonging to such an ECOC classifier will be equal to the Bayes decision 
boundary. Note that this finding is in line with that of James given in [35]. On the other hand, 
Eq. 3.57 shows that the variance of bEcoc is equal to the average variance of b belonging to the 
base classifiers, divided by the total number of classifiers and scaled by 6^  (See Eq. 3.56).
This study has intended to elucidate ECOC design, and help understand when and how ECOC 
classification produces successful outcomes. Future work is aimed at deriving closed form solu­
tions for encoding the ECOC matrices. It should also be noted that the normalization parameter, 
e, is not always a constant, and the link between its formuiation and the ECOC matrix shouid be 
established.
In the next section, the relation between the T&G model and the bias-variance framework of 
James is to be examined.
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3.3 Bias-Variance Anaiysis of James using T&G Modei
The bias and variance frameworks of Domingos and James as given in Sec. 3.1 are shown to 
extend Geman’s original bias-variance definitions for squared error loss to be used with other 
loss functions including 0/1 loss for classification. In these frameworks, the analysis is carried 
out on the hard outputs obtained from classifiers for the classification scenario. Noting that 
these two definitions are closely linked to each other, we choose the framework of James as 
representative due to its ease of interpretation, and the drawbacks of Domingos’ such as it not 
providing a general formula for all loss functions and the problems with its extension to multiclass 
problems. It should however be mentioned that although the framework of James provides a 
comprehensive analysis of the bias and variance for general loss functions, it does not point out 
their effects on the estimation error in closed form: It is not clear if and when an increase in bias 
and / or variance would trigger an increase in the estimation error, and vice versa.
T&G model on the other hand computes the classification error using the bias and variance of the 
a posteriori probability estimates (soft outputs) provided by the classifiers, employing squared 
error loss. In this model, unlike in the cases for James and Domingos, new definitions for these 
terms to be used with hard outputs for the ciassification setting are not required. A closed form 
analytic solution indicating how the classification error is affected by bias-variance is provided 
while adhering to the original definitions of Geman.
However, the links between the bias and variance defined for hard outputs of classifiers (as in the 
formulations of James’ or Domingos’) and for soft outputs of the estimate a posteriori probability 
errors (as in T&G) have not previously been established. In this section, we try to set up these 
links between the frameworks of James and T&G and intend to further illuminate the understand­
ing behind the theory of bias and variance and how they affect classification performance. It is 
also possible via this anaiysis to see the connections to the original bias-variance decomposi­
tion of Geman. Moreover, these links help understand when and how bias-variance defined by 
James affect the prediction error, in ciosed forms. It should be noted here that, different from 
the framework of James, the effects of bias and variance on the estimation error have already 
been provided by Domingos for the classification setting, however the relations of these terms 
to those beionging to the squared loss error on the estimation probabilities (as in T&G model)
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have not been investigated either. Therefore, the analysis given below is expected to suggest a 
methodoiogy that can be adopted for use in Domingos’ framework as well.
In this section, after setting up the connection between T&G model and the decomposition of 
Geman, we will try to formulate SE and VE of James’ framework in terms of T&G bias and 
variance.
3.3.1 Connection between the Frameworks of T&G and Geman
By decomposing the squared a posteriori probability prediction error, e/(x), into terms of bias and 
a zero-mean noise for a given pattern %, classifier m and class w,; T&G model actually mimics 
the formulations of Geman given in the regression framework. These formulations are basically 
applied to the estimate a posteriori probabilities for each class separately. That is, from T&G 
model we know that eJ” (jc) = + nf. Therefore,
(3.62)
As for variance, the following holds:
=  E
= E
= E
= E
= E
= E
\ n T ( x ) - E [ n T ( x ) ] f ]
([p(w,u) -  Pioj'fix)] -  E [p(oji\x) -
(3.63)
Let us compare Eq. 3.62 and Eq. 3.63, namely the squared bias and variance of a given class, 
with the original bias-variance definitions of Geman. Remember from Eq. 3.5 that.
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Bias = (Ed [d(x; £>)] -  E [j|x])^
Var = ED[{d{x\D)-ED{d{x-,D)-\f]. (3.64)
It can be observed in Eq. 3.64 that by inserting P{cJi\x) for y and P{cof\x) for d{x\ D)\ it is possibie 
to relate the bias and variance terms of T&G to those of Geman, while decomposing the squared 
a posteriori probability prediction error for a given class. An important observation here is that 
while substituting P M x )  for y, it should be borne in mind that P(oji\x) is not a random variable, 
but a constant.
3.3.2 Connection between the Frameworks of James and T&G
While establishing the connection between the bias-variance decompositions of James and T&G, 
it should be remembered that the assumption made by T&G model that the added error region 
for a multiclass problem would mainly be composed of the contributions of two classes, is valid 
within this analysis as well.
If a is the distance between the pattern Xa located at jc* + a and %*, then Eq. 3.9 can explicitly be 
written for all the patterns Xa that lie within the decision region (error region) A as
J  errorp(a)da = j  Vara{Y)p{a)da + J  SEa(Ÿ,Y)p(a)da + j  VEa(Y,Y)p(a)da.{3.65)
aeA aeA aeA aeA
As under 0/1 loss Vara{Y) = z{a), where z{a) stands for the Bayes error for the pattern Xa, Eq. 
3.65 can be written as
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j  error p{a)da = J  z(a)p(a)da+ J  SEa(Ÿ,Y)p(a)da-i- J  VEa{Ÿ,Y)p{a)da
aeA aeA aeA aeA
J  EaddP(.ci)da =  J  S E a(Ÿ ,Y )p(à)da+ J  VEa(Ÿ,Y)p(a)da
aeA aeA aeA
Radd = J  SEa(Ÿ ,Y )p{a)da+ J  VEa(Ÿ,Y)p(a)da. (3.66)
aeA aeA
In Eq. 3.66, the added error belonging to a single data point is denoted by Eadd, whose inte­
gration over the whole error region. A, gives the total added error, Radd- We will now carry out 
the derivations for SE and VE in the following sections. For this, we will assume a noncommittal 
prior, p, with a mean of zero and an extremely large standard deviation compared to the data 
scale, as proposed in [40]. The prior can therefore be approximated by a uniform distribution. 
The minimum and maximum of the set of all possible data points will be denoted as n and 
Furthermore, t\ and t2 will be standing for the minimum and maximum values of the data points 
at a particular error region. A, in terms of their distance from the Bayes decision boundary of 
interest, x*. Finally note that da will be dropped from the calculations for simplicity.
3.3.2.1 Calculation of SE
From Eq. 3.12,
J  SEa(Ÿ,Y)p(a) = J  PsY(d)p(.ci)- J  Psf(a)pia). (3.67)
aeA aeA aeA
Now let us analyze the terms within 3.67 separately. As SY = argmin/Ey[/(F /)] = argmax,-Pl­
under 0/1 loss, what PsY actually denotes is the a posteriori probability of the class that the 
Bayes classifier assigns for each pattern. Thus,
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J  PsY(a)p(a) = J  p ( a ) -  J  z(a)p(a) = J  (I -  z(a))p(a). (3.68)
aeA aeA aeA aeA
The calculation of P^f on the other hand is not as trivial. From Sec. 3.1.1.1, it is known that 
SŸ = argmax/P/. Hence, in order to be able to calculate 5 7 , the probability density function of Ÿ 
given a pattern Xa is needed. For a pattern x„ where a > 0, it can be observed from Fig. 3.1 that 
if a classifier’s boundary is at xb such that xb < Xa, then the classifier’s decision for this pattern 
would be the Bayes class. So, the distribution of Ÿ actually depends on the probability density
function of xb = x* + b, the classifier boundary. Note that b is the random variable defining this
distribution. Therefore for a >  0,
js  f  = 5 y if Sl,ia P(l>)db < /j'L,, p(b)db} (3-69)
Conversely, for patterns with « < 0,
f  = 5 F if p{b)db > pib)db] • (3-70)
The point a where p(b)db = p(6)rfZ? = 0.5 is the median of the probability distribution of 
b, and we shall refer to it as “med”. Let us analyze the case when 0 < med\
From 3.69 and 3.70, it is deduced that for points = x* + a where 0 < med < a, or where 
fl < 0 < med, 5 F is equal to SY. Bearing in mind the assumption that within the localized 
decision region only two classes are likely to have considerable a posteriori probabilities and the 
rest of the class contributions are considered as noise, 5 F is equal to the label of the second 
dominant ciass label for the rest of the points, which will be denoted by SZ. Hence,
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j  PgŸ{d)p{a) = J  PsY(ri)p{a) + J  Psz(à)p(à)+ J  PsY{à)p(a). (3.71)
aeA a<0 0<a<med med<a
Using Eq. 3.18, ei{xa) -  ejixa) can be approximated as sa for a > 0. As for a < 0, it can be shown
that 6j(xa) -  6i{xa) = s a .  If WO donoto the summation of the a posteriori probabilities of the rest
of the classes (which are considered as noise) for the point Xa by T]{a), then Pszia) = z(a) -  ijia). 
Also note that since SY is the Bayes label, Psy is equal to 1 -  z(a). Eq. 3.71 can be shown to 
take the following form;
J  PsŸ(a)p{a) = J  ( I - z ( a ) ) p { a ) +  j  (z{a) - -qia)) p(a) + J  { \ - z (a ) )p (a )
leA a=t\ a=0 a=med
0 med t2
= J  [-5fl + (zia) -  q(a))] p(a) + J  {z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) + J  [ja  + (z(a) -  77(a))] p{a)
a=ti a=0 a=med
0 72
j  (z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) + J  -sap(a )  + J  sap{a) -
2{th — ti)
aeA a = ti a=0
= J  (z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) +  -  [it] +  tj) -  med^] (3.72)
aeA
Similar analysis shows that the result of Eq. 3.72 holds for med < 0 as well.
Combining the derivations for Psy and Psf froni Eq. 3.68 and 3.72, Eq. 3.67 becomes
J  SE„(f,Y)p(a)  =  j  Psr(a)p(a)- j  P s f W p W
aeA aeA aeA
= p i a ) - 2  J iz ia )p ia ) )+  j  77(a)p(a)
taeA aeA aeA i
(3 .73 )
' {^th -  ti) y2ith -  ti)
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It is important to observe here that the first and the second terms of Eq. 3.73 are actually the 
same, denoting the average value of the difference between the most and the second favoured 
class a posteriori probabilities (To see this, one can follow up the derivations of Psy and P^ÿ. 
E.g. in the formulation of P ^ f we have -sa  + sa = which is the total distance
between the most and the second favoured class probabilities divided by p{a) -  to give the 
mean of this distance.). Therefore, they cancel each other out and Eq. 3.73 simplifies to
/ SEa(X,Y)p(à) = (3.74)2(r/i -  h ) 
aeA
Note that in Eq. 3.74, (th -  ti) appearing in the divisor is just an averager resulting from the 
noncommittal prior distribution of the data points, and that j  is expected to be positive.
S.3.2.2 Calculation of VE
Using the given definition of VE from Eq. 3.12, we have
J  VEa(Ÿ,Y)p(,a) = j  P s f(.a )p (a )- j  ^P,(a)Pi(a)
aeA aeA aeA
p(a). (3.75)
The first term of the equation, Psf(a)p(a), has already been worked out during the calcula­
tion of SE  in Sec. 3.3.2.1. In order to analyze the second term, values of the underlying class a 
posteriori probabilities, P,; and the a posteriori probabilities of the predictors (classifiers), P„ are 
given in Tabie 3.1 for different a values. Here, in order to be compatibie with Fig. 3.1, class i and 
j  are given accordingly, w.I.o.g. The explanations behind the calculation of the entries of these 
tables are explained in Sec. 3.3.2.I. As a further note, the reason behind having zero probabil­
ity for Pi where i  denotes the non-predominant (noise) classes (indicated with “rest") should be 
emphasized: There are only two predominant classes as an assumption for the T&G model, and
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P i P j Prest
a > 0 1 -  z{a)
= sa + izia) -  n{a)) zia) -  nia) nia)
a < 0 z{a) -  n(a) 1 -  zia)
= -sa  + izia) -  nia)) nia)
(a)
P i P j Prest
a >  0 Æ LPW 6 0
a < 0 S L u  p(^)^^ 0
(b)
Table 3.1 : Derivations of P, and P/ for different a values, to be used in the calculation of VE.
therefore the classifiers are not expected to assign a pattern into any other ciass. On the other 
hand, as P, stands for the underlying class a posteriori probabilities, it is not equal to zero for the 
same classes.
The following derivation is obtained by making use of values given in Table 3.1. For convenience, 
da and db will be provided at the initial step of the derivation; however they will be dropped from
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the intermediate steps.
12 a
p{a)da = J  [sa + (z{a) -  77(a))] p(a) J  p{b)dbda
a =0  b=ti
t2 72 0 a
+ J  (z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) J  p{b)dbda + J  (z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) J  p{b)dbda
a=0
0
b=a a = h b=t\
+ J  [- fa  + (z(a) -  77(a))] p(a) J  p{b)dbda
a=t\
72
b=a
(integration order change) =
72 a  0 72
= J  (z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) + y  fa  p(a) J  p(b) + J  -sa  p(a) J  p(b)
a = ti a=0 b=t\
72 72 72
 J  (z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) + f
a = ti
a = t\
0 72
b=a
72 0
J  J  ap(a)p(b)+ J  J  ap{a)p{b)
6=0 a=b b=t\ a=0
0 b
- /
+ J  J  -ap{a)p{b) + y  y  -ap(a)p(b)
b= ti a = ti
2(?/i - ti) J b
0
6 = 0  a=7 i 
72 0
(z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) +
a=7i
J  J  a‘
6 = 0  6=7 i
P(^)
P(b)
6 = 0 6=7i
= J  (z(a) -  77(a)) p(a) + J  ^ [(rj + r|) -  p(6)rZZ? (3.76)
aeA 6eA
Using Eq. 3.22 for added error from Sec. 3.1.3, Eq. 3.76 can further be simplified into
/
aeA
Y,Pi(a)Pi(a)
~ I
beA
p{a) = /  (z (a )- 77(a)) 7?(a) +
2 ( ? 6  -  ti) (th -  ti)
(3.77)
Going back to the formulation of VE given in Eq. 3.75 by combining the two terms derived in Eq. 
3.72 and Eq. 3.77, VE can finally be derived as follows:
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aeA aeA aeA
p{d)
= J  [z(a) -  77(a)] p(a) + \(t\ + t\)  -  med^]
aeA
aeA
Radd med^s
(th -  ti) 2(th -  ti) (3.78)
By writing Eadd in terms of and cr as given in Eq. 3.24, Eq. 3.78 can be reformulated as
/ yp^(y,y)p(a) = (th — ti) 2(th -  ti) 
aeA
(j3^  + a-^-med^)s 
2 (h - t, )  ■
Note again that ( th - t i)  in the divisor of Eq. 3.79 acts as an averager that is obtained as a result of 
using the noncommittal prior distribution of the data points, and that f  is expected to be positive. 
Finally, it should be stated that verification for the expected added error calculation provided in 
Eq. 3.66 can be obtained by putting SE and VE as given in Eq. 3.74 and 3.78 together, such 
that
= y 5Pa(F,np(a)(fa+ y yEa(F,y)p(a)6fa.
aeA aeA
med^s ^  Radd med^s
2(^ 6 -  ^i) (th~ ti) 2(th -  ti)
Padd’ (3.80)
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3.3.3 Discussion
It has been presented in Sec. 3.3.1 and Sec. 3.3.2 that it is possibie to establish links between 
the original decomposition of Geman, the T&G model and the framework of James.
We have initially explained the connection of the T&G model with the original decomposition of 
Geman explicitly. It has been shown in Sec. 3.3.1 that it is possible to relate the bias and variance 
terms of Geman to those of T&G while carrying out the decomposition of the squared a posteriori 
probability prediction error for a given class. Remember that within the T&G framework, these 
bias and variance terms calculated for the dominant classes in the decision regions are also 
used in the decomposition of the classification error.
In Sec. 3.3.2, by establishing the link between the T&G model and the framework of James, it 
has been shown that the T&G bias and variance, which are measured using squared error loss 
on the a posteriori probabiiity estimation errors, provide information about the effects of James 
bias and variance, which are measured using 0/1 loss on the hard outputs of the base classifiers.
Systematic effect (SE) of James' framework has been reformulated in terms of T&G model pa­
rameters in Eq. 3.74. This equation points out that the effect of James bias on the classification 
performance depends on the median of the decision boundary distribution belonging to the base 
classifiers; SE increases with the squared value of the decision boundary median (Note that 
the constant in the equation, is expected to be positive without converging to zero due to 
the assumption of noncommittal priors.). Due to the fact that in a symmetric distribution like the 
normal distribution, the median of the distribution is equal to its mean, SE is directly linked to 
squared T&G bias. It should be remembered at this point that the T&G bias term, defined in Eq. 
3.25 and Eq. 3.26 for the single classifier case and in Eq. 3.31 for the mean combination rule, 
is the mean of the decision boundary distribution, b, and is also equal to the difference between 
the biases of the estimation errors (S, -  ^ j) belonging to the two ciasses of interest (scaled by 
a positive constant). Therefore, any circumstance causing the absolute value of this difference 
to decrease brings about decreased James bias effect (SE) on the estimation error. Examples 
are when both estimation error biases, /3i and /3j, are positive or negative in equal amounts. On 
the other hand, having a positive and a negative /3j\ or a negative yS,- and a positive Pj would
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create confusion regions, shift the expected value of the decision boundaries [E[b]) away from 
the Bayes boundary, and cause an increase in SE.
As for the special case of ECOC, which has been investigated in Sec. 3.2, it has been shown that 
the overall T&G bias for ECOC can be calculated using the scaled and averaged base classifier 
bias belonging to only one class, w.I.o.g. This is due to the fact that the errors belonging to the 
two classes of interest for any base classifier are dependent on each other. Also note that it is 
only the bias values of the base classifiers which represent these two classes of interests with 
different bits (non-redundant base classifiers) that are nonzero. Thus, a reduction in these bias 
values would bring about a reduced overali bias for ECOC, and a decrease in SE.
Looking at Eq. 3.79, the relation between the T&G variance, which is given in Eq. 3.28 for the 
single classifier and in Eq. 3.34 for the mean combination rule, and the variance effect [VE) of 
James' framework can be analyzed. While the increase in T&G variance triggers an increase 
in VE, another component depending on the shape of the decision boundary distribution is also 
relevant to the calculation. That is, when the difference between the mean and the median of the 
decision boundary distribution increases (e.g. this may happen as a result of a skewed normal 
distribution), VE gets larger. Hence, it is also possible to obtain a negative VE at times, which 
suggests that the variance can sometimes have positive effects on the decisions (usually for 
weak classifiers, when variance helps hitting the correct label). For symmetric distributions on 
the other hand, VE gets solely linked to T&G variance, as the difference term between the mean 
and the median of the boundary distribution vanishes.
The T&G variance term has been defined as the variance of the decision boundary distribution, 
which is equal to the variance of the difference of estimation noises made on the two classes of 
interest at the decision region (scaled by a positive constant see Eq. 3.27). In Eq. 3.28, this is 
shown to be equal to the summation of the variance terms belonging to the individual estimation 
errors ((cr,)  ^ and {orjf), which are accompanied by some covariance terms that vanish when 
independent classifier outputs are presumed. Hence, an increase in any of the variance terms 
belonging to individual estimation errors always causes an increase in the overall T&G variance, 
and therefore the VE.
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As for ECOC, in Sec. 3.2, the overall T&G variance term is shown to be calculated using the 
average base classifier variance and covariance terms belonging to only one class in the de­
cision region. Note that it is only those base classifiers, which indicate the dominant classes 
of interest using different bits, possessing nonzero variance / covariance terms. Therefore, a 
reduction in these terms is expected to trigger a reduction in the overall T&G variance for ECOC, 
and therefore in VE.
3.4 Experimentation
In Sec. 3.2-3.3, we have presented the T&G bias-variance analysis on ECOC ensembles and 
accomplished theoretical derivations on the links between the frameworks of Geman, T&G and 
James. Due to the fact that T&G analysis has originally been carried out for 1 dimensional data 
with the prospect of giving idea for higher dimensions, it is not yet practical to do experiments 
using this framework. That is why, in this set of experiments the bias-variance decomposition of 
James have been utilized in order to analyze and compare the performances of 3 classification 
methods: Single multiclass classifier, bagging, and ECOC. The relative success of the algorithms 
are to be shown in terms of the reduction they offer in SE and VE.
It should also be mentioned that during the analysis of ECOC ensembles using T&G model in 
Sec. 3.2, the connections of ECOC’s added error region with the added error regions of its two 
class base classifiers have been established (see Eq. 3.61). However, in order to be able to 
compare the performance of ECOC ensembles with single classifiers which perform multiclass 
classifications themselves (instead of ECOC’s own two class base classifiers), experiments given 
in this section are of importance.
For each of the three methods, 50 classifiers are created for the anaiysis: Each of these 50 
classifiers is either a single classifier, or a bagging ensemble consisting of 50 classifiers or 
ECOC matrices of 50 columns. ECOC matrices used are randECOCs, and the distance used as 
the metric in the decoding stage is HD. The classifier type used within these experiments is NNs 
due to the fact that they are easy to manipulate to account for weak and strong classification 
by changing the level of training and number of nodes, without a separate need of parameter
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Type # Training 
Samples
#Test
Samples
# Attributes # Classes Bayes 
Error (%)
TwoNorm Artificial 300 18000 20 2 2.28
ThreeNorm Artificial 300 18000 20 2 10.83
RingNorm Artificial 300 18000 20 2 1.51
ArtMultil Artificial 300 18000 2 5 21.76
ArtMulti2 Artificial 300 18000 3 9 14.33
Glass Identif. UCI MLR 214 - 9 6 38.66
Dermatology UCI MLR 358 - 34 6 9.68
Segmentation UCI MLR 210 2100 19 7 4.21
Yeast UCI MLR 1484 - 8 10 43.39
Table 3.2: Summary of the datasets used for the bias-variance framework of James. Sizes of 
the datasets not having separate test sets are given under #Training Samples.
optimization; and that they can be used for multiciass classification. Thus, the level of training 
(epochs) is chosen to vary between 2 and 15; and the number of nodes between 2 and 16. 
Finally, the optimization method utilized within NN implementations is the Levenberg-Marquardt 
(LM) technique. Experiments have been carried out on 5 artificial and 4 UCI MLR [2] datasets 
as given in Tabie 3.2.
In the artificial dataset experiments, training sets are created by simple random sampling from 
the given underlying distributions to be used in training 50 classifiers. The datasets named 
TwoNorm, ThreeNorm and RingNorm have been constructed using the procedures proposed by 
Breiman in [7]. On the other hand, ArtMultil and ArtMulti2 have been formed using mixtures 
of Gaussians, and are composed of 5 and 9 classes respectively. For all artificial datasets, the 
number of training patterns per classifier is equal to 300, and the number of test patterns is 
18000 (as suggested by Breiman). Experiments have been repeated 10 times using different 
test data (also generated via simple random sampling) together with different training data and 
different ECOC matrices in each run, and the results are averaged. Note that in the two class 
experiments, ECOC has not been used as it is a multiclass classification technique. Applying 
ECOC in such cases would not be any different than applying bagging; effect of bootstrapping in 
bagging would be similar to the effect of the random initial weights of LM in ECOC.
For the UCI MLR datasets having separate test sets, the training sets for each of the 50 classi­
fiers are created using bootstrapping. Bootstrapping is expected to be a close enough approxi­
mation to random & independent data generation from a known underlying distribution [7]. The
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analysis has been performed just once without repetition, due to the fact that the test set is al­
ready given / fixed. However, the results for ECOC are averaged over 10 iterations with different 
matrices.
As for the UCI MLR datasets without separate test sets, the ssCV cross-validation method of 
Webb and Conilione [63j, which allows the usage of the whole dataset both in training and test 
stages, has been implemented. Within a number of iterations, all data is effectively used for 
both training and testing in each of the 50 classifiers, and the overall results for bias-variance 
analysis are recorded. The procedure is not repeated as the iterations within ssCV already 
cover the whole dataset. However, 10 different ECOC matrices are again used for the ECOC 
experiments, and results are averaged. Note that in ssCV, the shortcomings of the hold-out 
approach (standard cross validation (CV)) such as the usage of small training and test sets and 
the lack of inter-training variability control between the successive training sets is overcome. (In 
our experiments, we set the inter-training variability constant to 1/2). The diagram in Fig. 3.3 
visualizes the experimental setup, in which base classifiers are depicted by b and ciasses by c.
The Bayes error for the 0/1 loss function is analytically calculated for the artificial datasets, 
as the underlying likelihood probability distributions are known. In the literature, to be able to 
estimate the Bayes Error for the finite datasets, either the need for the underlying probability 
distributions has been overcome by assuming zero noise level [16j, or some heuristic strategies 
like using nearest neighbours [36j have been proposed for estimation. The first type of approach 
has the shortcoming of a wrong estimate on bias, and second one is unreliabie due to the fact 
that the nearest neighbour approach is bound to fail especially in datasets with limited number 
of samples. The number of neighbours to be used is this approach is also an open problem. 
Therefore, we propose using another heuristic approach in our experiments for the Bayes error 
estimation. After finding an optimal set of parameters of a “strong” classifier, an RBF SVM in this 
case, by applying 10 fold CV] we aim to obtain the underlying probabilities for each pattern by 
utilizing leave-one-out approach using the parameters already obtained. The assumption here is 
that the classifiers obtained in each run of the leave-one-out approach will be close to the Bayes 
classifier. It is also assumed that the underlying distribution stays almost constant for each fold 
of the leave-one-out procedure.
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Figure 3.3: Diagram iiiustrating the experimental setup for Artificial and Real (UCI MLR) datasets, 
for the bias-variance framework of James
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3.4.0.1 Results of Bias-Variance Analysis using James' Framework
In this section, some clear trends found in the analysis are discussed under three subsections: 
the prediction error, convergence to the prediction error, and bias / variance versus SB / VE. 
In the first subsection, the comparison of the prediction error rates is given for bagging, ECOC 
and single classifiers, while in the second the number of nodes and epochs where the prediction 
error converges to its optimum are discussed. Finally in the third subsection, the relationship 
between bias / variance and SE/VE  is analyzed.
Although the observations are made using 9 datasets, for brevity we only present a number of 
representative graphs.
The Prediction Error
It has been found that prediction errors obtained by bagging and ECOC ensembles are always 
lower than those of the single classifier, and the reduction in the error is almost always a result 
of reductions both in SE and VE. This observation means that the contributions of bias and 
(predictor) variance to the prediction error are smaller when ensembles are used (Fig. 3.4, Fig.
3.5). However, note that the reductions in VE have greater magnitude, and in two class problems 
the reduction in SE is almost zero (Fig. 3.6). As for bias and variance, it has been observed 
that ECOC and bagging induce reduction in both, especially in variance, in almost all the cases. 
The fact that NNs are high variance/low bias classifiers also plays a role in these observations, 
where the high variance is more easily reduced compared to the already lower bias and VE is 
reduced more than SE. Note that in [7] bagging and ECOC are also shown to have low variance 
in the additive error decomposition, and Kong-Dietterich framework [15] also acknowledges that 
ECOC reduces variance.
Convergence to the Prediction Error
It is observed that the convergence of bagging ensembles to the optimal prediction error is 
usually achieved at a lower number of epochs compared to those of single classifier; and ECOC
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ensemble convergence is often at even iower epochs than bagging (Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5, Fig.
3.6). The prediction errors are also in the same descending order: single classifier, bagging and 
ECOC; except when complex networks with high number of nodes and epochs are used. Under 
those circumstances VE, SE, and therefore the prediction errors of both ECOC and bagging are 
similar.
It is also almost always the case that the prediction error of ECOC converges to its optimum at 
2 nodes, whereas a single classifier requires higher number of nodes. Moreover for ECOC, the 
optimal number of epochs is also lower than or equal to that of the single classifier. In other 
words, compared to a single classifier trained with high number of epochs and nodes, an ECOC 
can yield better results with fewer nodes and epochs. The trend is similar when bagging is 
considered; usually standing between the single classifier and ECOC in sense of accuracy and 
convergence.
Bias / Variance versus SE / VE
Due to the fact that SE and VE indicate the effects of bias and variance in the prediction error, it 
is important and useful to analyze their behaviours with respect to the generic terms of bias and 
variance.
For the single classifier case, it can be observed that the trend of VE does not necessarily fol­
low that of variance. This happens especially when the number of nodes and epochs is small, 
that is when the network is relatively weak (Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5). In this scenario, the variance 
decreases while VE increases. This is actually an expected observation as having high vari­
ance helps hitting the right target class when the network is relatively less decisive. However, 
ensemble methods do not show this property as intensely as the single classifier. This finding 
is expected due to the fact that ensembles with weak base classifiers are stronger and less 
indecisive classifiers than the weak single classifiers themselves.
In the above mentioned scenario of VE showing an opposite trend of variance, the bias-variance 
trade-off can be observed. At the points where the VE increases, SE decreases to reveal an 
overall decrease in the prediction error. However, these points are not necessarily the optimal
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Figure 3.4; Bias-Variance Analysis for ArtificalMulti2 data. First Row: Overall prediction error. 
Second Row: Variance. Third Row: Variance effect. First Column: 2 Nodes. Second Column: 4 
Nodes. Third Column: 16 Nodes.
Dashed blue lines (starred) indicate the results for single classifier, dotted red (circled) for ECOC 
and solid green (squared) for bagging.
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Figure 3.5; Bias-Variance Analysis for Dermatology data. First Row: Overall prediction error. 
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Dashed blue lines (starred) indicate the results for single classifier, dotted red (circled) for ECOC 
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points in terms of the prediction error; the optima are mostly where there is both VE and SB 
reduction (Fig. 3.5). Apart from this case, bias and variance are mostly correlated with SB and 
VB respectively (Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.6). This finding has also been pointed out in [36].
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Figure 3.6: Bias-Variance Analysis for ThreeNorm data. First Row: Overall prediction error. 
Second Row: Variance effect. Third Row: Systematic effect and Bias. First Column: 2 Nodes. 
Second Column: 4 Nodes. Third Column: 16 Nodes.
In the first two rows, dashed blue lines (starred) indicate the results for single classifier, and 
solid green (squared) for bagging. In the third row, dashed black (with triangles) & dashed blue 
(starred) lines indicate the results for single classifier bias and systematic effect respectively; 
and solid green (squared) & magenta (circled) for those of bagging.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, in order to further understand and analyze ensemble classification, we focused 
on the bias-variance analysis of ensembles with a case study on ECOC. In summary, the main 
contributions of this chapter are as follows:
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• Using the T&G model, ECOC ensembles have been analyzed in terms of the bias 
and variance of its base classifiers and their expected added error regions. Design 
hints for future research on ECOC encoding have been provided.
Initially in Sec. 3.2, we have expanded the T&G model, which formulates the classifica­
tion error using the squared error loss functions on the a posteriori probability estimates, 
to analyze ECOC ensembles. It has been shown that ECOC reduces the average base 
classification error by the total number of base classifiers (scaled by a normalization coef­
ficient), summed up with a covariance term that vanishes when the base classifier outputs 
are independent. Furthermore, average base classifier added error and the ECOC added 
error are demonstrated to depend on the bias and variance of the base classifiers that 
represent the classes of interest at the decision region using different bits.
ECOC bias is shown to be equal to average (scaled) bias of its base classifiers; and when 
used with independent base classifiers the variance is equal to the average (scaled) base 
classifier variance divided by the total number of base classifiers. A related observation 
here is that it is possible to have a zero bias ECOC ensemble when it is composed of 
strong base classifiers possessing zero bias.
Following the derivations in this section, it has been suggested for ECOC design that the 
distribution of its bits should produce strong enough base classifiers, whose T&G bias- 
variance affect those of ECOC as little as possible: The average number of bit similarities 
between any two rows should be high enough to reduce the effects of bias and variance, 
and low enough to be able to produce locally monotonie a posteriori probability functions 
with low bias and variance. To satisfy the requirements of the T&G model, having high 
minimum HD is also needed. This is in order to keep the contributions of the non-dominant 
classes negligible and confusion level low. The use of long ECOC matrices possessing 
balanced number of bits have been suggested as a preliminary interpretation; however, 
the findings are to be further exploited for intelligent ECOC design as future work.
• We have established links between the bias-variance frameworks of Geman, T&G 
and James. Ciosed form solutions for SE and VE in terms of T&G bias and variance 
have been obtained.
In Sec. 3.3, we have analyzed different bias-variance frameworks existing in the literature
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and established the missing links between commonly used approaches, namely the frame­
works of Geman, T&G and James. It has been shown that while decomposing the squared 
a posteriori probability prediction error for a given class, the T&G bias and variance used 
in the decomposition can be linked to those of Geman. Moreover, these terms (the T&G 
bias and variance defined on the squared a posteriori probability estimation errors) are 
also utilized during the decomposition of the classification error, and are linked to the bias- 
variance of James. Note that James bias-variance are measured on the hard outputs of 
the base classifiers. The connections between the T&G and James models have been 
formulated in Eq. 3.74 and Eq. 3.79. The formulated links not only help better understand 
the classification theory, but also put the effects of bias and variance (SE and VE) defined 
by James in a closed form, which is useful in order to be able to explain the behaviour of 
these terms, such as when they show increase or decrease.
In this analysis SE of James, which is defined for the hard outputs under 0/1 loss, is found 
to depend on the median of the decision boundary distribution belonging to the base clas­
sifiers. In symmetric distributions like the normal distribution, the median of the distribution 
is equal to its mean, so SE is directly linked to T&G bias. For these type of scenarios, when 
the estimation error biases belonging to the classes of interest at the decision boundary, 
namely /?/ and /3j, are positive or negative in equal amounts, SE decreases. Conversely, 
having a positive yS/ and a negative Py, or a negative pi and a positive Pj would create 
greater confusion regions, shift the expected value of the estimate decision boundaries 
away from the Bayes boundary, and increase SE. As for the ECOC framework, the T&G 
bias can be calculated using the average base classifier bias belonging to only one class. 
Moreover, it is those base classifiers which depict the two dominant classes (of the de­
cision region) with different bits, that has corresponding non-zero bias values (See Sec. 
3.2). So, the reduction in the bias measured on class a i (w.I.o.g.) using any base classifier 
m that satisfies this condition, (namely p’p), is expected to bring about reduced SE.
On the other hand, the increase in T&G variance and in the difference between the mean 
and the median of the decision boundary distribution (e.g. skewness for normal distri­
bution) is shown to boost VE. It is therefore also possible to obtain a negative VE as a 
result of a decrease in the difference term at times, which suggests that the variance can 
sometimes have positive effects on the classifier decisions. For symmetric boundary dis-
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tributions, VE is directly connected to T&G variance: An increase in any of the variance 
terms belonging to individual estimation errors triggers an increase in the overall T&G vari­
ance, and thus in VE. Note that the T&G variance of ECOC can be computed employing 
only the base classifier variances belonging to one class, together with additional covari­
ance terms (as given in Sec. 3.2). Similar to the case of T&G bias, the variance and 
covariance terms are nonzero as long as the base classifiers are assigned different bits 
for the classes of interest of the decision region. Therefore, reduction in these non-zero 
terms generates decrease in VE.
A drawback of the analysis is that for the a posteriori probability estimations given each 
pattern %, it is assumed the base classifiers have the same T&G bias and variance. While 
allowing closed form solutions for SE and VE over the whole data domain, this assumption 
prevents analysis for each pattern separately. Furthermore, it should be remembered that 
the T&G model has initially been proposed for 1 dimensional data. Experimental evidence 
for the support of the theory can be gathered by sampling real datasets to possess single 
features instead of multiple. Nonetheless, this is not expected to be informative enough 
to lead to useful discussion and cannot be utilized to interprète the behaviour of multi­
dimensional data. Finally, using T&G analysis, the relation between the ECOC accuracy 
and the performance of its base classifiers can be understood, however it is not possible 
to directly gather information about the relative performance of ECOC to that of a single 
classifier which performs multiclass classification.
Performances of ECOC ensembles have been compared with single multiciass clas­
sifier and bagging ensembles experimentally, using James framework.
In order to be able to carry out experiments on benchmark datasets with high dimensions, 
and to compare the performances of ECOC with those of bagging and single multiclass 
classifier, we have used James decomposition in Sec. 3.4. As outcomes of these exper­
iments, we have found some clear trends and relationships. For multiclass classification 
problems, the increase in the overall prediction performance obtained with ECOC makes 
it preferable over single multiclass classifiers. The fact that it converges to optimum using 
smaller number of nodes and epochs is yet another advantage. It also outperforms bag­
ging for most cases. As for the two class problems, bagging always outperforms the single
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classifier, and the optimum number of nodes and epochs is relatively smaller.
The Increase In the performance of bagging and ECOC is found to be a resuit of the de­
crease in both variance effect and systematic effect, although the reductions in the mag­
nitude of the variance effect are larger. This behaviour of ECOC can aiso be explained 
from the perspective of the T&G model. The stronger the base classifiers become, the 
lower their T&G bias and variance belonging to the a posteriori probability estimations er­
rors would be. This would bring about reduced SE and VE, and increase in the ECOC 
prediction performance.
When the NNs used in the experiments are weak, that is when they have been trained 
with few nodes and epochs, we see that the trends of James variance and VE might be 
in opposite directions for the singie classifier case. This implies that having high James 
variance might help improve the classification performance in weak networks when singie 
ciassifiers are used. These singie classifiers with reduced VE are still outperformed by 
ensembles, which have even lower variance effects. The reduction in the VE when simple 
classifiers are used might aiso be explained by the changes in the skewness of the bound­
ary distribution (difference between the mean and the median of the distribution) from the 
T&G theory, which might be more distinguishable when weak single classifiers are used 
compared to ensembles.
The theoretical and experimental findings given above are aimed to provide insight on the clas­
sification theory of ensembles, and help Implement encoding strategies. Future work is also 
aimed at expanding T&G analysis to be used in higher dimensions, and with the relaxations of 
assumptions made during the calculations.
Chapter 4 
ADVANCES ON ENSEMBLE PRUNING
After having proposed design méthodologies on ensemble methods specializing on ECOC in 
Chapter 2, and having performed theoretical and experimental analysis in Chapter 3, our final 
contribution in this thesis is on the pruning of ensembles. Ensemble pruning aims to decrease 
the size of an existing ensemble system without sacrificing performance and brings about the 
benefits of reduced complexity and storage requirements, as well as increase in performance in 
some cases. Due to the computational complexity of finding the optimum classifier combination 
through exhaustive search, various suboptimai techniques have been proposed in the literature 
for the pruning of ensemble ciassifiers. Among these approaches, search and ordering based 
methods can be listed as the most straightforward. While carrying out the search or the ordering 
(ranking), the idea of having diverse and / or accurate base ciassifiers is usually required as a 
key for success.
In this chapter, we initially propose a pruning methodology for bagging ensembles to be used for 
solving two class problems. This strategy is based on using a combination of first and second 
order Waish coefficients, particularly the Rademacher-Walsh ordering [33], which has been in­
herited from logic design. We show that by applying the binary mappings of Walsh functions on 
the two class base classifiers, it is possible represent the accuracy and diversity of the classi­
fiers, and make use of this information for pruning. The proposed algorithm, namely W2P [69], 
is demonstrated to outperform the state of the art methods in the majority of cases.
Most state-of-the-art ensemble pruning methods in the literature are based on unweighted or 
weighted voting ensembles; and their extensions to the Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC) 
is not strongly evident due to the specific requirements of the framework. That is, during prun­
ing, the link between the accuracies of the base classifiers solving different two class problems
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and the ensemble accuracy obtained for the main multiciass problem is not taken into account. 
Furthermore, complex diversity measures and HD information, which are needed for high per­
formance ECOC matrices, are not exploited. In order to overcome these short comings of the 
existing approaches we propose a pruning algorithm for ECOC, which is based on a novei ac­
curacy measure. Computation of this measure inherits the idea of binary mappings used in 
W2P. The resuits show that the proposed method, nameiy AcEc-P [78], outperforms the ECOC 
extensions of the state of the art pruning methods and also makes It possible to improve the 
generalization performance even by only using 30% of the initial ensemble size in certain sce­
narios. To have a deeper understanding of its success, theoretical analysis has been carried out 
on AcEc -  P in terms of its links with base classifier accuracy, diversity and HD, and in terms of 
bias-variance analysis.
After providing background information about the state of the art pruning methodologies in Sec. 
4.1, we present W2P, the novel pruning algorithm for bagging ensembles to be used for two 
class problems In Sec. 4.2. Later on in Sec. 4.3, our proposed ECOC pruning algorithm, 
AcEc -  P is described after the introduction of the novel ECOC accuracy measure, AcEc. This 
section aiso includes theoretical analysis on AcEc -  Pin order to point out the reasoning behind 
its success, and discusses further possible extensions. In Sec. 4.4, experiments regarding 
the performances of the proposed pruning algorithms are provided. Moreover in this section, 
further comprehensive experimentation on AcEc -  P using the analysis given in Sec. 4.3.2 and 
the possible extensions mentioned in Sec. 4.3.3 are given together with a bias and variance 
analysis. Finally in Sec. 4.5 conclusions and possible future work directions are presented.
4.1 Pruning Background
Ensemble pruning can be categorized into two groups: static and dynamic pruning. While static 
pruning aims to select a fixed set of classifiers from an initial pool (initial ensemble) that would 
be used for all test patterns, dynamic pruning chooses a potentially different set of classifiers for 
each test pattern.
Using the idea behind the existing dynamic classifier selection methods. Ko et al. in [38] come 
up with new dynamic ensemble selection methods. (Note that while dynamic classifier selection
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aims to select one classifier out of many for each test pattern, ensemble selection targets a set of 
classifiers.) The methods proposed in [38] all inherit the concept of K-nearest-oracles (KNORA), 
which is based on finding the nearest points to a given test data point in the validation set and 
figuring out which ciassifiers correctly classify those neighbours. The selected classifiers are 
then used as the pruned ensemble. It has been shown that although the proposed dynamic 
ensemble selection methods can perform better than the static ones for some cases, they are 
not always guaranteed the best performance.
On the other hand, search-based, clustering-based, optimization-based and ordered aggrega­
tion methods are the most commonly used amongst the static ensemble pruning methods [57]. 
Search-based methods mainly try to perform heuristic searches to produce suboptimal ensem­
ble subsets. Within these methods, forward searches and backward eliminations are commonly 
used greedy search methodologies. The former is based on iteratively adding classifiers that op­
timize some evaluation functions such as the accuracy of the subensembie (see Reduce Error 
Pruning described below), and the latter on iteratively removing ciassifiers. In clustering-based 
methods, the aim is to initially cluster groups of classifiers which make similar predictions and 
then prune each cluster subsequently. As an example. Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering 
[29], which aims to cluster data points based on the probability that the classifiers do not make 
coincident errors (using a vaiidation set), and select one representative classifier from within 
each ciuster, can be given. This method creates hierarchical clusters starting from as many 
clusters as the data points and ending at one singie cluster of all points. The optimal number of 
clusters is selected based on the ensemble accuracy on the validation set. As for ordered aggre­
gation pruning methods, the aim is to rank ali the classifiers according to a desired measure and 
then select the first k desired components. The classifier to be added to the set, which con­
tains the first u - l  classifiers of the ordered sequence, is selected based on a measure gauging 
maximum improvement on the ensemble. Finally, optimization-based methods try to formulate 
the pruning problem In a mathematical framework with an objective function to optimize. Ensem- 
bie pruning via semidefinite programming [74] is a popular optimization-based method, detaiis 
of which are provided later within this section.
It should be mentioned that more recent methods include probabilistic pruning using expectation 
propagation [11] and regularization of pruned bagging ensembles [72]. Comprehensive tax­
onomies and detailed analysis of the these strategies can be found in [57, 45, 76]. Below, the
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descriptions of some of the most popular pruning algorithms are provided. Note that having been 
defined mainly for voting ensembles, these algorithms do not have straightforward extensions to 
the ECOC framework.
Reduce Error Pruning (REP) [44] is a search based pruning method in which the first classifier 
selected is the one having the lowest classification error. In each subsequent iteration, the 
classifier which provides maximum improvement in the current subensembie accuracy is added 
to the ensemble. Backfitting, which aims to interchange an already selected classifier with a new 
one from the pool of unselected, can be applied if the new classifier reduces the subensembie 
error.
Margin Distance Minimization (MDM), as initiaiiy defined in [46], is an ordered aggregation prun­
ing method based on the base classifiers’ average success in correctly classifying patterns be­
longing to a selection set, S. For a given S of size p, the component of the signature vector c 
for the classifier i is defined to be equal to 1 if the classification decision is correct for the pattern 
Sm and -1 otherwise. That is.
— 2/ {di {S — (p {S fn)) -1
= 2[/(f„ = r„)]-i (4.1)
where /  (true) = 1, /(false) = 0; = di (Sm) is the decision of the base classifier i for the pattern
Sm, and Ym = (f>(Sm) is the actual label.
The aim is then to select a subensembie whose average signature vector, < o ,  over ali ciassi­
fiers is as close as possible to a reference vector, o,  in the first quadrant. The reference vector 
is designed arbitrarily to consist of equal components, Ome(i,a) = p, in which the choice of p is 
advised to be sufficiently small for the algorithm to progressively focus on examples that are 
more difficult to classify. When the Euclidean distance, Jeuci. is used as the distance metric, the 
classifier selected in the iteration is
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Vu = argmin disteuci
1
° ’ N
U-l
+
1=1
(4.2)
in which t is the index of a yet unselected base classifier and N  is the total number of base 
classifiers.
Boosting-based Pruning (OB) [47] is also an ordered aggregation pruning method in which base 
classifiers are ordered according to their performance in boosting. In each iteration of boosting, 
the classifier with the lowest weighted training error is selected from the pool of classifiers. OB 
does not halt even when the selected classifier has zero training error and continues running 
even if all the classifiers have training error more than 50%, by resetting the weights. OB has 
later been combined with Instance-based Pruning [31] in [55]; however the results have shown 
improvement over OB in speed rather than accuracy.
Different from the above mentioned commonly used ordering and search based approaches, 
Zhang et al. [74] have proposed an optimization framework for ensemble pruning. Using the in­
formation that the success of the ensemble depends on the individual classification powers and 
complementarities of the base classifiers [44, 9, 10], an optimization problem which maximizes 
accuracy and diversity at the same time is formulated. In general, the more accurate the base 
classifiers are, the less different and therefore less diverse they become. Hence, in order to end 
up with the optimal accuracy-diversity trade-off, a matrix K  is formed by using the data points in a 
selection set S such that Kmi = 0 if classifier is correct on data point Sm\ and K  = 1 otherwise. 
Thus, G = K^K  is the matrix in which the diagonal entry Gu is the total number of errors made 
by classifier i, and the off-diagonal Gij is the number of common errors of the classifiers i and 
j.  Then, 2 /^ ,;  is supposed to be a measure for the overall ensemble strength In the sense of 
accuracy and Yiij,a^jGij in the sense of diversity, where G is obtained after normalizing each ele­
ment of G Into the Interval [0,1]. Therefore, the overall , incorporating both accuracy and 
diversity, is considered to be a good approximation for the ensemble error and the optimization 
problem is formulated as
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miiijc x^Gx
s.t = K (^-3)
X^6{0, 1}
where x is a vector with elements x^  = 1 if classifier is chosen as a result of pruning and 0 
otherwise; and k  is the desired input size of the pruned ensemble. This problem is NP-hard, and 
the suboptimal solution is found by transforming it into the form of the max-cut problem with size 
K and using semidefinite programming (SDP). Note that we will refer to this pruning methodology 
as PSDP.
4.2 Pruning Bagging Ensembles for Two Class Problems using Walsh Coeffi­
cients
After the presentation of state of the art pruning methodologies in Sec. 4.1, in this section we 
propose a novei pruning algorithm for bagging ensembles to be used with two class problems, 
based on the first and second order spectral Walsh coefficients.
Early work on Walsh functions [33] recognized that they could be useful for Pattern Recognition 
applications, but it was much later that their use in ensemble design was first proposed [64]. Later 
on in [65], first order coefficients were computed using spectral summation and used to select 
optimal base classifier complexity, and in [67], the link was made between Walsh coefficients 
and the T&G model of added classification error. Finally in [68], Waish coefficients have been 
utilized in order to weight majority voting ensembles composed of low training strength and high 
capacity classifiers.
What makes Walsh coefficients appealing to be used within a pruning strategy is the fact that 
using Walsh functions, it is possible to denote multiple orders of correlation between binary 
vectors via Boolean mappings. We show that using these mappings, the correlation between the 
individual decisions of the base classifiers and the target label, and the correlation inbetween the
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decisions of the base classifiers themselves can be expressed. These correlations are expected 
to be indicatives of accuracy and diversity, which are crucial In the designs of bagging ensembles. 
The proposed pruning strategy, namely First and Second Order Walsh Pruning (W2P), exploits 
these characteristics of Waish coefficients, and is summarized beiow. Further detaiis of the 
method can be found in [69].
Consider an ensemble framework for a two class problem, in which there are N  parallel base 
classifiers. is the N  dimensional vector representing the training pattern, S^, and is 
formed up from the decisions of the N  classifiers. For a two ciass supervised learning problem 
consisting of p training patterns, the binary vector Em can be denoted as
Em \.Eml, Ejfi2, E uinI (4.4)
where is a Emi mive{-l, 1} is a vertex in the N  dimensional binary hypercube. The final target
label of each pattern Sm can then be denoted by Ym = (p{Em) where m = 1, ...,p, Yme[-l, 1} and 
(p is the unknown Boolean function that maps Sm (which is represented by Em) to Ym^
The Walsh transform of 0 is derived from the mapping and is defined recursively as follows:
T n - l T n - l 1 1
Tn = , T i  =
T n - l - T n - l 1 - 1
(4.5)
In [33], the first and the second order spectrai coefficients, spi and spij, are obtained using Eq.
4.5 to give:
^Pi — 'y ] (EmiYm)
m =l
SPij ~ ^ {^^Emi ® EmjjYm^  • (4.6)
m=l
In Eq. 4.6, spi represents the correlation between the label Ym and the base classifier deci­
sion Emi, and spij represents the correiation between the label Ym and (Smi © Emj). Note that
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(Bmi © is defined as -1 if Bmi i=- B^j- For third order coefficients, correiation is between Ym 
and (Bmi ©B^y © Bmk) and higher order foiiows accordingiy, but in this study we restrict ourselves 
to first and second order spectral coefficients.
Let be the number of class coi patterns (accounting for label -1) for which the base ciassifiers 
/, 7 disagree:
^  i j  {Bmi ^  Bmj^\Ym = -  (4.7)
m=l
where the result of the indicator function, /(•), is equai to 1 if pair i J  disagree, 0 otherwise. 
Similarly is the number of ciass oji patterns with i J  agreeing, that is denoted by having 
I  {Bmi ^  Bmj) in Eq. 4.7. Corresponding definitions for and Q are the number of class o)2 pat­
terns (possessing label 1) with ciassifiers i , j  disagreeing and agreeing, respectively. According 
to [24], the foliowing derivation holds:
^Pij = (4a + 4c?) -  (4& + 4c) (4.8)
Therefore, the second order coefficient between the ciassifiers i and j,  which is defined using the 
disagreement and agreement terms, can be interpreted as a measure of their compiementarity, 
or in other words diversity. In order to to analyze this interpretation further, we make use of the 
T&G added error region modei. It Is important to note that in the foiiowing anaiysis, we will not be 
evaluating an expectation for the added error region using bias and variance anaiysis, but only 
refer to the added error region calcuiation for specific realizations of the base classifiers that are 
trained on the input dataset. This analysis is carried out just to have a visuai understanding of 
the second order Walsh coefficients, spij.
In Fig. 4.1, the T&G model is given with mutually exclusive areas under the probability distribution 
being labeled as A \ , ..., Ag. Note that in this figure, the estimate a posteriori probabilities for the 
ciassifier j  and the corresponding decision boundary belonging to this classifier, together with 
the boundary of the ciassifier i are provided. By making an assumption that areas A4, A5, Ae, A7
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Figure 4.1 : T&G Model showing underlying a posteriori probability distributions, Bayes boundary, 
estimate distributions for the classifier J, and the boundaries of the classifiers i and J. Mutual 
exclusive areas are labeled A i , ..., Ag.
contain approximately equal number of class oji and oj2 and patterns, the following equalities 
hold:
A2 + A5 + Aa 
A1+A4 + A7 
A 3 + A 5 +  Ag 
A4 +  A7 +  Ag (4.9)
By substituting from Eq. 4.9 into Eq. 4.8, we have
s p ij — A2 +  Ag — A i  — A3. (4.10)
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Rearranging Eq. 4.10, it is possible to obtain
s p ij =  2(A2 — A3) +  (A g + A3) — (Ai  + A2).  (4.11 )
Now, if Pi is the prior probability for class cj\ and z is the corresponding Bayes error probability
(which is the same for the class o>2 due to the assumptions previously made) then the following
holds;
A2 + A 1 = p \ { l - z ) - z { \ - p \ )  = p \ - z  
A 4 + A 5  =  z ( l - p i )
A g + A j  = \ - p \ - z .  (4.12)
Substituting these into Eq. 4.11,
spij = 2(A2 -  A3) + 1 -  2/?i. (4.13)
Eq. 4.13 shows that spij is indicative of complementary classifiers around the Bayes decision 
boundary, and that the a pair of complementary classifiers will have a small spij. Hence, second 
order coefficients can be interpreted as a measure of diversity. Using this information together 
with the fact that the first order coefficients provide information on the correlation between the 
target labels and a given base classifier’s decisions, which can account for accuracy, we propose 
an ordered aggregation technique to prune majority vote ensembles for two class problems. 
In other words the proposed pruning method, namely First and Second Order Walsh Pruning 
(W2P), takes into account the accuracy and diversity dilemma.
In W2P, in order to select k  many classifiers from N, initially First Order Walsh Pruning (W1P) 
is used for listing the classifiers in descending order according to their values of the first order 
coefficients. A threshold q  <  k \ s  chosen in order to specify the number of classifiers chosen 
from this list to form the initial set of classifiers. Afterwards on top of these already selected
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classifiers, new ones are added using second order Walsh coefficients. This step mainly aims to 
select the classifier with index t that has the maximum total complementarity (smallest second 
order Walsh coefficient) between itself and the already selected classifiers at a given run u:
Vu = arg nun
(u-\
Y,sp i,
1=1
(4.14)
Thus, the motivation in W2P is to begin with accurate base classifiers using W1P, which are 
supposed to minimize the added error at both sides of the Bayes boundary. Later on, out of the 
remaining classifiers, which do not have as small errors, the idea is to select the ones whose 
errors are complementary around the Bayes boundary rather than being clustered on one par­
ticular side. Finally note that the optimal threshold q  is chosen using the training set, based on 
minimum estimated training error rate. The pseudocode for W2P can be found in Algorithm 3 .
Algorithm 3: W2P
Data: Majority voting ensemble with N  base classifiers 
Thresholds q, k
Result: selectEns, the ensemble with k  base classifiers selected out of N  
List<-Classifiers that are ordered according to decreasing first order coefficients;
\o r k<r-q+ \ Xo k 6 o 
for i <r-k to K do
candidateCI<-List(/) ; 
totalSecOrdCoef<-[] ; 
for J <- 1 to i do 
currentCI List(j);
secOrdCoeff- spij between currentCI and candidateCI; 
totalSecOrdCoef<-[totalSecOrdGoef secOrdCoef] ;
selectedCllndexf- index, min(totalSecOrdCoef); 
temp <- List(A);
Us\{k) <- List(selectedGllndex);
List(selectedGllndex) <- temp; 
selectEns <- First k  classifiers of List;
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The computation of the Walsh coefficients has time complexity 0(N^ • p) and may be pre­
computed and stored as a symmetric N xN  matrix, with the first order on the diagonal and 
second-order off-diagonal. The time complexity of the re-ordering process defined by W2P is 
0(N^), the same as the other ordered aggregation pruning methods.
4.3 ECOC Pruning using the ECOC Accuracy Measure {AcEc -  P)
The existing pruning algorithms presented in Sec. 4.1 have initially been proposed for majority 
/ weighted voting ensembles like bagging. During the extensions of the scopes of these meth­
ods into the ECOC framework, the following problems arise: The connection between the base 
classifier accuracies measured on two class decompositions of the ECOC matrix and the target 
multiclass accuracy is not evident; and neither a complex diversity measure, nor the HD infor­
mation which are both crucial in the design of ECOC matrices are taken into account during 
pruning.
To overcome these shortcomings and further improve the pruning efficiency, we introduce a 
novel ordered aggregation pruning method, namely AcEc -  P [78], based on a novel accuracy 
measure for ECOC, called AcEc. The motive behind the formulation of AcEc inherits the idea 
of binary mappings used in W2P as explained in Sec. 4.2. Using AcEc, the problem that the 
dichotomies within ECOC contain indirect information about the multiclass problem is overcome 
by taking into account the ECOC matrix structure during the calculation of the base accuracies. 
Specifically, AcEc aims to investigate a given base ciassifier’s effectiveness by measuring its 
accuracy k times with respect to each individual class of a A: class problem, and averaging the 
results. In this section, the explanation and analysis of AcEc and AcEc-Pare  provided together 
with the formulations and interpretations of their possible extensions. The analysis given in this 
section together with experimental evidence from Sec. 4.4 suggest that the proposed algorithm 
is capable of taking care of diversity and HD information as well as accuracy.
Consider an ECOC ensemble with N  base classifiers and k classes, and a selection set S con­
sisting of p training patterns. The desired label for the pattern Sm belonging to class ojj, to be 
used in training the base classifier i within the ECOC framework can be denoted by
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If/i {coj) = if/i ((f) (Sm)) (4.15)
where 1 < m < //, 1 < ; < N, ^ is the target label function for the multiclass problem and if/t is the 
binary decomposition function defined by the column ECOC matrix.
To calculate AcEcj for a given classifier i, each pattern Sm of the selection set S is relabeled and 
target-mapped k times, with respect to each of the k classes. In each run / of k, the relabeling 
function r  is defined as
n(Sm) = +'^, if0(5m) =  ^
ri(Sm) = -'^, otherwise
whereas the target-mapping function /  is formulated as
(4.16)
fi,l (Sm) =  W/) di (Sm) (4.17)
where di (Sm) is the decision of the base classifier i for the pattern Sm-
For each run /, the function r creates a I -  vs -  the rest relabeling by assigning value 1 to the 
patterns from the class of interest, coi, and -1 to the rest. On the other hand, the mapping 
function /  maps the base classifier’s decision based on the information obtained from the ECOC 
matrix. Any pattern Sm, which is in the same superclass / bi-partition with class oji and therefore 
sharing the same ECOC labeling if/i ((f) (Sm)) = (<^ i), is mapped to the label (Sm) = +1 if it is
correctly classified by i\ and to label fi,i(Sm) = -1 if misclassified by i. Conversely, the patterns 
lying in the opposite bi-partition (as a result of having opposite ECOC labeling) with respect to
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class oji are mapped to f i j  = -1 if they are correctly classified by i; and are mapped to label 
f i j  = 1 if they are misclassified. Note that /  is a function of i, whereas r is not.
The final accuracy measure for classifier i on set S at the run, which might be referred to as 
the class I - v s -  the rest analysis for i o n S ,  is given by
AcEci,,= 'Y jM S m )r i(S „)  (4.18)
m=l
and AcEc over all runs I = l...k is defined as the sum
-V /
AcECi = fi,l (S m) n (.^ m)
/=1 V/?î=l
(4.19)
If normalized by the constant 1 /k, A cE a can also be defined as the average of individual AcEci/s  
over all /.
Figure 4.2 presents an example AcEc calculation for the base classifier 1 of the ECOC matrix t  
given in Figure 2.1. The pattern column indicates the patterns from all classes which have been 
correctly or incorrectly classified by classifier 1; for example cl2 denotes the patterns from class 
ÙJ2 correctly classified by classifier 1, and cÎ2 denotes those incorrectly classified. The relabeling 
and mapping columns show the results of the r  and /  functions respectively, for each one of the 
k cases. Finally, the AcEc columns denote the final accuracy calculation for each pattern group. 
Thus, in this example,
AcEci,i = no(cl1 )-no(ciïj-no(cl2)+no(cï^)+no(cl3)-no(cl3)+no(cl4)-no(cl4),
AcEci,2 = -no(cl1)+no(cîï)+no(cl2)-no(ci^)+no(cl3)-no(cl3)+no(cl4)-no(cl4), ... (4.20)
where no(clZ) denotes the number of patterns belonging to class a»/. The resulting AcEc, is the 
average over all column AcEci/s.
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k 1 2 3 4
P a t te rn ^ Relabeling Mapping Relabeling Mapping Relabeling Mapping Relabeling Mapping
c ll 1 1 -1 -1
c ll 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
c!2 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
cl2 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
cl3 -1 -1 1 -1 1
cl3 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
cl4 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1
cl4 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
k 1 2 ! 4
P a tte rn "^ AcEc 1,1 AcEc 1,2 AcEc 1.3 AcEci,4
cll -1 1 1
cll -1 1 -1 -1
cl2 1
cl2 1 •1 -1 -1
cl3 1 iS IS l -1
cl3 -1 -1 -1 1
cl4 1 1 -1 1
cl4 -1 -1 1 -1
Figure 4.2: AcEc calculation given the base classifier 1 of the ECOC matrix C
The pseudocode for the AcEc can be found in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: The AcEc Measure Calculation
Data: A k class problem 
A base classifier i
A selection set S consisting of p patterns 
Result: AcEci, the AcEc accuracy value for i 
for / <- 1 to /: do 
for m 1 to // do
Calculate mapVectori,[5,„] <- fi,i(Sm)', 
Calculate relabel Vector] [5 ^  riiSm)',
A c E c i^ i <— (mapVectori • relabelVectori;
A c E c i  <r- su m jijA cE c /,/;
The computation of AcEc has complexity 0 (N  • p - k )  during training. The time complexity of the 
re-ordering process defined by AcEc -  P is 0(N'^), as an ordered aggregation algorithm.
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4.3.1 Interpretation of AcEc
AcEc is a measure gauging the average strength of a given base classifier i  in coping with 
I  - y s  -  the rest problems for each class in the original multiclass problem. This can only be 
elucidated by making use of the base classifier’s decisions together with information derived 
from the ECOC matrix. Below is a summary interpretation of AcEc for any base classifier i and 
for the run I (class o j i - v s -  the rest analysis) given without loss of generality.
1. Patterns from class cji are rewarded with +1 if they have been correctly classified; or 
penalized with -1 otherwise.
2. Patterns from the opposite ECOC bi-partition of class coi are rewarded with +1 if correctly 
classified, and penalized with -1 otherwise.
3. Patterns from the same bi-partition with class coi (but not belonging to class oji) are re­
warded with +1 if they have been misclassified, and -1 otherwise.
With reference to 3, note that as the strength of the base classifier in run I is measured in terms 
of its ability to separate class coi from the rest, any pattern from the same bi-partition but not from 
the same class as o>/ is being penalized for the correct classification.
Therefore, for a given class o j i - v s -  the -  rest analysis of i,
AcEcij = (no(TP/)+no(TN/))-(no(FP/)-no(FN/))
= 2 (no(TP/)+no(TN/)) -  p (4.21 )
where p is the number of training patterns; no(TP/), no(TN/), no(FP/) and no(FN/) are the num­
bers of true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives for class w/, respectively. 
Thus, it can be observed that AcEc,-,; is an indicative of accuracy for class oi given classifier i.
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Base Cl. 1 Base Cl. 2
Class 1 1 1
Class 2 1 -1
Class 3 1 1
Class 4 1 1
Class 5 -1 1
Class 6 -1 1
Class 7 -1 1
Class 8 -1 -1
Figure 4.3: An example ECOC matrix for an 8 class problem with 2 base classifiers: Base Cl. 1 
being indicated by an equi-split, and Base Cl. 2 by a 2"^ level column.
4.3.2 Further Analysis on A cE c -  P
Previously in Sec. 4.3.1, AcEc was shown to be a measure of accuracy revealing the strength 
of a classifier in dealing with 1 -  -  the rest problems for each class in the given multiclass
problem. In order to further analyze the reasoning behind the performance of AcEc -  P, a study 
which gives a deeper insight on the AcEc measure is presented in this section. The aim here is 
to show which columns of a given ECOC matrix are more preferable for A cE c-P  during pruning, 
in terms of their distributions of bits. Are they columns which are comprised of equal number 
of {-1,1) bits, or is it better to have an uneven bit distribution? The answers to these questions 
are expected to provide an understanding of the method in terms of the benefits it brings about 
regarding FID.
For a k class problem, let us define an ECOC matrix column which incorporates equal number 
of 1 and -1 bits as equi-split {k is considered as even for simplicity, but a similar analysis can be 
carried out for odd numbers). Then, a column having n extra 1 bits and therefore n fewer - I ’s 
is defined as the «'^-level column (w.l.o.g, as Ts and - I ’s can interchange). Examples of an 
equi-split column and a 2”^ level column are given in Fig 4.3. We wiii now try to express AcEc for 
an M^ -^level column classifier in terms of the overall base classifier accuracy and individual class 
accuracies. This approach is also expected to reveal if and when an equi-split column might be 
preferable over n^ -^level ones, where n >  I.
Let us refer to the ideal configuration achieving 0% classification error as the n^^-level-basic for an 
n'^-level column. In other words, within the n^^-level-basic setting, all test patterns are assumed
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to be assigned their correct class labels. Then, the AcEc value for a non-optimal classifier trained 
on an n'^-level column can be calculated as the sum of AcEc measured on the «^''-level-basic 
setting, the gain in AcEc obtained as a result of imperfect classification and the corresponding 
loss. As for the gain, remember from Sec. 4.3.1 that misclassification of patterns belonging to 
certain classes would cause an increase in AcEc.
Hence, for a base classifier i belonging to an «'''-level column.
AcEciin) = nlb(i, «) + gain(i, «) + loss(i, «) (4.22)
where nlb(i, n) stands for AcEc measured on the «"'-level-basic, gain{i, «) the AcEc gain from 
misclassification and loss{i,n) the loss (from misclassification again). Below, the derivations for 
individual components of this formulation can be found. Note that the index « is dropped from 
the calculations for ease of interpretation.
Let us define e as the number of I ’s (or -Ts  w.l.o.g.) in an equi-split column. Then, for an «"'- 
level column, the number of classes belonging to the superclass 1 is g + «; whereas the number 
of classes belonging to the superclass -1 is g -« . If for base classifier /, Z f indicates the number 
of patterns in class cox belonging to the superclass 1, and Pj indicates the number of patterns in 
class coy belonging to the superclass -1, then the «"'-level-basic for an «"'-level column I can be 
calculated as
nlb(i, n) =
i,z=l y= \
+ + ( e - « ) ^ Z f - H ( e  + « ) ^ P j  - Yj Yj ^  + Yj
x = \ y=l
e-n  e-n
z=\,zi^x y=l w=\,wi^y y
e-n
= ( 2 - 2 n ) ^ Z f +  (2 + 2« )^ /eJ . (4.23)
X = \
In the first line of Eq. 4.23, in accordance with the AcEc interpretation given in Sec. 4.3.1, the 
first term indicates the total number samples from all classes rewarded with + sign. Note that 
this is due to the fact that the «"'-level-basic makes the assumption of correct classification for
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all patterns. The second term indicates the total number of patterns laying in the opposite bi­
partition with CÜI during c ji-v s - th e - re s t  analysis, summed over all /. This sum is again rewarded 
with + sign. And finally, the last term indicates the negative effect obtained by the total number 
of patterns laying in the same bi-partition with but not belonging to a>i during o ) i - v s -  the -  rest 
analysis, summed over all I.
Going back to Eq. 4.22, the second term, gain, stands for the total gain in terms of AcEc obtained 
over the «"'-level-basic as a result of having classification errors over all classes. We know that 
misclassified patterns of a given class generate rewards for any other class, oi, from the same 
superclass (bi-partition) during the run I [oji - v s -  the -  rest analysis). Therefore, gain for base 
classifier i can be given as follows:
gain(i, «) = 2(e -h « -  1) V  + 2(e -  « -  1) V  m]'
a:=1 y=l
= 2(e + « -  l)H i + 2 { e - n  -  1)(M,- -  Hi) (4.24)
where Af is the number of misclassified patterns for a class cjx belonging to superclass 1, i/. 
is the number of misclassified patterns for a class coy belonging to superclass -1, Hi is the 
total number of misclassified patterns belonging to superclass 1, and M,- is the total number of 
misclassified patterns over both partitions.
The first term in Eq. 4.24 indicates the positive effect of the misclassified samples in superclass 
1 on the AcEc calculation. The misclassified patterns of a class produce AcEc gain on any 
other class, cji, (than itself) which is from the same superciass, during run I. This brings about 
the subtraction of 1 from the total number of classes from each superclass (from e + n and 
e - n  respectively). On the other hand, the multiplier, 2, appears as a result of the fact that the 
misclassification shows its positive effect twice: By reducing the number of correctly classified 
patterns of this class, and increasing the number of incorrect ones.
The following example can be used to further explain the reasoning behind this multiplier, 2. 
Assume that class and class a»2, each of which contain 10 patterns, are assigned the same
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superclass label by the 5"" column of a given ECOC matrix. Furthermore, suppose that 4 pat­
terns from class cou and 3 patterns from class a>2 have been misclassified by the corresponding 
base classifier, 5. During the first run (class co\ -  vs -  the rest analysis) of AcEcs{n), namely 
AcEcs,\{n), the contribution of class (02 patterns to the «"'-level-basic calculation, nlb{5,n), is 
-10. However, due to imperfect classifications, the number of correctly classified patterns de­
creases from 10 to 7, and the incorrectly classified ones increases from 0 to 3. And as a result, 
the value of AcEcs,\ changes from -10 to -7  + 3 = -4; this means we have a gain of value 6. 
It can therefore be seen here that the positive effect of misclassification shows itself twice: First 
one thanks to the decrease in the correctly classified patterns, and second to the increase in the 
incorrectly classified patterns. So, 2x3 = 6 is the contribution of misclassified patterns of class 
0)2 to the total gain during the first run, gain{5,n). Contributions of the misclassified patterns of 
other classes to the total gain can be calculated using the same methodology.
Note that similar logic follows for the second term in the formulation of gain(i,n) given in Eq. 
4.24, for the positive effect of the misclassified samples in superclass -1.
Finally for Eq. 4.22, loss(i,n), which is the loss obtained over the «"'-level-basic as a result 
of having classification errors on individual classes, can be expressed in a similar way. All 
misclassified patterns cause loss for their own classes oji, during the /"' run. The misclassified 
patterns also cause loss for the classes which belong to the superclass that these patterns are 
mistakenly classified into. Thus, for base ciassifier i,
loss(i, n) = - 2(e -  «) ^  Af 4- 2(6 + «) ^  «^
x = l y = l y
= -  (2 (6  -  « + l ) H i  + 2(6 + « + 1)(M, -  H i ) ) . (4.25)
AcEc for a base classifier i can now be formulated as
AcEciin) = nlb(i, n) + gain(i, n) + loss{i, n)
\
+ SnHi -  AnMi -  4M,-. (4.26)
e-n
<y( 2 - 2 n ) J ] z f  + (2 + 2n)J]R>
x = l y=l
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Note that as M/ indicates the total number of misclassified patterns, it is actually the base classi­
fier error; therefore it can be concluded that the higher the base accuracy gets, the higher AcEc 
becomes. This result is in line with the previous finding indicating the relationship between AcEc 
and individual class accuracies given in Eq. 4.21 in Sec. 4.3.1.
• Special Case: Equal Class Priors
The analysis made above can be simplified for the special case of equal class priors. That 
is to say, if Z^ = R l = Z; \fx ,y ,a ,b , then.
nlb(i, n) = (2 -  2n)(e + n)Z 4- (2 + 2n)(e -  n)Z
= AZ(e -  n \  (4.27)
So,
AcEciin) = nlb(i, n) 4- gain(i, n) 4- loss(i, n)
= 2Zk -  AZt?  4- ^nHi -  AnMi -  4M,-. (4.28)
Utilizing Eq. 4.26 and Eq. 4.28, we can now analyze which level columns AcEc -  P prefers to 
select while carrying out pruning.
4.3.2.1 Which level columns are more favourable for AcEc -  P ?
Making use of the findings from Sec. 4.3.2, the following derivations show under what circum­
stances an «"'-level column will be favourable over an «%"'-level one for AcEc -  P, where n >  m. 
Analysis for the special case of equal priors is given subsequently. Note that within both the 
general analysis and also the special case of equal priors, the condition of m = 0 accounting for 
equi-split codes has been separately investigated.
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In order for an «"'-level column, a, to be preferred over an «i"'-level one, b, the AcEc value 
associated with the former should be larger than the one associated with the latter. That is.
AcEca > AcEcb 
AcEca -  AcEcb > 0
e + n  e + m  e -n  e -m
(2 -  2n) £  Z ' -  (2 -  2m) 2  + (2 + 2«) ^ -  (2 + 2m) ^  i f
x = l  x = l  y = l  )'= !
S(nHa — tnHb) — 4 (M^ («+!) — Mb («% + 1)) > 0.
4-
(4.29)
In the case of b being an equi-split column, m = 0. The derivation at 4.29 is therefore simplified 
as
AcEc a -  AcEcb > 0
e+n e—n
(2-2n)J]zi + (2 + 2n)Y,fi
x = \ y = l J
4- S n H a  -  4 M a  (« 4 -1 )4 -  4 M b  - 2 p > 0 .  (4.30)
where p is the total number of patterns as indicated before. This equation can be rearranged as
Mb >
e+n e -n
x = \ y = l
— 2nHa -t- (« -^  V)Ma- (4.31)
• Equal Class Priors
To investigate which level columns are more favourable for AcEc -  P while using equal 
class priors, the findings given in Sec. 4.3.2 for this special case should be taken into 
consideration. An «"'-level column a is then preferable over an m"'-level column b, where 
« > «%, as long as
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AcEca -  AcEcb > 0
-4 Z (r? -  n?) +^{nHa -  mHb) -  4{nMa -  mMb) -  4(Ma -  Mb) > 0. (4.32)
As for an equi-split column b with m = 0 within the special case of equal class priors, 4.32 
can further be simplified as
AcEca  -  AcEcb >  0 
—4Z«^ + SnHa — 4nMa — A(Ma — Mb) > 0. (4.33)
Finally, it is possible to rearrange Eq. 4.33 such that
Mb Zip' — 2nH(i + (« + l)Ma. (4.34)
Discussion
Right hand side of the inequality 4.34 can be observed to be of 0(rP). Thus, the larger n gets, 
the more difficult it becomes for the inequality to hold; that is to say, for an «"'-level column to 
be preferred over an equi-split one. For it to hold, having small Ma and large Ha is supposed to 
help; however by definition Ma > Ha and therefore the value of Ha is limited by Ma- Due to the 
fact that the coefficient of Ha (-2«) dominates the coefficient of Ma (« + 1), one may consider 
having large enough Ha and / or « would be enough to satisfy the inequality. But, it should not be 
forgotten that large Ha brings about large number of samples, and thus large Z or large k. And 
having large Z, especially with a large rP coefficient, would not be desirable due to the fact that 
this is the dominant term of the inequality.
Similar kind of analysis is valid for Eq. 4.32; as «% < «, the significant terms remain to be those 
of Eq. 4.34 as « increases. However, when the constraint of equal priors is relaxed, it can be
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observed from Eq. 4.31 that having unbalanced classes can help satisfy the inequality as the 
first term on the right hand side of this equation can be small enough or even negative.
As a result, within A c E c -P ,  m '^-level columns are generally preferable over «"'-level ones, where 
n > m. This means that equi-split columns are the preferred choices of the pruning algorithm 
and therefore high average HD between rows is encouraged. However, it is possible for an «"'- 
level column to be preferable when the total number of mistakes made by the «z"'-level column 
is sufficiently larger than that of the «"'-level one, or when the «"'-level column has unbalanced 
data with more patterns assigned to the superclass consisting of fewer classes. The latter is 
further supported when the majority of the error occurs within the superclass with fewer number 
of samples (from Eq. 4.31). This finding suggests that when the total number of mistakes made 
by a pair of «"'-level columns is fixed, it is better to select the column with superclasses of which 
one is successfully and the other is poorly classified, than selecting another with superclasses 
both of which are not so well separated.
4.3.3 Possible Extension to AcEc -  P: HAD!
After the presentation of AcEc  — P as an ECOC pruning algorithm, it is naturally of interest to 
explore if combining AcEc  directly with diversity and HD information, which are all crucial in the 
encoding of ECOC matrices, to be used in a new pruning algorithm would improve performance 
over AcEc -  P. Note that although in Sec. 4.3.2 AcEc  has been shown to be related to HD in 
terms of supporting equi-split columns, but the relation is not direct due to complexity arising 
from additional terms.
For that purpose; we redesigned the optimization framework of Zhang et al. given in Eq. 4.3. 
While doing this, we use AcEc  and the diversity measure Q  [73] to replace the much simpler 
accuracy and diversity measures originally proposed. And additionally, a component based on 
HD information derived from the ECOC matrix is added into the formulation in order to help 
retain the error correction capability during pruning. We shall refer to this pruning method as 
Accuracy, Diversity and Hamming Distance Information Based ECOC Pruning (HADI). Below, 
the definitions of the diversity and HD measures used in the formulation of HADI are given, 
followed by the detailed explanation of how they are fit within the optimization framework.
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In order to achieve a high overall row separability, promoting high average pairwise HD between 
the rows of the pruned matrix is targeted in NADI. Note that ideally, the aim should be to maxi­
mize the minimum HD between rows, rather than the average pairwise HD. However, the main 
reason for using the latter is the ease incorporating it into the optimization framework given in 
Eq. 4.3. The HD Measure for ECOC Matrix Rows (HDM) can be defined as the total number of 
pairwise row similarities for a column i of the given ECOC matrix. That is.
r=l s=r+l
where /  (true) = 1, /(false) = 0. Selecting columns with smaller HDM is therefore supposed to 
give high overall row separability of the resulting ECOC matrix. It can be shown that columns 
with small HDM are actually close to being equi-split, that is having similar number of ones and 
zeros.
As the diversity measure to be used in HADI, the statistical measure Q [73] is chosen due to 
reasons such as its correlation with the accuracies of bagging ensembles of Neural Networks, 
the existence of the theoretical proofs on the relationship between its bounds and the ensemble 
accuracy, and its ease of interpretation as indicated in [42, 43]. Q is initially designed to be 
used with 2x2 contingency tables and has been suggested as a measure of association in the 
literature.
Let i and j  be two classifiers. Without loss of generality, yjz = 1 stands for classifier j  classifying 
pattern z correctly; and yjz = 0 for otherwise. Hence, Q between i and j  is defined as
-  Q , n „ o o  +  „ o 1 q , i o  < )
where is the total number of patterns x for which ytz = a and yjz = b. As shown in [42], the 
lower and upper limits of g  are -1 and 1 respectively. Classifiers tending to correctly recognize
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the same patterns have positive Q resulting in low diversity, while those having errors on different 
patterns have negative Q indicating higher diversity.
The details of the overall formulation of HADI, which exploits AcEc, Q and HDM, can now be 
given. For an ECOC ensemble r  with k classes and N  base classifiers, HADI proposes to re­
compose the G matrix, which is defined in the optimization framework of Zhang et al. given in 
Sec. 4.1, using two new matrices: a square diagonal matrix U  to account for accuracy, and a 
symmetric matrix D  with diagonal entries equal to 0 for diversity. In order to be able to insert the 
novel AcEc accuracy and the Q diversity measures within the framework for minimization; the 
entries of these matrices are altered such that the diagonal entries of U, namely Uu, are equal 
to 1 -  AcEcù and the off-diagonals of D, namely A 7. are equal to Qij\ where 1 < i, j  < N.
Secondly, a diagonal matrix, F, with diagonal entries. Fa, equal to HDM/ is created and added 
up to this formulation to account for HD information. The updated G can now be defined as
G = wuÜ + swj)D + wpF (4.37)
where Û, D, F  indicate U, D, F  matrices with entries normalized into the range [0,1]. In this 
formulation, Ü, D  and F matrices are weighted using a grid search such that wu,wd,wf e 
[0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1]. These weights are expected to reveal the importance associated with 
each of the terms of accuracy, diversity and HD in the pruning process. Note that 5 is just a nor­
malization constant used to balance the number of diagonal entries with those of off-diagonals in 
the optimization framework. More specifically,  ^ ^  where k  is the desired size of the pruned
ensemble. The weights are selected according to the selection set ensemble accuracy, and the 
updated G is later incorporated into 4.3 in order to define the objective function to be solved for
X .
We propose using a nonconvex quadratic programming solver [34] for HADI instead of the more 
complex approach (semidefinite programming) of PSDP. This is possible by relaxing the integer 
constraint, x/e {0,1} in Eq. 4.3, and replacing it with 0 < x, < 1. As x/ is supposed to show
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whether the classifier i should be selected in the pruning process (%/ = 1) or not {xt = 0), we 
treat the classifiers with index j,  such that xj > 0.5, as selected (after applying the relaxation). 
In the rare case of insufficient number of selected classifiers, the optimization algorithm is re-run 
with a different random starting point. It should be mentioned that in order to analyze the effect 
of the optimization solver on the success of HADI, the problem has also been evaluated using 
SDP in the experiments.
4.4 Experimentation
In this section, experiments on the two novel strategies proposed for the pruning of the bagging 
ensembles for two class problems (W2P), and pruning of the ECOC ensembles for multiclass 
problems {AcEc -  P) are carried out. In order to demonstrate the success of the proposed meth­
ods over the state of the art, evaluations have initially been carried out in terms of the prediction 
errors. Later on for AcEc -  P, further experimental analysis which consists of the method’s 
comparison with its proposed extension, HADI as given in Sec. 4.3.3; and its connections with 
concepts such as HD between rows, HD between columns and the number of levels (as given in 
Sec. 4.3.2) is provided in order to illuminate the reasons behind its high performance in detail. 
Lastly, a final set of experiments are conducted on the bias and variance analysis of AcEc -  P 
pruned ensembles, using James’ framework as described in Chapter 3.
4.4.1 Two Class Experiments using Bagging Ensembles
In order to carry out W2P for the bagging ensembles on two class problems, 12 benchmark 
datasets are selected from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (UCI MLR) as shown in Table 
4.1. Note that Derma2, Ecoli2, Iris2 and Vehicle2 are originally multiclass datasets which are 
converted into two class problems by relabeling the class with most patterns as -1 and the 
remaining patterns from the rest of the classes as 1.
The experiments are performed with 200 single hidden-layer MLP base classifiers (NNs) using 
Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation. The number of training epochs is set to 2, and the 
number of hidden nodes are varied between {2,3,4}. The experiments are repeated 50 times
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# Samples # Attributes % Bayes Error % W2P 9
Cancer 699 9 3.1 3.2 65
Card 690 15 12.8 13.9 76
Crédita 690 14 14.1 14.2 76
Diabetes 768 8 22.0 23.2 68
Heart 920 35 16.1 17.6 72
Ion 351 34 6.8 9.3 61
Sonar 208 60 17.5 21.6 73
Vote 435 16 2.8 4.3 74
Derma2 358 34 0 0 60
Ecoli2 336 7 2.1 3.7 69
Iris2 150 4 0 0 60
Vehicle2 946 18 5.0 6.5 63
Table 4.1 : Summary of the datasets used in W2P experiments. Bayes errors obtained for each 
dataset together with the best W2P performance are provided.
using random 50/50 train / test splits, and the results are averaged over these runs as well as 
over all datasets. Note that random perturbation has been generated by the use of bootstrapping 
in addition to the use of random starting weights of NNs. The best threshold value, q, is found 
via grid search using all possible
Fig. 4.4 (a) shows the mean W2P test error rate over all datasets with Bayes error subtracted, 
since improvements can then be compared with the error that is reducible. Note that the Bayes 
estimation is performed using 90/10 split and utilizing SVMs with polynomial kernel run 100 times 
with varying degrees and regularization constants. It can be observed in Fig 4.4 (a) that after 
pruning down to 80 classifiers, the error rate is within 1.3 -  1.7% of Bayes rate. The fact that 
this figure shows a trend of increase for the error difference as the number of selected classifiers 
increases, suggests that it is possible to obtain better performances than the unpruned ensemble 
via pruning. This is in line with the findings of [45].
Fig. 4.4 (b)-(f) show the mean results relative to W2P obtained from some popular state of 
the art pruning methods defined in Sec. 4.1. Note that among these pruning methods, W1P, 
which is the ordered aggregation based on first order Walsh coefficients (as described in Sec. 
4.2) is included. In these figures, W2P is shown to outperform other pruning methods except in 
one case for MDM: For 60 classifiers, MDM performs around 0.1% better than W2P. However,
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Figure 4.4: Average test error rates (%) over all datasets for 2 epochs and {2,3,4} nodes (a) 
W2P with Bayes estimate subtracted, (b)-(f) Pruning methods minus W2P
when the best overall accuracies are compared, at 2 nodes and 80 classifiers W2P is found to 
perform only 1.3% worse than the Bayes rate, compared to 1.6% for MDM. Though, it should be 
noted here that on individual datasets the difference between W2P and MDM is not statistically 
significant (verified with McNemar’s test [48]), except for Ion. A corresponding finding is that as 
the base ciassifier becomes more powerful, the improvement of W2P over MDM are observed 
to decrease.
Finally, in Table 4.1, the best test error rates obtained for individual datasets using W2P are 
given, along with mean values of the best threshold, q, for 2 nodes and 80 classifiers. The high 
values of q indicate the importance in starting with accurate classifiers to minimize the added 
error region.
W2P is an effective method, although experiments are limited in terms of parameter tuning, 
number and size of datasets. The method is suitable for any base classifier that makes a binary 
decision, and for future work results can be extended using different classifiers and methodolo­
gies for seiecting the optimum number of pruned classifiers.
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Type # Training 
Samples
# Test 
Samples
# Attributes # Classes
ArtMultil Artificial 300 18000 2 5
ArtMulti2 Artificial 300 18000 3 9
Glass Identif. UCI MLR 214 - 9 6
Dermatology UCI MLR 358 - 34 6
Segmentation UCI MLR 210 2100 19 7
Vehicle UCI MLR 946 - 18 4
Yeast UCI MLR 1484 - 8 10
Optdigits UCI MLR 3823 1797 64 10
Satellite Image UCI MLR 4435 2000 36 6
Table 4.2: Summary of the datasets used in AcEc -  P experiments. Sizes of the datasets not 
having separate test sets are given under #Training Samples.
4.4.2 Multiclass Experiments using ECOC Ensembies
4.4.2.1 Prediction Error Comparisons
Initial experiments for prediction error analysis and comparison have been carried out on 2 arti­
ficial and 7 UCI MLR [2] datasets, which are summarized in Table 4.2.
The performances of the pruning algorithms have been analyzed on ECOC ensembles of pruned 
CART (CART-P) trees , unpruned CART trees and Neural Networks (NNs). In order to embrace 
both low and high accuracy ensembles, randECOCs consisting of 50 and 150 base classifiers 
are used in these experiments. The ECOC decoding is carried out using HD.
All experiments have been repeated 20 times using different ECOC matrices, and additional 
random perturbation for the base classifiers is obtained by use of bootstrapping. In each run, 
patterns have random 50/50 train / test split unless they have already been provided as separate 
sets by UCI MLR. Finally note that the training set is used as the selection set for the pruning 
techniques.
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show pruned ensemble accuracies calculated on the datasets for pruning 
rates of 50% and 70% respectively. Pruning methods of MDM, REP, PSDP, OB, AcEc-Pare  an­
alyzed together with two more pruning algorithms: Ordered aggregation pruning based on base
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MDM RAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP OB FULLEk MDM RAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP OB FULL EN
arti 73,52 72.85 73.31 73.91 72.96 73.83 73.49 74.66 74.51 74.4 74.46 74.7 74.47 74.39 lAM 74.82
art2 78.37 76.92 79.04 79.61 78.33 79.29 78.83 80.71 80.38 80.13 80.3 80.77 80.38 80.56 80.68 81.02
derma 93.03 94.5 95.62 95.39 92.36 95.99 95.73 96.67 94.53 96.46 96.55 96.29 94.46 96.59 96.18 97.3
H glass 65.27 64.81 67.11 68.44 64.57 68.19 68.95 6883 69.78 70.92 72.38 72.25 69.59 71.94 72.38 72.89
g vehicle 70.51 72.72 72.07 73.93 68.72 73.73 73.55 74.83 69.86 74.1 73.4 74.69 69.04 74.09 74.96 74.85
yeast 49.99 52.53 51.44 56.14 49.63 55.65 55.5 57.81 53.55 58.31 53.76 5&95 53.16 58.82 58.99 59.77
optdig 92.64 90.72 93.14 93.89 92.64 93.08 93.25 95.39 95.56 95.14 95.69 95.8 95.56 95.26 95.93 96.29
segm 89.75 90.15 93.22 92.94 89.19 92.47 92.94 93.82 92.54 93.8 94L52 94.49 92.44 94.35 94.56 94.63
sat 88.37 87.84 88.2 89.11 88.03 88.83 88.95 89.72 90.02 89.98 89.78 90.37 89.96 89.65 90.05 90.41
arti 73.51 72.83 2 M 74.1 73.15 73.44 73.65 74.65 74.53 74.48 74.41 74.569 74.5 74.38 74.34 74.88
art2 77.55 76.37 78.56 78.7 77.56 78.46 78.49 79.93 80.48 80.2 80.4 80.667 80.48 80.58 80.38 81.06
derma 94.38 94.9 96,25 95.92 94.01 96.37 96.14 97 94.53 96.05 95.92 95.918 94.34 96.7 95.88 96.63
& glass 67.11 66.58 67.81 68.83 65.84 70.22 68.89 70.29 68.32 69.97 70.03 70.286 68.51 70.86 71.17 71.62
? vehicle 70.38 72.19 71.66 73.87 68.72 73.62 73.41 73.87 69.65 73.83 73.38 74.502 69.08 74.14 73.93 74.383 yeast 49.35 52.41 51.66 54.98 48.5 55.04 55.69 57.53 54.43 58.16 53.89 58746 53.76 58.54 58.58 59.56
optdig 92.66 90.5 93.03 93.53 92.82 93.13 93.04 95.3 95.74 95.3 95.76 95.812 95.76 95.64 95.99 96.53
segm 89.55 90.32 9313 93.06 89.26 92.86 93.07 93.86 92.56 93.88 94.5 94.689 92.43 94.28 94.8 94.74
sat 87.9 87.84 88.31 88.84 87.98 88.62 89 89.82 89.89 89.91 89.71 90.247 89.85 89.57 90.03 90.37
arti 76.16 75.61 75.9 76.18 75.94 75.77 75.97 76.45 76.66 76.61 76.72 76.74 76.61 76.52 76.72 76.79
art2 81.27 80.36 81.72 81.9 81.17 81.59 81.68 82.47 82.76 82.68 82.89 82.95 82.75 82.72 82.8 83.1
derma 95.54 95.95 93.86 96.18 95.28 96.63 96.07 96.74 95.81 96.43 95.54 96.78 95.73 a&z 96.7 96.7
glass 62.67 63.27 64 65.14 61.71 65.78 65.71 66.22 65.33 64.94 64.44 65.4 64.63 66.29 65.59 65.71
1 vehicle 76.29 79.99 7908 80.44 74.69 81.31 81.37 81.61 76.4 81.59 81.03 81.97 75.45 82.2 81.96 82.15
yeast 57.98 56.74 53.92 58.49 56.27 58.19 58.81 59.31 59 58.94 55.16 59.35 57.65 58.47 58.99 59.6
optdig 91.7 92.4 95.58 95.24 91.69 95.61 95.24 95.66 94.37 95.74 96.88 96.66 94.47 96.64 96.61 96.45
segm 90.35 89.78 91.14 91.08 89.92 91.75 9LM 92.03 91.93 92.14 93 92.39 91.82 92.97 93.08 92.64
sat 88.51 88.39 88.68 89.14 88.32 89.42 89.01 89.3 88.94 89.18 88.91 89.33 88.96 89.3 89.19 89.27
(a) (b)
Table 4.3: Test error rates (%) obtained using different pruning methods, base classifier types 
and ensemble sizes; for pruning rate = 0.50
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MDM ViND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP OB 'ULLEN MDM ÎAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP
73.63
OB
73.98
CULLEN
74.82arti 71.12 71.13 71.74 72.8 69.67 72.22 71.84 74.66 73.85 74 15 13.64 <^ 4.43 r3.or
ar12 74.01 73.91 75.09 77.54 73.97 77.68 75.81 80.71 79.23 79.41 79.41 80.08 79.1 79.72 79.84 81.02
derma 89.36 92.89 89.89 94.46 88.13 95.73 92.96 96.67 92.36 96.26 92.66 95.81 92.25 96.82 95.43 97.3
glass 59.75 62.19 60 65.21 58.54 66.41 64.83 68.83 67.75 70.17 64.76 70.67 66.6 71.3 71.17 72.89
vehicle 69.05 70.99 68.39 72.07 67.2 72.54 72.23 74.83 69.12 73.72 68.37 73.73 68.4 73.76 73.76 74.85
yeast 44.38 49.89 45.83 53.21 43.5 53.28 52.35 57.81 49.84 56.99 50.08 58.22 49.64 57.04 57.76 59.77
optdig 88.67 86.96 88.15 90.75 88.58 90.47 89.39 95.39 94.48 94.19 94.68 95.07 94.49 94.5 94.96 96.29
segm 84.43 87.62 89.46 91.49 83.95 91.29 90.24 93.82 89.91 93.1 93.59 94.15 89.76 93.82 93.79 94.63
sat 85.44 86.12 75.59 87.66 84.63 87.86 87.39 89.72 88.63 89.5 79.68 89.99 88.53 89.14 89.48 90.41
74.65 73.88 74.14 73.68 74.14 73.78 73.6 B JZ 74.88arti 70.98 71.34 71.33 72.98 70.45 72.56 71.95
art2 73.1 73.49 75.69 76.55 73.03 76.94 76.11 79.93 79.29 79.46 79.4 79.97 79.28 79.94 79.62 81.06
derma 91.69 93.76 89.96 94.72 90.6 95.96 92.92 97 91.99 95.66 89.36 95.39 91.95 96.1 94.34 96.63
glass 64.83 64.19 61.08 67.43 61.65 67..56 68 70.29 66.73 68.55 66.92 69.97 66.54 69.59 70.54 71.62
vehicle 67.82 70.75 67.84 72.75 66.32 71.93 71.58 73.87 68.93 73.47 68.75 73.44 67.9 73.46 73.71 74.38
yeast 42.77 49.77 46.1 53.02 42.45 52.93 52.72 57.53 49.87 56.97 49.34 58.15 49.35 56.77 59.56
optdig 88.27 86.69 88.93 90.34 88.34 90.07 89.24 95.3 94.71 94.42 94.76 95.22 94.75 94.75 95.13 96.53
segm 84.11 87.65 90.1 91.96 82.74 91.69 90.6 93.86 90.24 93.06 93.78 B ia 89.83 93.92 94.39 94.74
sat 84.91 86.09 79.78 87.58 84.6 87.61 87.44 89.82 88.44 89.47 84.96 89.78 88.25 88.77 89.72 90.37
76.45 76.42 76.48 76.47 76.62 76.32 76.44 76.66 76.79arti 75.27 74.98 72.47 75.6 74.67 75.43 2 M 2
art2 78.69 78.31 79.89 80.76 78.12 80.55 80.14 82.47 82.31 82.3 82.46 82.79 82.29 82.12 82.43 83.1
derma 92.96 94.55 86.4 95.88 91.87 95.13 88.84 96.74 94.64 96.44 87.75 96.89 94.76 94.08 96.7
glass 58.16 61.17 49.84 63.49 56.51 65.33 63.37 66.22 62.79 64.6 53.9 65.65 61.9 6 M 64.7 65.71
vehicle 75.01 78.79 73.1 80.47 72.5 80.35 78.89 81.61 76.03 81.26 72.45 81.93 75.02 § .l£ i 81.64 82.15
yeast 54.24 54.94 48.28 57.51 51.42 57.35 56.46 59.31 57.65 58.45 49.89 58.37 55.24 57.87 58.42 59.6
optdig 86.91 89.6 94.44 93.31 86.94 94.61 93.5 95.66 92.66 95.08 96.9 96.44 92.68 90.47 96.33 96.45
segm
sat
87.57 88.13 86.76 90.56 86.93 90.82 891 92.03 90.97 91.64 92.25 92.53 90.76 92.57 92.74 92.64
86.49 87.56 75.8 88.73 86.44 88.97 88.4 89.3 88.31 89.08 83.23 89.38 88.3 8935 8912 89.27
(a) <b)
Table 4.4: Test error rates (%) obtained using different pruning methods, base classifier types 
and ensemble sizes; for pruning rate= 0.70
classifier accuracy (BaseAc), and random selection (RAND) which is repeated 20 times within 
each of the 20 runs. The unpruned ensemble accuracy is also provided under the name “FULL 
EN”. In each table, the results obtained using CART-P trees, NNs with Levenberg-Marquardt 
backpropagation for 16 nodes and 15 epochs, and CART trees as base classifiers are pre­
sented. For each base classifier type, initial ECOC matrix sizes of 50 (block (a) in each table) 
and 150 (block (b)) columns are evaluated.
The pruning method which obtains the highest accuracy in each case is marked in bold, whereas 
the one having the second rank is underlined.
When all datasets, base classifier types and pruning rates are taken into account; AcEc -  P , 
REP and OB are found to be the most successful pruning algorithms in the sense of pruned 
ensemble accuracy, in the order given. As a result of pairwise comparisons between AcEc -  P 
and the rest of the algorithms, the ratios of cases where AcEc -  P is found to reveal ensemble 
accuracy better than or equal to REP and OB over all are 65.7% and 70.3% respectively.
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------ _ _ _ P ^ ln g  Rates
Ensemble T y p e s "  --—
30% 40% 50% 60% 70%
CART With SO Col. 1/1 1 /0 1/0 1/1 1/0
CART with ISO Coi. 1/1 1/1 1 /0 1 /0 1/0
CARTPwithSOCoi. 1/1 1/1 1/0 1 /0 1 /0
CARTPwith 150 Col. 0 /3 0 /2 1/0 1 /0 1 /0
16N-15E NN with 50 Col. 1/1 1 /0 1/0 1/0 1 /0
16N-15ENN with 150 Col. 1/1 0 /2 0 /3 0 /4 0 /2
Table 4.5; Significance test results between the pruned and unpruned ensembles / No. of 
datasets (over 9) for which pruned ensemble performs better than the unpruned
As the number of base classifiers decreases and the pruning rate increases, the results obtained 
using REP start getting better than the rest. However, even when REP is at the peak of its 
performance (case of 50 base classifiers & 70 pruning rate), the performance of A c E c - f  follows 
closely, and the high time complexity of REP should also be borne in mind.
Contrary to the findings for pruned Bagging ensembles given in Sec. 4.4.1 and in [45], pruned 
ECOC ensembles are not commonly observed to improve the generalization performance of the 
unpruned ones. This is explained by the characteristics of the ECOC framework such as its 
resistance to overfitting and better capacity for error correction, especially when used with long 
code matrices and strong base classifiers, making it hard to improve its performance via pruning. 
Table 4.5 shows both the significant differences between the results obtained by A c E c -P pruned 
and unpruned ECOC ensembles, and the number of datasets for which the pruned ensembles 
with the given rates perform better than the unpruned, over all datasets. For the significance 
tests, the procedure suggested by Demsar [13] is utiiized by using the Friedman significance test 
with the Nemenyi post-hoc procedure, with p < 0.05. The toolbox used in the implementation 
is provided in [60]. Here, the ensembles pruned by AcEc -  P with the given pruning rates are 
assigned 0 if there is no statistical difference between them and the unpruned ensemble, and 1 
otherwise. It can be deduced that it is possible to reduce the size of the ensemble down to 30% of 
the initial size (using a pruning rate of 70%) without a significant difference between the A c E c -P  
pruned and the unpruned ensemble, and even improve the generalization performances in some 
cases.
It should also be noted that according to findings in Table 4.3, the deterioration in the ensemble 
accuracy when AcEc -  P is used with a pruning rate of 50% is only within ~ 0.01 for all datasets
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and base classifier types, when an initial pool of 150 classifiers is used. That is to say, instead 
of using a 150 column ECOC matrix, using one with 75 will never degrade the performance by 
more than ~ 1%, which is highly useful when applications requiring speed and accuracy at the 
same time are considered.
As a final comment for the experiments, it should be mentioned that the standard deviations of 
the pruning algorithms have been calculated to be statistically insignificant from each other for 
majority of the scenarios.
4.4.2.2 AcEc-P Comparison with HADI
In this section, comparison of the performance of AcEc -  P with that of HADI, in which the 
pruning problem is formulated within the optimization framework given in Eq. 4.3 with additional 
components of diversity and HD information, has been carried out. It has also been investigated 
whether using semidefinite programming (SDP) instead of quadratic programming as a solution 
for the optimization would boost the pruning performance as proposed in Sec. 4.3.3.
In Table 4.6 (a) and (b), pruning performances of A cE c-P  and HADI for all datasets and classifier 
types, which have been mentioned in Sec. 4.4.2.1, are given for the pruning rate 50%, for ECOC 
matrices of 50 and 150 columns respectively. Accordingly in Table 4.6 (c) and (d), performances 
for the pruning rate 70% for matrices of 50 and 150 columns are provided. Using the values 
obtained, AcEc -  P and HADI can be observed to produce results which are very close to each 
other; AcEc -  P is found to perform better in 54% of the cases compared to 46% of HADI 
when averaged over all scenarios. More specifically, there is no statisticaliy significant difference 
between the performances of A cE c-P  and HADI according to the Friedman significance test with 
the Nemeyni post-hoc procedure within 95% confidence interval. However, it should be noted 
that there is one dataset (“glass”) for which the difference between the results of two algorithms 
is more than 1%, and contrary to the overall superior performance of AcEc -  P, HADI has better 
accuracy for this dataset.
To explore if changing the optimization method makes a difference to the results of HADI, the 
experiments have been repeated using SDP rather than the quadratic integer programming
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methodology, which was explained in Sec. 4.3.3. It has been shown as a result that there is 
insignificant difference between the two methods within 95% confidence. This can be compared 
with the finding to those of Zhang et al. in [74], in which the successful outcomes of the op­
timization framework on the majority voting ensembles has been claimed to occur as a result 
of the solver used, namely SDP, but not the specific accuracy / diversity measures used in the 
formulation of the framework.
An analysis is performed on the effects of the weights wu, wd, and wf in Eq. 4.37 to gauge 
the importance of the individual measures in HADI. Not surprisingly, wp for the HD Measure for 
ECOC Matrix Rows (HDM) is observed to increase when the pruning rate is increased. This is 
due to the fact that the smaller the ECOC matrix becomes, the greater the degradation of its 
error correction capability is. Thus, it is to be expected that HADI should strive to maintain HDM 
by increasing wp. On the other hand, when the pruning rate is increased, the weight belonging 
to the diversity matrix, wd, decreases or stays stable. It is not a very common scenario that 
accuracy matrix weight, wu, is much higher than wd and wp. Thus, HADI does not necessarily 
converge to AcEc -  P, although the results of two methods are very close.
Further experiments have been performed by reformulating HADI optimization by leaving out 
the diversity and HD components such that wd and wp are equal to 0. This is in order to see 
if formulating AcEc -  P within an optimization framework would provide any improvement over 
ordered aggregation. However, the resuits have not shown any statistical significant difference. 
Also, in the experiments where HADI was evaluated by leaving out only the diversity component, 
via setting wd = 0, no significant improvement over AcEc -  P have been obtained.
It has therefore been shown that HADI does not show any statistically significant difference over 
AcEc -  P, and the results obtained by HADI are independent of the optimization solver used. 
Moreover, the insignificance of using an optimization framework for AcEc -  P has also been 
presented as the results achieved are not found to be any better than those of the ordered 
aggregation. Finally, leaving out the diversity and HD components of HADI one by one without 
any degradation in performance indicates the power of AcEc -  E in terms of exploiting both 
diversity and HD information while taking care of accuracy.
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AcEc-P HADI
artMultn 73.91 73.69
artMultiZ 79.61 79.15
derma 95.39 95.77
tz glass 68.44 69.08
g vehicle 73.93 74.30
yeast 56.14 55.21
optdigits 93.89 93.60
segment 92.94 93.31
sat 89.11 89.17
artMuItil 73.61 73.07
artMuItiZ 78.86 79.07
derma 95.92 95.92
P: glass 69.21 69.97
g vehicle 73.73 72.91
yeast 55.68 55.42
optdigits 93.45 93.06
segment 92.70 92.87
sat 88.87 88.97
artMuItil 76.18 76.17
artMuItiZ 81.90 81.86
derma 96.18 96.63
glass 65.14 67.49
2 vehicle 80.44 81.04
yeast 58.49 58.41
optdigits 95.24 94.84
segmen 91.08 91.62
sat 89.14 89.22
AcEc-P
74.7
80.8
96.29
72.25 
74.69 
58.95
95.8 
94.49
90.4
74.3 
SO.l
96.25 
72.06
74.9 
58.8
95.98
94.54
90.3
HADI
74.27 
80.57 
96.67 
73.08 
74.49 
58.69 
95.83 
94.42
90.27
74.02 
80.16 
96.59
71.37 
74.88 
58.46
96.2
94.37
90.03
76.7 76.58 
83 82.87
96.8 96.89
65.4 66.48 
81.97 82.01
59.4 59.32
96.66 96.65 
92.39 92.8
89.3 89.35
AcEc*P
72.8
77.54
94.46
65.21
72.07
53.21
90.75
91.49 
87.66
72.08 
76.74 
95.17  
66.35  
71.63 
53.23 
90.33 
91.65  
87.58
75.6
80.76 
95.88
63.49 
80.47 
57.51 
93.31 
90.56 
88.73
HADI
72.95 
77
94.27
68.13
72.54
53.18
90.87 
91.6
88.02
72
77.36
94.76
66.35
72.62
52.88
90.68 
91.52
87.96
75.49
80.68 
95.66 
64.83 
80.81 
57.69
93.5
90.96 
88.79
AcEc-P HADI
74.45 73.92
80.08 79.93
95.81 96.48
70.67 71.24
73.73 74.14
58.22 57.5
95.07 95.14
94.15 94.07
89.99 89.86
73.86 73.66
79.49 79.53
96.29 95.96
71.49 70.6
74.17 74.6
58.03 57.29
95.19 95.53
94.29 93.77
89.78 89.74
76.62 76.55
82.79 82.49
96.89 96.48
65.65 65.02
81.93 81.83
58.37 59.05
96.44 96.24
92.53 92.42
89.38 89.31
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Table 4.6: Test error rates (%) obtained using AcEc -  P and HADI, for different base classifier 
types, ensemble sizes (ES) and pruning rates (PR), (a) ES: 50 PR: 50% (b) ES:150 PR: 50% (c) 
ES: 50 PR: 70% (d) ES: 150 PR: 70%
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4.4.2.S Experiments on AcEc -  P Analysis
In order to experimentally evaluate the findings derived in Sec. 4.3.2 and to reveal the relation­
ships between AcEc and ensemble training accuracy, ensemble test accuracy, HD between rows 
and HD between columns in detail, measurements on an artificial dataset have been recorded 
in this section using an iterative methodology. Three sets of experiments have been carried out 
to be able to investigate these cases thoroughly.
1) Forward and Backward Search Removals
After obtaining the initial ordering of the classifiers using AcEc -  P, classifiers have one by one 
been removed and replaced with random ones from within the pool of remaining classifiers. The 
“remove and change” procedure has been carried out in two ways: 1) Fwd Search Removal: 
Starting from the first classifier (the one with the highest AcEc) of the ordered aggregation 2) 
Bwd Search Removal: Starting from the last classifier (the one with the lowest AcEc) of the 
ordered aggregation.
This process has been evaluated using an initial pool of 200 classifiers via utilizing both weak 
(represented by 1 node 2 epoch NNs) and strong (represented by 16 node 15 epoch NNs) base 
classifiers, using the pruning rate of 70%. The artificial dataset employed in these experiments, 
named artMultiS, consists of 8 classes. The experiments have been repeated 5 times for different 
training and test sets consisting of 300 and 18000 patterns respectively.
The results can be found in Fig. 4.S-4.6. The graphs in Fig. 4.5 depict results belonging to 
Fwd and Bwd Search Removal’s using weak classifiers, and the graphs in Fig. 4.6 depict those 
belonging to the strong classifiers. Note that experiments have also been repeated by increasing 
the training set size to 1000 and the results obtained are found to be in line with those presented 
below.
In both Fwd Search and Bwd Search Removal and for both base classifier types, the expected 
behaviour of AcEc value exhibiting monotonie decrease as the number of randomizations in­
creases can be observed in Fig. 4.5-4.G. A general trend of a decrease in the training and test
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Figure 4.5; Fwd Search Removal (a) and Bwd Search Removal (b) using NNs with 1 Node and 
2 Epochs
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Figure 4.6: Fwd Search Removal (top) and Bwd Search Removal (bottom) using NNs with 16 
Nodes and 15 Epochs
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accuracies for both search and base classifier types as AcEc decreases can also be noticed. It 
can be argued that while using weak classifiers, these observed patterns of decrease belonging 
to the training and test accuracies are clearer than those belonging to the strong classifier case. 
However, the range of the training and test accuracies is as small as 0.02 for strong classifiers 
due to the fact that randomly generated long ECOC matrices trained with strong classifiers are 
already close to optimum and are difficult to prune; hence fluctuations seen in graphs belonging 
to these classifiers are expected.
As an expected outcome of the theoretical findings in Sec. 4.3.2, the average number of level val­
ues (w) belonging to the columns increases as AcEc decreases: The pruning algorithm, A cE c-P , 
promotes low level values. It should be remembered that high level value columns are also ex­
pected to be preferred by A cE c-funder certain scenarios such as the existence of unbalanced 
superclass data and poor performance equi-split column classifiers, as mentioned in Sec. 4.3.2. 
However, this set of experiments shows that those scenarios are not common.
The closer a column is to equi-split, the smaller the total number of pairwise row similarities 
becomes; therefore the average row HD of the ECOC matrix decreases. This fact is reflected 
in Fig. 4.5-4.G as average row HD is seen to decrease while average level value increases. 
An important outcome here is that the level value increases almost monotonically while AcEc 
decreases, and this shows that AcEc -  P aims to boost average row HD. This explains why 
the HDM measure within HADI, which was proposed to provide information about HD, was not 
found to improve the results over AcEc -  P during experiments given in Sec. 4.4.2.2. AcEc 
value already incorporates average HD information. It should be reminded here that a target of 
ECOC pruning should be to maximize the minimum HD between rows, rather than the average 
pairwise HD. Accordingly, it can be observed from Fig. 4.5-4.6 that the minimum HD between 
rows generally decreases with average HD (other than for the case for the Bwd Search for NNs 
with 1 node and 1 epochs). This is one reason that makes AcEc - P a  successful ECOC pruning
algorithm.
On the other hand, the observation about the minimum and average HD information does not 
apply to the column HD: The column HD information does not show a high correlation with the 
increase in the level value. It should also be noted here that as ECOC matrices are generated 
randomly, columns that are identical are likely to occur especially for problems with fewer classes.
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These repetitive columns are allowed in design due to the fact that random perturbations such as 
bootstrapping are common during ECOC training. In this set of experiments, the perturbation is 
coming from the random initial weights of NNs used with Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation. 
As the minimum column HD is displayed to be zero in Fig. 4.S-4.6, we conclude that identical 
columns are also favoured by AcEc -  P. The experiments have been repeated with a dataset 
consisting of larger number of classes (15) and it has been observed that the minimum HD is not 
necessarily zero, although the “zero case” is most common.
2) Random Column Selections
In these experiments, further prunings on the artMultiS dataset have been performed this time 
via random selections of the columns, for the pruning rate of 70% and for both strong and weak 
NNs. The aim here is to be able to see correlations of AcEc values with test accuracies, minimum 
and average row HD and level value when randomly selected 2000 subensembles are taken into 
consideration. The same analysis has been repeated for base classifier accuracy instead of 
AcEc in order to point out the advantages of using AcEc-P  instead of BaseAc (see Sec. 4.4.2.1 ) 
for ECOC pruning. The results are presented in Fig. 4.7-4.8; the former illustrating findings for 
1 node 2 epoch NNs representing weak base classifiers, the latter for 16 node 15 epoch NNs 
representing strong classifiers. The correlation coefficients derived from the observations are 
represented within each graph with the variable “C”.
Similar to the findings of Fwd and Bwd Search Removals, negative correlations between AcEc 
and level value, and thus positive correlations between AcEc and average row HD have been 
observed in Fig. 4.7-4.8. However, although positive correlations between AcEc and the test 
accuracy can be recognized, it is not possible to talk about a significant correlation between those 
pairs especially for the case of strong classifiers. Here, the fact that the ensembles of strong 
classifiers consisting of randomly selected columns already give close to optimum performance 
should not be forgotten. Moreover, 2000 random subensembles of size 60 selected from an 
initial pool of 200 base classifiers may not be representative enough of the space of all possible 
subensembles, whose size can be calculated using the combination rule C(200,60). Finally, note 
that the logic statement of “If AcEc increases, the pruned ensemble test accuracy also increases.” 
does not necessarily imply “If pruned ensemble test accuracy increases, then AcEc also does”.
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Figure 4.7: Random subensemble analysis for 1 node 2 epoch NNs
Instead of correlation, more complex ways to measure the conditional rather than biconditional 
logical connectives should be addressed. However, the observed positive correlation values still 
support the use of AcEc -  P.
The positive correlations between AcEc and minimum row HD can again be recognized here; 
though, the correlation coefficients are lower than those that are found for average row HD. This 
finding is also anticipated due to the fact that AcEc has been found to show strong correlation 
with level value, and level values are theoretically linked to average row HD as explained in Sec. 
4.4.2.S.
The observations on base classifier accuracy are rather surprising. Base classifier accuracy re­
veals positive correlation with level value, which brings about negative correlation with average 
row HD, although the correlation coefficient magnitudes are not as large as those obtained for 
AcEc. Moreover, base classifier accuracy is also shown to have negative correlation with mini­
mum row HD. These characteristics can be argued to make BaseAc inadmissible as a pruning
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Figure 4.8: Random subensemble analysis for 16 node 15 epoch NNs
algorithm. It has also been demonstrated that base classifier accuracy does not show any cor­
relation with test accuracy when strong classifiers are used. This supports the findings given in 
Table 4.4, in which BaseAc can be seen to perform worse than random selection in many of the 
cases. However, Fig. 4.7 depicts a positive correlation with test accuracy when weak classifiers 
are used, and the correlation coefficient is shown to be slightly better than that of AcEc.
3) Comparison with a Pruning Algorithm Based on Levels
In order to evaluate whether the success at AcEc-P mainly depends on the fact that it selects low 
level columns which implies high row HD and thus high error correction capability; an additional 
pruning algorithm. LevelP, is introduced. LevelP is an ordered aggregation method based on 
selecting the set of classifiers with the lowest possible summation of levels. Experiments have 
been repeated using LevelP together with the successful pruning algorithms of Sec. 4.4.2.1,
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artMultiS MDM RAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP OB Level P
pruning Rate;0.5 77.38 77.19 77.3 77.51 77.27 75.94 77.09 77.48
pruning Rate:0.7 76.51 76.7 77.15 77.18 76.32 72.94 76.5 7.7.m
Table 4.7: LevelP test error rates (%) for artMultiS, for pruning rate=50% and 70%
using 16 node 15 epoch NNs as base classifiers and 50% and 70% as pruning rates. Results are 
presented in Table 4.7 for artMultiS dataset, where the best performance is given in bold and the 
second is underlined. It can be observed here that although the results obtained by LevelP are 
good, they are not any better than the ones obtained by using A c E c -P ,  which is again the most 
successful method in this set of experiments. Moreover, the performance of LevelP is expected 
to decrease further when it is used on codes with smaller number of classes / rows. This is 
due to the fact that in such scenarios, the level values for different columns are similar to each 
other (and therefore are not informative enough), although the accuracies of the corresponding 
base classifiers can differ. These findings also support the proposed hypothesis that not only the 
use of equi-split columns but also factors like AcEc’s relation with the base classifier and class 
specific accuracies make AcEc - P a  high-performance algorithm.
4.4.2.4 Bias and Variance Anaiysis for AcEc -  P
The experiments in this section aim to reveal the success behind AcEc -  P from the perspective 
of bias and variance analysis using the framework of James as given in Chapter 3. Note that the 
links between the bias and variance definitions of James with those belonging to the T&G model 
have also been given in Chapter 3.
Using the datasets which consist of separate training and test sets, the effects of the bias and 
variance on the prediction error {SE and VE) have been measured on the 20 separate runs that 
were previously carried out in the prediction error measurement experiments provided in Sec. 
4.4.2.1. In each run, a different ECOC matrix has been utilized for pruning. Results belonging 
to different pruning rates (pr), different number of ECOC columns and different base classifier 
types have been evaluated and the representative outcomes have been summarized in Table
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CART
pr=0.7 Dataset=seg MDM RAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP 08
50 Columns
Bayes Error 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426
Measured Error 0.1557 0.1238 0.1054 0.0851 0.1605 0.0871 0.0976
Expected Error 0.1808 0.1544 0.1172 0.1148 0.1861 0.1170 0.1267
SE 0.0654 0.0451 0.0471 0.0491 0.0715 0.0423 0.0456
VE 0.0729 0.0667 0.0275 0.0231 0.0721 0.0322 0.0386
CART
pr=0.7 Dataset=seg MDM RAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP OB
150 Columns
Bayes Error 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426
Measured Error 0.1009 0.0690 0.0641 0.0585 0.1024 0.0618 0.0621
Expected Error 0.1303 0.1015 0.0930 0.0930 0.1320 0.0948 0.0947
SE 0.0662 0.0435 0.0434 0.0422 0.0698 0.0402 0.0448
VE 0.0215 0.0155 0.0071 0.0083 0.0196 0.0120 0.0073
Table 4.8: Bias and variance analysis for AcEc -  P on Segmentation dataset
NN
pr=0.5 Dataset=sat MDM RAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP OB
150 Columns
Bayes Error 0.0702 0.0702 0.0702 0.0702 0.0702 0.0702 0.0702
Measured Error 0.1106 0.1082 0.1109 0.1067 0.1104 0.107 0.1081
Expected Error 0.1076 0.1086 0.1044 0.1042 0.1083 0.1097 0.1062
SE 0.0312 0.0320 0.0284 0.0282 0.0330 0.0312 0.0312
VE 0.0063 0.0063 0.0058 0.0057 0.0051 0.0083 0.0048
Table 4.9: Bias and variance analysis for AcEc -  P on Satellite Image dataset
4.8,4.9 and 4.10 for Segmentation, Satellite Image and Optdigits datasets respectively. In these 
figures, the expected ECOC errors (which is the sum of SE, VE and Bayes error as described 
in James' framework), the measured errors (as given in Sec. 4.4.2.1), Bayes error rates, SE 
and VE values are provided for each of the pruning methodologies. Note that there are slight 
differences between the expected and the measured errors as anticipated, but the analysis is 
not effected by these differences. The lowest values of the accuracies and the SE and VE are 
indicated in bold, and the second lowest values are underlined. For convenience the third lowest 
are also given in italic.
It can observed from Table 4.8-4.10 that, AcEc -  P tends to decrease the effects of both bias 
and variance on the prediction error in general. When the number of columns is large (150), 
the decrease is more on VE than when it is small (50), for which the decrease mainly occurs 
for SE. A further observation is that the main contribution to the performance of REP is due 
to its reduction in SE. Even in the cases when REP is not the most successful method, its SE
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CART
pr=0.7 Dataset=opt MDM RAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP OB
50 Columns
Bayes Error 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208
Measured Error 0.1133 0.1304 0.1185 0.0925 0.1142 0.0953 0.1061
Expected Error 0.1193 0.1380 0.1002 0.0998 0.1203 0.1027 0.1124
SE 0.0261 0.0278 0.0236 0.0267 0.0280 0.0236 0.0279
VE 0.0723 0.0894 0.0557 0.0523 0.0715 0.0582 0.0636
CARTP
pr=0.7 Dataset=opt MDM RAND BaseAc AcEc-P PSDP REP 08
50 Columns
Bayes Error 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208
Measured Error 0.1214 0.1319 0.1198 0.0967 0.119 0.0949 0.1071
Expected Error 0.1233 0.1441 0.1046 0.1033 0.1228 0.1061 0.1147
SE 0.0295 0.0328 0.0292 0.0301 0.0331 0.0281 0.0284
VE 0.0729 0.0905 0.0546 0.0524 0.0688 0.0572 0.0654
Table 4.10; Bias and variance analysis for AcEc -P a n  Optdigits dataset
might be lower than the rest of the algorithms. This finding also points out the fact that although 
AcEc -  P and REP bring about similar classification performances, their behaviours in terms of 
the reductions in SE and VE differ.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented two novel pruning methods, W2P and AcEc -  P, to be used 
with two class problems in bagging ensembles and with multiclass problems in the ECOC frame­
work, respectiveiy. Both of the methods inherit the idea of binary mappings in order to better 
represent the problems within their domains. While these mappings help combine the accuracy 
and diversity information for two class problems in bagging ensembles, for multiclass ECOC 
problems they serve the purpose of establishing the link between the individual two class de­
compositions of an ECOC matrix and the main multiclass problem using accuracy information.
Experimental evidence demonstrates the superiority of W2P over the state of the art method­
ologies, and shows that in the majority of cases it is possible to obtain better performance that 
is statistically significant. Moreover, using down to 40% of the original ensemble size, it is pos­
sible to obtain better error rates than the unpruned ensemble, and reach 1.3% difference to the 
Bayes error. As the method is suitable for any base classifier that makes a binary decision, re­
sults can be extended using different classifiers than NNs for future work. Also, improvements
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on selections of parameters such as the optimum number of pruned classifiers remain as open 
problems.
AcEc -  P has also been observed to yield superior results in comparison with the state-of-the 
art ensemble pruning methods applied to ECOC. Furthermore, in certain cases it is possible to 
use a pruning rate of 70% without a significant difference in the classification performance and 
even increase the performance at times. Especially when used with longer codes and lower 
pruning rates, the difference in the performance of the pruned and the unpruned ensemble can 
be kept within an upper limit as small as 0.01. These findings come out to be very important 
as long random ECOC matrices already provide error rates close to Bayes. It has also been 
pointed out through theoretical analysis and experimentations that it is not only the accuracy, but 
also HD and diversity information that are included / accounted for within the proposed algorithm 
AcEc -  P: AcEc brings about high row separation, and the fact that the addition of a diversity 
term does not improve the results suggest that it also is already included within the formulation.
As another means to analyze A cE c-P , bias and variance framework of James has been applied 
on the results and it has been shown that AcEc -  P tends to decrease the effects of both bias 
and variance on the prediction error. More specifically, when the number of columns is large, the 
decrease appears to be more on variance effect, whereas when it is small, it is mainly on the 
bias effect (systematic effect).
For future work, the connection between different diversity measures and AcEc -  P is proposed 
to be established using theoretical links. Moreover, investigating the use of second order Walsh 
coefficients within the ECOC framework as a means to measure diversity is of interest. Finally, 
A c E c -P  is proposed to be applied on other encoding than randECOCs, and also on the updated 
matrices achieved from the strategies presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 5 
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis we have carried out evaluations on the theory of ensemble classification, by spe­
cializing on Error Correcting Output Codes (ECOC). After proposing novel update techniques to 
the ECOC ensembles as a preliminary study in Chapter 2, we have utilized bias and variance 
theory to understand and investigate the behaviours of ensembles in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, 
the missing links between some popular bias-variance frameworks have also been established; 
and using these theories, design hints for ECOC ensembles have been provided. Finally for 
ensemble classification, novel algorithms to prune bagging and ECOC ensembles for two class 
and multiclass problems have been presented in Chapter 4. The proposed ECOC pruning has 
been analyzed theoretically, and during the analyses, bias-variance frameworks have also been 
employed.
As a result of the update process on binary ECOC matrices using the proposed methods, namely 
FLIP-ECOC and FLIP-ECOC+, it is shown in Chapter 2 that the updated matrices almost always 
improve performance in case of the existence of a separate validation set. In the absence 
of separate validation sets, the algorithms may fail to enhance performance if applied on very 
strong ensembles. Reasons for this include update algorithms overfitting and ensembles already 
providing close to Bayes performance. It should however be noted that when the training set size 
is sufficiently large, the failures of the update process on the strong ensembles are rare, and that 
up to 17% improvement can still be achieved on weaker ensembles.
More benefits of using the FLIP-ECOC algorithm have been shown on randomly generated ma­
trices (randECOC) and one-versus-all codes. It is possible in certain scenarios to use less than 
half of the original matrix size and / or less than half of the original number of nodes to achieve 
a better performance for randECOCs; and to use fewer epochs or nodes than the original to
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get better performances for one-versus-all. Note that these effects are more visible for weaker 
ensembles.
As future work, Chapter 2 proposes extended versions of the update algorithms to be applied 
on ternary matrices, improvements on the ternary decoding step of the FLIP-ECOC+ algorithm, 
automatic optimization of the threshold parameters used within the methods, and better search 
strategies to avoid overfitting during validation.
In Chapter 3, as a result of analyzing ECOC ensembles using Tumer and Ghosh (T&G) bias- 
variance model, it has been shown that the T&G bias of ECOC is equal to the average base 
classifier bias scaled by a normalization coefficient, and that the T&G variance of ECOC is equal 
to the average scaled variance divided by the number of base classifiers when independent base 
classifier outputs are used. These bias and variance terms related to ECOC and its two class 
base classifiers can be calculated on only one class within the decision region, as the estima­
tion error of the other class is already dependent on this one. Furthermore, ECOC is shown 
to reduce the average expected base classification error by the total number base classifiers 
multiplied with the squared normalization coefficient, plus a covariance term (which disappears 
for independent outputs). The average expected base classification added error, and (therefore) 
the expected added error of ECOC depend only on the non-zero bias and variance of the non- 
redundant classifiers. These are the base ciassifiers which represent the classes of interest at 
the decision region using different bits, and are therefore trained to separate them from each 
other. Moreover, it has also been shown via experimentation using James bias-variance frame­
work that ECOC reduces the effects of James bias and variance -which are defined on the hard 
base classifier outputs- on the prediction error, when compared to bagging ensembles or single 
multiclass classifiers.
As another contribution. Chapter 3 establishes the connections between the Geman, T&G and 
James models of bias and variance. It has been shown that T&G bias and variance are used 
in decomposing both the squared error on the a posteriori probabilities belonging to separate 
classes and also the classification error. Moreover, classification error can also be decomposed 
using James bias and variance defined on the hard outputs. Therefore, the bias-variance terms 
of T&G and James frameworks are also connected and can be formulated in terms of each other:
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We present the effects of bias and variance (SE and VE) on the classification error as defined 
by James in closed form, using T&G bias and variance.
It is found as a result of the above mentioned analysis that SB of James depends on the median 
of the decision boundary distribution belonging to the base classifiers. For symmetric distribu­
tions like normal distribution, the median is equal to the mean and therefore SB is directly related 
to the T&G bias. Note that T&G bias for a single classifier is the scaled difference between the 
biases of estimation errors belonging to the two classes of interest at the decision boundary 
(/S; -  fij). For EGOG, it is linked to the bias of the estimation errors on one class and over non- 
redundant base classifiers. Therefore, in order to reduce SB for single classifiers, /?/ and Pj 
must be encouraged to be positive or negative in equal amounts; and for EGOG, having low bias 
belonging to each base classifier m for any given class i, namely /3f , is needed.
On the other hand, VB of James is shown to be linked to the T&G variance, together with the 
difference between the mean and the median of the decision boundary distribution. Although for 
distributions like normal distribution this difference would vanish, it is still possible to obtain neg­
ative VB for skewed distributions. It has further been shown through experimentation that this is 
likely to happen especially when weak classifiers are used, as James variance may be helping hit 
the right target label at times to reduce the classification error (and therefore VB). Note that T&G 
variance for a single classifier is the scaled summation of the variances belonging to the classes 
of interest at the decision region, accompanied by a covariance term. For EGOG, it is the scaled 
variance belonging to one class, averaged over the base classifiers (again accompanied by a 
covariance term). Therefore, to have a small VB, it is advised to have small variances belonging 
to both classes while using the single classifier. When EGOG is used, increased generalization 
performance is expected as long as its non-redundant base classifiers have associated small 
variances.
Although Ghapter 3 intends to illuminate the theory of ensemble classification specializing on 
EGOG, closed form solutions for EGOG encoding still remain as open problems. Using the find­
ings that the average number of bit similarities between any two rows should be high enough to 
reduce the effects of bias and variance, and low enough to be able to produce meaningful locally 
monotonie a posteriori probability functions with low bias and variance, we try to point to possible 
future strategies for encoding. Furthermore for future work, extensive theoretical derivations for
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the calculation of the normalization coefficient, which is used for ECOC a posteriori probability 
estimations in this study, is proposed.
Finally in Chapter 4, we address the problem of ensemble pruning, by offering two novel pruning 
methodologies, W2P and AcEc -  P, to be used with bagging ensembles for two class problems 
and with ECOC for multiciass, respectively. These methods make use of binary mappings to 
combine accuracy and diversity information for two class problems, and set up the link between 
the base classifier accuracies and the ECOC accuracy for multiclass problems.
Both W2P and AcEc -  P have been shown to provide better results than the state of the art. It is 
possible by using W2P to prune the original ensemble down to 40% of its size and stiii achieve 
better performance. As for EGOG, a pruning rate of 70% can be used with AcEc -  P without a 
significant difference between the performance of the pruned ensemble and the original. This 
is especially important when long randEGOGs are used, as they have already been proven to 
provide close to Bayes error performance when used with strong base classifiers.
Ghapter 4 also provides theoretical reasonings behind the success of AcEc -  P in terms of 
its connections with Hamming Distance, base classifier accuracy and diversity. It has been 
theoretically and experimentally proven that the method brings about high row separation and 
that it is directly connected to the two class base classifier accuracies. However, although it 
has been experimentally shown that the method includes information about diversity, theoretical 
connections are to be explored as future work. Moreover, additional mappings such as the ones 
used for calculating second order coefficients within W2P are to be exploited in order to account 
for diversity information. Note that the analyses have been carried out on randEGOGs in this 
chapter, and future work is also aimed at using different encoding strategies.
As a final contribution of Ghapter 4, bias and variance analysis of James has been applied to 
AcEc-P, and the method has been shown to trigger decrease both in SE and VE more than the 
other pruning methodologies. The reduction in SB is more obvious when the number of columns 
is small, and accordingly the reduction in VB is bigger when large number of columns are used.
More future work is targeted at carrying out pruning on the proposed EGOG update algorithms 
given in Ghapter 2. Applying AcEc -  P on matrices whose performance has already been im­
proved using FLIP-EGOG can bring about the benefits of further improved performance and
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speed. Moreover, it has been presented in Chapter 2 that by using the proposed update method­
ologies, it is possible to achieve the same performance as the original matrix by employing 
smaller number of nodes and / or epochs and / or columns, under certain circumstances. This 
shows that FLIP-ECOC can actually be used as a means of pruning, which can be compared 
with AcEc -  P\ or even more, AcEc -  P  can be applied in addition to FLIP-ECOC in order to 
improve the speed even further.
Finally, we would like to mention that the theoretical analysis that has been carried out throughout 
this thesis is to be used on a real dataset as a means of continuing our research on Facial 
Action Unit (FAGS) recognition using EGOG, as published in [77]. The FAGS recognition problem 
is a multiciass problem with more than 40 classes, and features extracted for obtaining high 
classification rates are shown to have high dimensions. Therefore, via utilizing bias-variance 
theory, intelligently designed EGOG matrices are to be explored, which can be updated and 
pruned using FLIP-EGOG and AcEc -  P leading to improved accuracy and speed that are of 
great importance in this type of a high-dimensionai multiciass problem.
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